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t'~illiam !1ean Ho~ella wos the ll'!.ost ill1!Jortnnt influence 
in A~e~1ean £1at1on during the last quarter of the nine-
teenth centui~; be had mora ef·faot uoon the tone, quality, 
and tendeneies of .ArJerica.n novels than nny other person. 
It is said that th() influence of ~olsto'J, Va.lde's, and Ga.ldo's 
is trans~itted to American letters througt1 llowolls. It ia 
purnose to nsoertaln to what extent th1s statement ia 
true!J by maklng a study of nrlt- llowellsi knov1ledge and apore-
o1nt1on 0£ Spanish literature, and pa~t1oularly to study 
f ' the influence upon il1m of Valcies and Galdos,. To show 
· s1gn1fieance of llr. Howells' ovaluntions, I have f'.t•oqucn~l:J 
quotod from his works. ! wish horo to expJ:'ess 
e1at1on to ~~1ss 1'i1ldred-1Iov;ells for hel'.• l'Cindly interost 
a.ne. .for infornation concerning nowolls' lmowledgc of Span-
1sh 11te~utureo I also ulsh to extend , 
r:r. Julio Valdes for suggcstio~s off ored, and to express 
rr:; aineera gratitude to Professor Arthur L. Owen to whom 
I an deeply indebted for continuous eoope~ati~n in this 
t1arjo,r-1e Stoelc Pattorson 
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YtILLIAM DEAN HOVuELLS' RELATION rro SPANISH LITEK. 
Introduction 
Coexistent with the rapid progress made in science~ 
and with the industrial avmkening, and social and philo-
sophical expansion throughout the world during the second 
half of the nineteenth century, it was only natural that 
the tendencies in novel writing should be in the direction 
of 1•aalism and character analysisC! In all fields ot human 
endeavor there was shown the desire to bi)eak avrn .. y from the 
conventional and romantic# and to seek the truth from a 
close observation or natural phanomenae This scientific 
tendency in lite~ature was manifested by the study 
portrayal of' thingt? as they are and a wi thdra.wal fr.iom the 
old theory that the end or art was the creation of beauty, 
a theory which caused the sordid facts of life to be ou1itted 
or idealized. 
In America~ the principle realists were Howelln him-
self, who is by general consent the foremost repr~esentativc 
the school, and who may be looked on as the creator of 
the American novel of' character as distinct from -che novel 
of incident; Henry c!amcrn with hls subtle psycholog;y and his 
cullar style; Hjalmar• IIjorth Boyesen, .and Paul Leioes ter 
Ford. However, realis~ in American literature was not 
evolved from a study of the American people but imported 
to the United States fr•om the continental writers v1ho were 
already engaged in the search fo:r~ the fundamental truchs 
of life., 
Howells himself expresses this eleatlly ln a speech 
given at a banquet celebru~ing hie seventy-fifth birthday~ 
"We bagan our national ca.reei._ by having no literature 
of our 01J\1D.o OUl"* reading, except in the ve-r:y noble .. pol1ti-
cal v.r.ritings of' the fathers, came from Engla11d, and then.? 
as the rift between tho two eountries deepened ~nd widened~ 
it began to corno f ~om tho Europeun C~mtinent • ., <I " Some 
of you m.ay not know this, bun I know it, for I rua of ·the 
ganeration that lived it and I would fain help to have it 
~emembered that it was from the French master~, the Conti-
nental masters, we studied to imitate nabure, and gave 
American fiction the bent which it still keeps whereve~ 
it is vital.M(l) 
In 1984, Edward Oosse visited Howells in Boston and 
later wrote: 
'
11My recollection of these cho.rmlng ~elations includes 
the memox~ or endless ta1-'k:e about, the art of writing,, with 
the theory ot which Howells was at this time particula~ly 
occupied. It was the pe~iod of what was called 'Naturalism~ 
and Zola had just publishod his violent attack on the senti-
mentalists called Las Romaneie~s Naturalists. HowGlls wna 
Shaken by this wind cf doct~1ne; and talked incessantly of 
how !3;x;eallty~ was to bo brought into fict1one 8~(2) 
Howells had insight suffio1ent to see that there was 
a rieh field in Amerioa for the realist. With a s"ll:ve sense 
(1) Lite~ary Recollections 
Na ll~~ Ravo 195:550~8 April '12 
See al.so: Reminiscences or an Eveni with Howells 
N0 Am. Rev~ 212~1-14 July 20 
(2) Gosse~ Edward: The Passing of w. D~ Howells 
Living Age July 16, 1920 · 
for the f.1 net; elements of" the natj_onal charact01•, bts gen-
ius found. a way to sei:7>e upon and prea~nt them 1.~ hlgh 
relief, anrl with a certatn dctachraent bred of cos1110poli-
t~n cuJ ture" 
No one was reading Tolstoy in those days, no better 
model than TUXigenlefr could be found; at first, but this 
Row~~11s sbunnedci 
A klndlyp democratic, unatrected$ modest, humorous, 
healthy soul, ~ith a rare canbinatt0n of rugged viPility 
and oxtT~eme rofinement- ..... he has consistently stood for 
calling hro1'.l1e.ntio .raot 11 ~ and his own. novels havo boGn a 
silent but amohutic protest agalnst "mentioning the unmon-
tionable". ( 3) 
In 1886, tlowe11s wrote: 
nThe1~c is probabl 7 no chair o:' 
ti'!iy frorn which the prtooiple~ now shupi11t; th0 li tePO.~t'Tf ex""" 
preosion o.1" every civil tzad people are not d'3nouncch1 r.md con-
founded with 001'lta:in ob jac-cionabJ.a Prench noveltJ, 01~ which 
teaches young men anythln,5 of the universal tmpulse ·\vhlch 
has Bi van us the work., no-c only of Zola, but of rrru t~genieff 
I 
and Tolstoy in Hussia, Bjo.r~nson nna. Ibsen ln Morway, Valdes 
I and Gal<loa in Spain, of Verga Ln Italy. ~ • ~ Presently 
these youne c ltics will ~ave seen the new truth in larger 
and larger deg:N:le; and wl1en t t shall have becowo the old 
t:ruthp they wlll perhaps seo i h all. 13 ( 4.) 
( 3) Phelps, "'l:.. L. : 1~s sar3 on Mode r·n Moveli s ts 1918 
'.H6wo 'Ts f:>P11 5f3-81'"'---
(4) Edltoris.~tudy Harper's 72:486 '86 
Also Ml Literary ~sions 1891 p. 201 
"since Zola," wrote Howells; ha world of contlnental 
art has offored itself to use Masterpieces have come to 
us from eve~ywhere--from Norway, from Russia~ from Poland~ 
from Spatn, from Italy, from Portugal--and I know no ~gher 
joy than to reeogniza tne.t our best work is a rEHlP011oe ln 
form and spirit to that best kind v'hieh these mastor-piaoes 
exampllfy."{5) 
Although Howells proclaims Tolstoy as his graatost 
literary passion and acknowledges his influanoe upon hie 
own life and wr-1itings~ this influence has been ethical 
rather than aesthetic., Howells does say that .. Tolstoy 
has helped me a.a much as one merely human being can holp 
ano.tGhe1111 ,, ( 6) but he also says~ 
n Artistically' he has ShOW:l'l 1ne Q graatneos that ha 
can never teach mea r am long past the age (?} when I 
could wish to form myself upon another tvriter, a.,.~d I do not 
4 
think I could noYtr insensibly take on the likeness of another. '1(8) 
Thla~ although crltios seem to agree (9) that Howa11sv 
career haa two r-athe1 .. distinct periods and that the b11 eak 
was caused largely by Tolstoy; the influence was upon his 
social consciousness, not upon his style and standards of 
art" The e tyle and raethods of both periods were the same~ 
the diffeJ!lcnco was in the ID!i.tter ·Of soc:i.al proolems and rea-
(5) Ne An1~ Review June '20 
(6) My Litera~y Paso~o!l! pa 183~ 
(7) Fi£ty-four years old. 
(8) }!Ly L~t~rary Pas§iq!!:,! p. 108. 
(9} Phelps, Uo L.: op. cit. pp. 56-81~ 
Baas, Ao L.: Social CTonsciou®ness of w. D. Howells 
New Repnb~ 26:192-4 Ap~ 13 w21 
ponsibilitiese(lO) Whereas in the £1rst period hls ~ovels 
a~e accurate ~epre$entatlons of Am.erican cha~ncters and their 
trays of living as he obse111ved them, in the la.ttori ho ie con-
cerned with chaPacters as ~hey meeh their responsibilities 
or as people ana cond+tiona a:trect themo 
Next to Tolstoy, among his literary idols, nowelle 
I , I 
plaoea Artnando Palacio Valda~ (1853-) und ?e~ez Galdos 
(1845-1920) l~ading ~eprosenbat1v0a of the !-.Salist1e sahool 
of Spanish lit0rature:; and 'l1e find lt so.id that ~In the 
United States :m.any renlisf:iic writers apra:i:1g up in the wake 
of tha propaganda which 'William Doan Howells under tho influ ... 
, ' enoe of Tolstoy, Valdes and Galdoa> carried on for many 
months in Harpe~ is tfo.gazine ~ u { 11} 
It is, thex~erore, my purpose,, by e. compara:tive study 
based upon repJJesentative novels oT IIowalls and these Span-
iah reallsta, and by u study or Howells' autobiograp~~cal 
and critioal work,, to ascertain to v1hat extent Ho~;ells is 
, , 
influenced by Valdes and Galdos in his realistic propa-
ganda and to show to what degree the Spanlsh literature 
which he knew has been a source of inspiration ln Howells~ 
literary development~ It may be that b:y sho1ld11g, ~tep by 
step, Howells' knowledge of, love for$ and appreaiation of 
Spanish literature and culture~ something may be done to 
correct certain prejudices against the literature of a race, 
UWhich_, n Says tlOWellS _, "W'9 have a.lv1a.ys tried to ballave SO 
(10) First period: 1871 and middle eig11tiea, 
Second period: 1887 to his death~ 
Ho first read Tolstoy ln 1887. 
(11) Pro£essor P~ J. Lennox: Realism and Naturalism in 
~te:.,r~t~_J!. EnoyG Americana Volo 23~ p. 258. 
atrocious, and \~zhich a. few years ago '\Ve w-el'1e trying so 
hard to destroy and humiliate in a war of inexorable 
aggression."(12) 
Since~ in the study of the novels, my work must be 
suggestive rather than exhaustive, I have chosen those 
~ 
novels which the majority of critics have agreed to be his 
' best; those novels of Valdes, Galdo's, Cervantes and other 
Spanish \\Titers which Howells has read and which seem to 
have particularly impressed him; and those books of Houells 
\\Ti tten when the influence, if any, might be supposed to 
be f'resh~ From some three hundred critical articles written 
for the Editor 1 s Study and the ~ditor1 s Easz Chair, depart-
ments of Ra.rpers,"'I have chosen all those pertaining to 
literature~ especially Spanish liceraturo;(13) and from 
the Atlantic ).ionthly those ·11te1~ary revieiirs and essays 
which throw light upon his early lite~a~y development.(14) 
I shall attempt to do what no critic or Howells seems 
to have done; viz: to give in a biographical sketch the 
general development, step b~ step, of his knowledge of and 
intereDt in Spanisho .Among some thi~t--3 articles{l5)on 
I 
Howells it is surp~ising to find scarcely any mention of 
Spanish~ In.most cases it was completely ignored and this 
too, when these \vriters bad quoted from the very books in 
which Howells has so gi~eatly emphasized his passion for 
things Spanish; this phase of influ-ence in his literary 
(12) Easy Chair 
Harper's 123:958-61 1911 
{15) Bibliography 
( 13) Edi tor 1 s Study 
Dec. 1885-Mar. 1892 
(14} Atlantic ETonthly 1872-1881 
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deve1opment was passed over as something of too small 
importance to be considered, whereas every one dwelled on 
I 
his love for Tolstoy and the latter's in~luence upon him. 
"' For the position of Howells as Dean of American let-
ters see (16}. 
IIowella was born at r;tfartins Ferry, Ohio, in 1837. 
His father was a journalist and Howells in turn became 
typesetter, reporter~ and edito~ of various newspapers 
and periodicals. His ability as a tvriter was not devel-
oped by any :rorrnal school, correspondence or otherwise.(1'7) 
Although he held degrees from five collegea--Harvard, Yale, 
Colmnbia, Oxford, and Adelbert--he was not a college grad-
uate. ( 18) He received some schooling in the little Ohio 
town where his father published a eount~y newspaper, but 
(16) Phelps, w. L.: Howells as a Novelist 
Yale Raview~sl0:99~109 o t20 
Nation 110:673 May 22 '20 
Erskine, John: Bookman J'une '20 
Lit Digest 65:53-7 JU:Je 1 '20 
Chau 48:267 •o7 
Mark Twain: Harper's 113:221-5 June '06 
Ency Americana 23:258 
Bass, A. L.: op. cit. p. 4 
Phelps, Wo L.: n 
Bibliography 
" n 
(17) Lit Digest 65:53-? June 12 '20 
(18) Vedder, Henry Co: American W~iters of Today 1895 
p. 44 
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the training which sta~ted him on his literary career Y1as 
received in the printing orrice. The other great influ-
ence upon his early ~ears was his wide readingG He has 
given us a pleasant picture of his literary interest in 
Colmnbus in My Literary Friends and Acquaintances~ a:nd in 
Yes:rs of Mir Youth. In My Literary Pass~ons and in HeroL:ies 
0£ Fiction we can see how the boy and the man selocted the 
poets and novelists that fostered the innate preference for 
the truth and ror the real presentation of it> which re-
mained his constant quality.(19) 
Ile says in My Literary Passion~:(20) 
nI have never greatly loved an author w:t thout \7ishing 
to write llke h1m. I have no reluctance to confess that, 
and I do not see why I should not say that it was a long 
time before I found it best to be as like myselr as I 
could~ even when I did not think so well of myself as of 
somo others. 
"I hope I shall always be able a..~d willing to lea1~1 
something rrom the masters of literature and still be my-
self, but for the young uriter this seems lmpossible. He 
must form himself from time to time upon the diffm~ent au-
thors he is in love with 1 --but \Vhen he has done this he 
must wish :1.t not to be known, :for that is no.tu.t'al too." 
The printed word took ea1-.1y hold upon his 1maginal;ion 
and~ before he was thirteen~ it is said {21} he had exper-
(19) See Arthur Hobsen Quinn. Cent 100:674-81 120 
{20) See p. 16 
{21} Lit Digest 65:53-7 June 12 120 
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imented secret1y with almost every known literary form. 
trn:y lif'e was full of li tera.ture to- the bur·stingn he ·wrote 
in the story of his boyhood.(22) 
H1$ love for Spanish may be said to have begun even 
before he was able to read to any extent. 
As a boy, his f'nther- told him of Cervantes and nI 
loved him with a sort 0£ personal affection~ as if he uare 
stilJ. living and coUld somehow retui~11 my love., 
"I11s name and nature endeared the Spanish name and 
nature to me so that they were always my romance 1 and to 
this day I cannot meet a Spanish man without clothing him 
in something of the honor and worship I lavished upon Cer-
vantes when I v1as a child. " ( 23) 
At the age of seventy-six Howells writes: 
"Just when this passion began in me I should not be 
able to say; but probably it was with ro:y f1rs-t readins or 
Don Quixa.te in the later eighteen-forties and of course, 
I read that incomparable romance, not only but sole of 
its kind, 111 English.{24) 
nit was in the log cabin 1of't,. near Dayton,--at the 
age of twelve--that I £irst read Longfellow's Spanish Student 
which I found in an old paper copy of his poems in one of 
the barrels, and I instantly conceived for it the passion 
which al1 things Spanish inspired in ma. 
"The Hero's rogue servant, Ohispa, seemed to me, then 
and 1ong afterwards, so fine a bit o~ Spanish eharacter that 
(22) Years of My Youth pp. 71-2 
(23) Mz Literary Passions p. 19 
(24) Familiar Spanish Travels p. 3, 1913 
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-I chose his name fo~ my f lrst pseudonym when ! begn..~ to 
write for the newspapers, and signed my legislntuie cor-
respondence for a Cincinnatl pe"per with ito 1'(25) 
It was at about tb.o se:me tlr1a the. t Howet ls re~d Irv·· 
ing~s £.onquest of Granada, of Which he lacer wrote: 
"I really cannot say whether I loved the noors or 
Spaniards ~01-00~ I fought on both sides; I put both 
these princes into the firet and la$t hiatorica.l romo.nce 
I ever wrote. I have no idea what they did in it, but 
as the story never crune to ~ conclusion it doe~ not greatly 
matter~ 18 (26) 
In 1851~ at tho age or fourteen, Howells became a 
reporter in Columbus, perhaps one of the youngest cubs 
on r~co~d, and developed lnto a good newspaper manQ Ila 
was mi expert typesettev nnd had a valuable gift of being 
able to do dual composition~ lite~ary and typogruphical, 
at the same time0 It is aaid that he once set up a Sr:>anish 
s~ory into Bnglish type, t~anslatinB ns be wento{27) 
Howells familiarized himself with a wlde r~nge of 
' ' 
authors in several modern tongues (28), of which Spanish 
was one of his favorites and wh.tch he began studying nh an 
(25) My Literary Passions p. 3lo 
(26) Id., Pe 24-o 
(27) Lit Digest 65:53-7 June 12 a20 
( 28) Years . ..s>f Mz Yout~ p, 100 
Read Spanish, F~en.cll, Gennnn, Itnlian and knew 
some Latin and Gr0ek~ 
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He i.vri tes: nI could not rest sati~sfied with the 
Spanish-English Grammars I had {14 years); I was not will-
ing to stop short or the official grammar of the Spanish 
Academy and sent to Madrid for it.(29) 
"I do not remember how I felt my way from it to such 
reading of the language as has endeared Spanish literature 
to me. It embraced something of everything: literary and 
political history, drama, poetry and fic·tion."'(30) 
Of a dia~y begun in 1851 Howe11s v1rote: "I could 
trace the books I was reading that winter of 1851-2, in 
11 
the varying style 0£ the reaord, but the diarist seems to 
have been shy in naming them. ~ ~ the record fills somewhat 
less than a fourth of t~e pages; the rest ape given to gram-
matical exercises in Spanish, which the diarest was presently 
beginning to study."(31) 
"I did not try to speak or write the modern tongues; 
to this day (1916) I could not frame a proper letter in 
Spanish¥ German, Freneh or Italian, but I have a literary 
sense of them all. I wished to taste the fruit or my 
study before I had climbed the tree w~ere it grew, and in 
a manner I did begin to gathe:r the fruit without the inter-
position 0£ the tree~ Without clear knov1ledge of their 
(29)- ~y Literary Passions po 106 -
(30) Familiar Spanish Travels 1913 p& 3 
{ 31) Years of My Youth 1916 p. 71. 
grammatical forms, I imitated their 1iterary forms. I 
cast my poetry (32), such as it was, into metres of the 
Spanish poets I was reading, and without inst~ction or 
direction I acquainted myself with much of their literary 
histo~y. I once even knew from the archaic tragedy of her 
name who Ines de Castro was; I do not know now.(33) 
"But after all,» he says at fifty-four, n1 run not a 
Spanish scholar and can neither speak no~ write the lan-
guage. r never got more than a good reading use of it, 
perhaps because I never really tried tor more. But I run 
ve"l!'y glad of that, because it has bean a great pleasure 
to me, and even some profit, and it has lighted up many 
meanings in 1ite~ature which must always have remained 
dark to me~ Not to speak now of the modern Spanish writ-
ers whom it has enab1ed me to know in their own homes as 
it werej I had even in that remote day a rapt~ous de-
light in a certain Spanish book which was well worth all 
the pains I had undergone to get it. Thie was the famous 
picaresque novel Lazarillo de Tormes whose name so famil-
iarized ~tsel~ to my fondness that now as I vtTrite it I 
feel as if it were an old pers-0nal f~iend whom I had 
knovm in fl.esh .. "(34) 
(32) 15 years old.--In Ashtabula, 1851-2 
{33) Years of My Youth. p. 100 
(34l Mz Litergmr Passions. p. 106 
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In llX Literar~ P~e~ons, Rowells made rull mention 
of the books he was reading durins the w1nter of 1851-2 
in the little village of A~htabula@ 
i' At the same tlme I vu1s rea{ling Spanish.., more or less, 
but1 neither wisely o~ too well. I would not rGad any 
Spanish autho1-:i with English notos12 ! would have him in 
un edition wholly Spanish t~om beginning ho end, and I 
"Jl10uld ft gb.t rny wu:y thPough slngle hnnded, with only snch 
aid as I must borrow from. a lexicon"" ( 35) 
A few years Inter ( 3{j): ''I could now master ~panish 
rairly well and I wao sending to New York for autho~a in 
thQt tongue~(37) I dare say my letters were pedantic 
and filled with a simulated acquaintance wlth all Snanish 
Some or- the books sent for v1cre fron1 the collection 
of Spanish ~uthoPs published by Baudry in Paris, and 
c~they wore in saf·fron-colored paper covers, printed full 
or a perfectly intm;:1oat1ng ae.talogue of other Spanlsh. 
books vrhich I meant ·to read, everyone,. some time or. u 
Among these books were: 
I 
Wlorabi.nt a~ Origins. of ~_!jJ?...~.Pf.ap._ ~heat.r.,.~ 
Oonde ~ s: ~.ai9n";,. of _tJte Arabo iy, ,Spain 
A volume or Spanish D~amatio AUthora 
(35) ~ite~a~y Passio~s pa 70 
(36) Id11 !) p. 170 
(37) To Messrs~ Roa Lookwood and Son. 
In 1855 his .father was a e1erk in the legislature 
at Columbus.(1858-7) Howells himself was legislative 
correspondent for the Gazette~ At this time he was doing 
a wide range or reading of all literatures including the 
Spanish; of this la.st~ particularly the plays of Lope de 
Vega a.ad the old ballads.(38) 
It was while he was doing newspaper work in Oolum~ 
that his first real writing began, and that his first 
[?ook .. "Poem of Two Friends" appeared .. (39) The next year 
his period of travel and extensive writing began when he 
wns given the Consulship at Venice (1861-1965). Thia 
was .for Row-ells the l'ealization of: a dream,, for he wanted 
to travel, and "partieularly to learn the Italian and 
French languages~ a.s he has already learned the Spanish"~(40) 
For awhile after returning to this country he lived 
in New York~ nontributing regularly to The Nation and 
occasionally to the New York Tribune and Times... But tllis 
was only a short period, as in 1876 he went to Boston as 
Associate Editoxv of the Atlantic Monthly 2 ot which he \Vas ( 
\ 
Editor ~rom 1872 until spring of 1~80, when he resigned 
to have more time for writing~ The Contributors Club~ 
one of the most attractive departments of the Atlantic~ 
was started by him. 
(38) My Literary Passionso p. 104 
(39} 1860 
(40( Lit Digest. 65:53-7 June 120 
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The literary notices which no w~oto for the ~~lar1t~~ 
dttrins these years of p~epa~ation would snow$ J1ad ho writ-
t€ln nothing else, how strot1g and steady ~7as his drift 
toward his mature creed. 8qtrot alone by delibex·ate thought 
no!• ever1 by the stimulur; of polemic was ho carried for-
wa1"'d,, but 1~ather b7 u natu1~a1 process of growth ( 41), 
which, moi~e than an artistic manner.l' includE~d his enti:Pe 
philosoph;f ~ 
ttpror1 hin childhood he had bf)en intensely hrunane, 
sensitive and chaJ:'l'i table,, This h1..u11anenoss now t•evealed 
i tseir as a passionate love fo1') the txru.th of humEL."'l life 
and a su$upicio:n/) ~~ quiet scorn~ of those romantic drcc.ms 
and s~perstitious exaggeratlons by which less contented 
Poor Real Llfen he wrote ln his firnt nove1_ ( ~~~), can I 
make others share the delic;11t I find in thy doolish and 
insipld face?" 
But Howolla had not yet shapea 1n ~ x 1nal philosophy, 
·wl1.iCh g:Pew up v1i thin him e.fter he had left Boston tor 
J:l€t~1 York 1n 1886 and had eotablished his cormection with 
Ha£Per 0 s Ma_g~zine~ Again light falls upon ~in growth 
f"t>om the monthly ari;iales whioh he v.1rote for tb.e Edltor~ s 
Stud.I { 1886-92) Q Chlof'ly discussions of cur111ent book£ JJ 
concerned with poetPy, histo~y and biography nearly as 
mu.oh as with .fiction, theno assays "rema.1")ka.bly encou1/;luged 
I (41) See chapter on Valdes pp~ 64·6~, 76-790 
(42) Trent, WG P~ a.~d others: ~ Short History of Ameri-
aa.n Literature l~~p:· 264' 
{ 43) The ii:., ~!eddin,s J~rney 1871 p & 67 
g:r~owth or reallsm in l\JJ.erica and most eloquently eom-
a & ~ mended to native readers such L&tin realist~ au Valdes, 
I Galdos, Verga, and tbe greet Russians Turgenief ~ Dostoiev-
and Tolstoy."(44) 
While editor of t~~s e~itical department~ ha ~aviewed 
' ' some, twenty-two Sp•nish books~ works of Valdos 5 Galdos, 
f Pardo Baznn~ and w~ote of Cervantes Sl1d some Spanish dra-
raatists~{45) 
In 19ll, another dream wa.s fultilled when liowell$:1 
went to Spain; and in 1913 he published Fsm1i1ar §.p~ 
I 
nr was now going to see, for the fi~st time; the city 
whe~e so great a. pa11t of my life vmo passed, and in this 
maglcal air the two epochs wero b1ent in roo1proe3l ocn-
satlon • • • In that dlgnified Spanish train I wns a mau 
or ceventy-four c~osslng the last ba~rie~ o~ hills thnt 
helped keep Granada fJJom he1-- conq11erors :1 e.nd 
time I was a boy of seventeen in the little room u.ndc~ 
sta.i1.,s ln a house now practically remoter than the 
Alha:mbr~, rinding my lmguidod way through some Spanish 
ato1'3y of tho vanished k111gr1om of the Moors o 0 ( 46) 
Howells was e. hard and 3teady worker ~.t fictlon and 
tu.med out fo~ a great n1.ti.ny years an average of two books 
a yea~.(47) During hia literary career of sixty years 
{44} T~ent, Wo P. And otheva~ opq cibo p~ 267 
(45) Sec Appendlx A~ 
(46) Famllinr Spaai~g_Trav~. Chap~er I~ 
(47) Lit Digest 65:53-4 June 12 ~20 
between his earliest book and his latest, his published 
works number more than one hundred~ exclusive of· sorae 
three hundred Editor1s Study and Easy Chair essays, and 
some one hundred and eight literary reviews and essays in 
the Atlantic Monthly. Aside £rom his many Editor's Study 
and Easy Chair criticisms and evaluations 0£ Spanish works 
and of Spanish literature in general, Howells has aceom-
pliahed the following in connection with Spanish literature: 
0 
Early in his youth he wrote some poems on Spanish 
themes which nno one wanted0 • 
Somewhat late~ he made a translation of Un drama nuevo 
by Es~ebanez (sic}{48)~ lL.~der the title of Yorick's Love~ 
for his friend the actor, Lawrence Barretto In another 
version (49) Barrett had seen it fail in New Yo~k but its 
failure left him with the lasting desire to do it himself. 
' "It p1'loved y_uite successful and went, as the enthu-
siastic Barrett used to say, •with a shoutt, though I had 
hurt it all I could by some additions and adaptatlocs; and 
though it was a most ridiculously roMantie story of the 
tragica1 loves 0£ Yorick~ and ought to have remained the 
~iasco it began~ still it gained Barrett much money and me 
some 1ittle.''(50) This translation was never published.(51) 
(48) Apparently Howells did not know that the real 
1.7 
name or the Spanish author is Tamayo y B~us,(1829--) 
who at times uses the pseudonym of .Joaquin l~stebanez. 
(49) The Daly version; 18?4; so called beoause it was 
presented at Dalyts Firth Avenue Theatre~ New York; 
the author of the version is unknown. 
See: Fitz-Gerald-Hlll Edition or Un drama nuevo 1924 
Introduction Po XXVII 
( 50) F•amiliar SJ2an1sh Travels 1913 p.. 95 
(51) ,&tage Encyclopedia by Reginald Clarence~ pubo 1909 
Id: gives no date of Howells versiono 
Un drama nuevo, considered one of the great plays of 
all literature, has been edited (1924) for classroom use 
by John D~ Fitz-Gerald8 Ph~D., Litt.D., University of !111~ 
nois, and John u. Hill, Ph.D.j Indiana University.(52) 
I was unable to ascertain the date of: the Howells version 
until the reading of the Introduction to the ab~ve editionQ 
The most dBfinite information that Professor Fitz-Gerald 
was able to find concerning the date was fFom Mr~ Otis 
Skinner, who appeared with Barrett and played the part of 
Edmund, and 1vho, although unable to find a copy or the 
theatre bill for the first time Barrett performed the play, 
places the date as early a.a 1876 and not later than 1879.(53) 
Pro~essor Fitz-Gerald's uncertainty as to the basis 
of the Howells vePsion--whether or not he had a Spanish 
original, and about the substitution of Heywood for 
Shakespeare--leads one to believe that he had not seen 
Howellst reference to this play in 1913, from which I have 
already quoted and in which he says: 
0 A Spanish friend$ now dead, but then the gifted and 
eccentric Consul_general at Quebec, got me a copy o~ the 
play from Madrid, end I thought there was great reason 
in a $Uggestion from anothe~ friend that it had failed be-
cause it put Shakespeare on the stage as one or its char-
acters; but it seemed to me that the trouble could be got 
(52) Lntroduction by P~ofesso~ Fitz-Gerald. 
Notes and Vocabulary by Proresso~ Hillso 
(53) Introduction p. XXXV-
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over by making the poet, Thomas Heywood~ represent the 
Shakespearian epoch. I did this and the sole obstacle to 
its success seemed remov~d."(54) 
In 1896, Howells wrote an introduction to nary J. 
' -Serranofs translation of Galdos's Dona Perfecta. 
In 1909, Professor J. Geddes, Professor of Romanee 
Languages in Boston University, used this introduction as 
a reference and quoted from it in his introduction to the 
same authoris Marianela. 
In 1913~ appeared Famil1av SEanish Travels giving an 
account of his trip through Spain in 1911~ 
' 
In 1918~ the poem Friends and Foes (55) appeared 
with Spanish translation in the Panamericana.(56) 
In 1919, Howelis wrote a critical introduction to 
Urso W. A. Gillispie's translation of nLa Catedraltt 
by Blasco Ibanezo 
Last but far from the least of his accomplishments 
" 
is his abridgement of Charles Jarvast translation of 
Don Quixote made du.ring the last years of his lire and of 
which I will speak in the chapter on Cervantes. ~his was 
edited in 1923 with an introduetion by Miss Mildred Howells. 
(54} Familiar Spanish Travels 1913 pp~ 94-5 
(55) Collaborated with J-0hn J. Piatt~ 
(56) n 27:39-9 My '18 
CHAPTER I. 
CERVANTES .. 
It is a matter of sentiment as well as of logic that 
I begin this study with a chapter on Ce~vanteso For it 
was with the greatest of all Spanish wr•i ters that Howells 
first learned to love the literature ot Spain; with his 
love for Don Quixote which began as a boy and which was 
still undiminished, when, at eighty-three, he made his 
abridgement of Cervantes' great novel. 
Howells has spoken of the book and the author so often 
in his various writings that it is possible to gather rrom 
them some idea of his love for both, and his reasons for 
ita This I am trying to do by giving in the order of thei~ 
writing, the accounts from his different works, beginning 
with ~y Literarx Passion~.(57) 
•'r recall very fully the moment and the place where 
I first heard of Don Quixote, while as yet I could not 
connect it very distinctly with anybody•s authorship •• 
The moment was at the close of a. summer's day just before 
supper, which, in our house, we had lawlessly late, and 
the place was the kitchen where my mother was going about 
her work~ and listening as she eould to what my father was 
telling my brother and me and an apprentice of ours, who 
(57) My Literary Passions pp .. 17-22 
was like a brother to us both, of a book that he had once 
read. We boys were all shelling peas, but the story, as 
it went on, rapt us from the poor employ, and whatever our 
fingers were doing, our spirits were away in that strange 
land of adventures and mishaps, where the fevered life o£ 
the Knight truly without fear and without reproach burned 
... 
itself out. He told us at rand.01a or the attack on the 
windmills and the floeks of sheep, of the night in the val-
ley o-f' the ful1ing mills with their trip-hammers,. of the 
inn and the muleteers# of the tossing of Sancho in the 
blanket~ of the island that was given him to govern, and 
of all the merry pranks at the duke•s and duchess's, of 
the liberation of the galley-slaves, of the capture of 
Mambrinots helmet, and of Sancho's invention of the en-
chanted Dulcinea, and whatever else there was wonderful and 
delightful ln the most wonderful and delightful bo0k in the 
world. I do not know when- or where my father got it f'or 
me~ and I am aware of an appreciable time that passed between 
my hearing of it and my having it. The event must have been 
most important to me~ and it is strange I ea.nnot £ix tl1e 
moment when the preeiouo story came into my hands; though 
for that matter there is nothing more capricious than a 
ehild'(s memory~ what it will hold and what it will lose. 
1'It is c-ertain my Don Quixote iv-as in two small, stout 
volumes not much bigger each than my Goldsmith's Greece, 
bound in a sort or law-ealf, well fitted to withstand the 
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wear they were destined to undergo. The translation waaJ 
of course, the old-fashioned version of Japvas, which, 
whether it was a closely falthfUl version of Cervantes or 
not, was honest eighteenth-century English, and reported 
faithfully enough the spirit or the original~ If it had 
any literary influence with me the influence must have 
been good. But I cannot make out that I was sensible of 
the literature; it was the forever enchanting story that 
I enjoyed. I exulted in the boundless freedom or the de-
sign; the open air or that immense scene, where adventure 
followed adventure with th~natural sequence ot life, and 
~ 
the days and the nights were not long enough for the events 
that thronged the~a, amidst the £ields and woods, the streams 
and hills, the highways and byways, hostelries and hovels, 
prisons and palaces, which were the setting of thnt match-
less history~ I took it as simply as I took everything 
else in the world about me. It was full of meaning that 
I could not grasp, and there were significances of the kind 
that lite~ature happily abounds in, but they we~e lost upon 
my innocence~ I did not know whether it was well ~r1tten 
or not; I never thought about that; it was simply there in 
' 
its enti~ety, its inexhaustible opulence, and I was rich 
in it beyond the dreams or avarice. 
••t~y father must have told us that night about Cervantes 
as well as about his Don Quixote, fo~ I seem to have known 
from the beginning that he was once a slave in Algiers, and 
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that he had 1oet a hand in battle.(58). . .. . 
u1 believe that I carried the book about with me most 
of the time, so as not to lose any chance moment of reading 
it. Even in the blru'lk of certain years, when I added little 
other reading to my store, I must still have been reading 
it. This was after \"le had removed f'ro1n the town where the 
eru.•lier years of my boyhood were passed_ and I had barely 
adjusted myself to the strange enviro~ent when one of my 
uncles asked mer to come with him and learn the drug business, 
in the place~ forty miles away, where he practised medicine. 
we made the long journey, longer than, any I have made since, 
i, ~ 
, 
in the stage-coach of those days, and we a:rrived at his 
house about twilight~ he glad to get home, and I sick to 
death w1th yearning for the home I had left. I do not 
knoi:1 how it was that in this state, when all ths world was 
one hopeless blaokness around me, I should have got my !!E.!! 
Quixote out of my bag; I seemed to have had it with me as 
an essential part of my new career.n 
He cont~nues, telling of his Aunt's surprise upon 
looking at the book and how as he stood there writhing in 
bashfulness, he had the sense that in her eyes he wns a 
queer boy; and how he took the book off to his room, "where 
25 
the confidential ~end of Cervantes cried himself to sleep.(59) 
(58) See: Introduction, Po D 
(59) Literary ~assions p~ 21~ 
"The reading of Don Quixote went on throughout my 
boyhood~ so that I cannot recall any distinctive period 
of it when I was not, more or less, reading that book. 
In a boy's way I knew it well when I was tan, and a few 
years ago, when fifty~ I took it up in the admirable new 
version of Ormsby, and found it so fu11 of myself and of 
my own illrevoeable past that I did not :find it very gayou 
It was in 1888 that Howells read the OrmfJb y ve-rsion 
of Don Quixote of' which he wrote a. t that ti.ma: ( 60} 
DI had my doubts~ my reserves¥ where once I had given 
it my whole heart without question, and yet7 in what 
formed the gveatness of the book it seemed to me greater 
than ever. I be11eve that its free and simple design, 
where event follows event without the fettering control 
J 
or intrigue, but whe:r:-e all grows naturall;r out of cha~aeter 
and conditions, ls the supreme form of fiction; and I can-
not help thinking that; if we ever have a. great Am.erican novel 
it must be built upon some such 1al"ge and noble 11nes.tt 
Thia is what Howells says in 1888 and in 1920 we find 
critics proclaimlng Howells the writer of the great Ameri~ 
can novel. (61) 
As a practical illust~ation of this theory of the pro-
pep composition of the supreme ~orm ot fiction and of a 
decided Cervantic influence upon a work of Howells 1 we may 
(60) Harpers ?6:480-1 •sa 
(61) Axathur Hobsin Quinn: The Art of w. D. Howells 
Cent 100:674-Bl 8'20 
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go back as ero:>ly as 1871 when ~.:\leir Wedding Journey, his 
first novel, appear-ed., It is almost a diary rather than 
a nove1 and is his first tentative attempt at a story; 
but it was quite successful and determined his career as 
a writer of f1etion. Howell~ here outlined his theory of 
fiction and repeated more tha..~ once the description of what 
he believed to be the proper mater1&1 for treatment.{62) 
"Ahl poo~ Real i,ife, which I love 6 can I make othe:rs 
share the delight I find in thy foolish and insipid faoe?"(63) 
"It was in a.11 respects an ordinary earful of human 
beings~ and it was perhaps the more worthy to be studied 
on that account. As in literature the tl.'U.e artist will .a 
shun the use even ot real events if they are of an impro-
bable character, so the sincere observer of man will not 
desi~e to look upon his heroie or oecasional phases, but 
will seek him in his habitual moods of vacancy and tire-
somaness. To me. at any rate, he is at such times very 
precious; and I never perceive him to be so much a man and 
a b~othe~ as when I feel the pressure 0£ his vast, natural, 
unaf£ected dullness. Then I am. able to enter confidently 
into his ~ife and inhabit there.., to think his shallow and 
faeb1e thoughta, to be moved by hia dumb, stupid desires, 
to be dimly illumined by his stinted aspirations, to share 
his :foo1ish prejudices, to practise his obtuse selfishness. 
Yes,. it i-s a very amusing world, if you do not pefuse to 
be amused; • • • "{ 64) 
(62) Ibid 
(63) Their VJeddins Journei 18'71- P• 67 
(64) Id~ p. 86 
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"~Ne shall neve1" have a poet2-ay of (')ur own till ",1;e 
get over this absurd reltic'tance f'rotu fa.eta:; till we make 
the ideal embrace and include ~~e re~l, ti11 we consent 
0 
to face the muslc in ou1'll simple co111 .. non rnl!nes, ru1Kl put 
S~ith into a ly~ic end Jo~es into a tragedy~ 1~e Germans 
a11e braver t~an we, an.d in them yon flnd facts a.nd dreams 
continually blended and eonfrontec1~" Con:tinuinssi nowell~ 
gives an illustration or some QeL1}1ana singing love-songs 
a!ld quotilig fron i>hci:r romt'lntic poets, yet not ro1~gett:tng 
e.nd 0 oorpore!.t-y in whioh their sentiment was enshrined; 
they .fed it h.Jnrtily and abundantly with the banqu.e t virhose 
rellcs wo see here."(55) 
nxt' was this willingnos $ .tt.10 find µoet1~y in th:l.ngSt 
ar0u.nd tnem that kept hie life and Isabelis fresh~ and 
they taught their children the sec~et or their elixlr& 0 {66} 
In this novel not only does «event follow event with-
out t;e fettering cont~ol of intrigueu, but it has touches 
of truly Oervantie flavor as the :followlng showa:{6?) 
1'In a crowded hotel in Quebec there seems to be dif-
I 
fieulty ln obtaining r•oo1ns md con!~usion resulting from 
having assigned ths w-~01-ig rooms and in Colonel Ell:ts01i. and 
Basil 1'!a1~cb having found a member of a theatrical troop in 
(65) Their Weddins Journey p. 110 
( 66) Id. p ~ 293 
the room they ~ere to occupy. Readjustments follow and 
everyoi1e prepaXtes to settle down £op the night .. 
n 'Leave your do-or unlock-ed, t said Ellison to the 
ladies .. 
uThis pray-e~ uttered at parting outside the room, 
was anawe!led .fron within by a sound of turning keys and 
sliding bolts, and a low thunde~ as of bureaus and wash-
stands rolled against the doorg 
0 VThe ladies are fortifying theiF position,' said the 
Colonel to Basil, and ~~e two returned to their own chamber. 
1I don•t wish any intrusions1 he said,, ins-tantly shutting 
himself in; •my nerves are too much shaken now. What an 
awfully mystePious old place this Quebec is, Mr~ March! 
I'll tell you what: itts my opinion that this is an en-
chanted castle, and if my ribs are not walked over by a 
muleteer in the course of th~ night, it•s all I ask.' 
"In this and other discourse reoalling the famous ad-
venture of Don Quixote, the Colonel beguiled the labor of 
disrobing, and had gC_i; as far as his boots, when there came 
a startling knock at the dooro With one boot in his hand 
l 
and the other on his foot, the Colonel limped £ori.vard. 
n t I suppose it 1 s that cl erk has sent tfr:· say he 1 s ma.de 
I/. 
) ~. 
so:i:ne other mistake, i and he flung wide thet doo:r, and then 
stood motionless before it~ dumbly staring at a figure on 
the threshold,--a figure with the fringed forehead and the 
pale blue eyes of he1-- whom they had ao lately turned out 
of that room(I 
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"Shrinking behind the side of the doorway, ~Excuse 
me~ gentlemen,' she said with a dignity that recalled 
their scattered senses, 'but will you 'ave the goodness to 
look i~ my beads are on your table? O thanks~ thanks, 
thanks! 1 she continued~ showing her face and one hand~ as 
Basil blushingly advanced with a string of heavy black 
beads, piously adorned with a large cross. ur'm sure, 
Itm greatly obliged to you, gentlemen, and I hask a thousand 
pardons for troublint you,t she concluded in a som~«hat 
severe tone, that left them abashed and culpable; and van-
ished as mysteriously as she had appeared. 
"'Now, see hero,' said the Colonel, with a huge sigh 
as he closed the door again, and this time locked it, 
~I should like to know how long this sort of thing is to 
be kept up? Because, if it•s to be regularly repeated dur-
ing the night, I'm going to dress again.• Nevertheless~ 
I 
he £inished undressing and got into bed, where he remained 
for some time silent~ Basil put out the lighto 'O, r1m 
sorry you did that, my dear fellow,• said the Colonel; 
tbut never mind, it was an idle curiosity~ no doubt. 
It's my belier that in the la.ndlordts extremity of bed-
linen, Ijve been put to sleep between a pair of table~ 
cloths; and I thought I'd like to look. It seems to me 
that I made out a checkered pattern on top and a flowered 
or arabesque pattern underneathG I wish they had given 
me mates. It's pretty hard having to sleep between odd 
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table-cloths. I shall complain to the landlord of this 
in the morning~ I've never had to sleep between ~ 
table-cloths at anz hotel before.• 
0 Tb.e Colonel's voice seemed scarcely to have died 
away f~om Basil's drowsy ear~ when suddenly the sounds 
of music and laughter from the invalid's room startled 
him wide awake. The sick man1 s watchers were coquetting 
with some one who stood in the little courtyard five stor-
ies below. A certa1~ breadth of repartee was naturally 
allowable at that distance; the lover avowed his passion 
in ardent terms, and the ladies mocked him with the same 
rreedom, now and then totally neglecting him while they 
sang a snatch or song to the twanging of the guitar, or 
talked professional gossip, and then returning to him 
with so~e tormenting expression or tenderness. 
t•A11 this, abstractly spealring was nothing to Basil; 
yet he could recolleet few things intended for his pleas-
u~e that had given him more satisfaction. He thought, as 
he glanced out into the moonlight on the high-gabled sil-
very roofs around and on the gardens of the convents and 
the towers or the quaint city, that ,the scene wanted noth-
ing of the proper charm of Spanish humor and romance, and 
he was as grateful to those poor souls as ir they had 
meant him a favor. To us of the hither side of the foot-
lights, there is always something fascinating in the life 
of the strange beings who dwell beyond them, and who are 
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never so unreal as in their own characters. 
urn thei~ shabby bestowal in those mean upper i.~ooms, 
their tawdry poverty, their merry submission to the errors 
and caprices of destiny~ their mutual kindliness and care-
less friendship, these unprofitable devotees of the twink-
ling-footed burlesque seemed to be pla;ring rather than 
living the life of strolling players; and thei~ love-
making was the last touch 0£ a com.edy that Basil could 
hardly accept as rea~ity, it was so much more like some-
thing seen upon the stage. He would not- have d-0tracted 
anything rrom the commonness and cheapness of the mise en 
' scene, for that, he reflected drowsily and confusedly, 
helped to give it ~n air of fact and made it like an epi-
sode of fiction~ But above all, he was pleased with the 
I/ 
natural eventlessness of the whole adventure,. which was 
in perfect agreement with h1a taste; and just as his rev-
eries began to' lose shape in dreams, he was aware of an 
absurd pride ln the fact that all this could have happened 
to him in our commonplace time and hemisphere. 'Why, i he 
thought, •if I were a student in Alcala# what better could 
I have asked?' And as at last his soul swung out from it.a 
moo~ings and lapsed down the broad slowly circling tides 
out in the sea of sleep, he was cons~ious of one subtile 
touch of compassion ~or those poor strollers,--a pity so 
da11cate and fine and tender that it hardly seemed his 
own but rather a sense 0£ the compassion that pities the 
whole world .. " 
But to continue How.ells' discussion of the Ormsby 
version of Don Quixote, I offer: 
"The new translation 0£ Don Quixote, by I~ro Jam.es Orm-
~ 
sby 1 b-rings Cervantes baek into the 11 terary world again 
as what the politicians cal1 a •1ive 1ssue1 and his excel-
lent introduction to the novel, his very inte:resting 
sketch of Cervantes-' 1ife, and his admirable essay on the 
ma.sterv s masterpiece, supply fresh mate~rial for a bib11o-
graphical !f biographical, and critical. estimate of' the whole 
case~ The version recalls in flavor that of JaJ:1vas, which 
has so long been the accepted English version; but th:ts is 
proof that Jal'vas had imparted the true •tang of the " .. rine-
skin' to his v1ork, re.th-er than that l.lr. Ormsby has caught 
hi'B tone: the tone must be the tone of Cervantes, and the 
latest translator does full justice to the faithful prede-
eessor 'iivhom he is destined to supplant~ We must trust him 
when he gays that a11 other English versions are worth1ess~ 
for none other have survived; ,and without having compared 
I 
his own with the Spanish~ we mayBafely believe that he has 
nonscientioualy reported it. Those who like can still 
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read Cervantes in the original, though after reading Mr. Orms-
byV s. essay they can hardly do so with the o~omfortable be-
lief that its invo1ved, careless, and rambling style is a 
~esta de lin&,'!~: for that they had p~rhaps better go to 
.any good modern Spanish novel. He has p~obal{ly made a 
much better: translation fox- us than more than two or three 
of us could make for ourselves; and after reading the 
novel nearly a11 through again 1n Mre Ormsby•s English, 
we feel no very livaly,regret for Cervantes' Spanish."(68) 
This shows that Howells• knowledge of the language 
was that of an amateur~ for while there are earelessnesses, 
they form an infinitesimal part or the whole and scarcely 
constitute a blemish on the sustained excellence of his 
styl.e. 
In a lengtl1y discussion of the book(69) 3 he writes 
that it is a relief to hear tvir. Ormsby say "that the story 
of ,!he CurLous Impertinent is dull, characterless, that 
many 0£ the episodes are tiresome; and that the after-
thought of that mechanism of Cid Ra.met _Ben-Engeli~ with 
his Arabic manuscript is a direful bore." But he heartily 
agrees wH~h Ormsby that they cannot be out out "for they 
a~e impovtant ae a part of lite~ary histo~y, if not liter-
ature; they mar1c a fashion, a stage developmont;i a11d ba-
long properly enougl~ with the crudity of much of the 
-
horsep1ay which defo~s the exquisite beauty of the auth-
or1 s coneeption of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza.ff 
Here and in following excerpts Howells seems unduly 
concerned about the instances of horseplay which were 
characteristic of the times which Don Quixote shows, and 
adds to this remark with a 10,ng comparison of the humor 
and horseplay o~ Irving and Ce-rvantes.(7b) 
(68) Harpers 76:480-1 '88 
(69) !bid. 
(70) Ibid. Also: Cervantes and Mark Twain 
Harperts 80:320 '90 
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The preceding extracts show his reaction at tlle 
age of fifty to the boo-k he loved throughout his boyhood. 
We see, that although now ha is assailed by some doubts 
and questions about the things he once enjoyed so whole-
heartedly, nevertheless" viowing the book through the 
broader judgm-0nt of expe~ience~ he still retains his old 
love fop Cervantes. 
"As for the central figure~ Don Quixote himsel£, in 
his dignity and generosity, h1'B unselfish id.eels, and his 
feru:-iess devotion to them, he ia always he-roic and beauti• 
ful, and I was glad to fix;id in my lat-est look at his his-
tory that I had truly eonoe!ved of him at first, and had 
felt the sublimity of his nature. I did not want to 
laugh at him s.o much~ and I oou1d not laugh at all any-
more at some of the things done to him. Once they seamed 
funny~ but now only cruel 9 and even stupid, so that it 
J 
wa~ strange to realize his qua1ities and indignities as 
both :flo~ing .fvom the same mind. But in my mature exper-
ience, which threw a broader light on the fable~ I was 
happy to keep my old 1ove or an authota who had al\vays 
been almost pe_rsonally dear to me."(71) 
As we proceed v1ith the chronological development of 
Howells' interest and knowledge of' things Spanish, w-a find 
that after Quixote, his interest via-a next centered in 
Irving's Conquest of Granadao 
{71) Harper•s 76:480-1 '88. 
Also: 1,ty I,1t~rarY Passions p. 21. 
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"I have told how Cervantes made his race precious to 
me~ and I am sure that it must have been he who ritted me 
to understand and enjoy Irving,, who now .stayed me on Span-
ish ground and kept me happy in Spanish air, though I 
cannot trace the tie in time and circ".llllstance between 
Irving and Cerva.ntee.. The most I can make sure o;f is 
that I Pead the Qanquest of Granada after I read non Quixote, 
and that l l.oved tb.e historian so much becaus-e I had loved 
the novelist much mo~e. Of course I did not perceive then 
that Irving•s charm oame largely from Cervantes the 
oth-er Spanish hu.morists yet unknown to me~ and that he 
had formed hirnself upon th'9m almost as much as upon 
Goldsmith~ but I dare say that this fact had insensibly 
a great deal to do with my llking."(72) 
t1t had taught myself t{) read Spanish.t in my passion 
to~ Don Quixote, and I was now, at the age of fifteen~ 
intending to write a life o£ Carvantes~(73) A1though I 
have since had some forty odd years to -do- it in~ -this 
purpose has never been fulfilled9 I taught myself 
language, or began to do so, when I knew notltlng or the 
English ~ammar but the prosody at the end of the book. 
Time seemed interminable then and I thought there would 
be enough of it for me in which to read all Spanish 
literature; or~ at least, I did not propose to do anything 
else .. tt( 74) . 
(72) Mz Litera~ Passions- P~ 23 
(?3} Years of ~Y Youth. p. 84 
{74} Mz Literary Passions p. 25 
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ii1tmda ~ en~) 
In 1890 he mentions Cervantes in the EP,ltop t ~,.,...~~q~z> 
' in a oompa1lqon of Do~.Q~~~~ with Mark Twain's Jl.Q?n..~~ctt-
5.?!~t :(!!!}~!9 ... ,...a~ ... ~e Cour.t. of King _e\Il;!?.t.Y.r~ ( 76) The oompau.~iaon 
0 
itself seems to have a suggestiveness or Oervantic atyle 
in it~ rambling long~winded.~ess~ 
nBut vr~ do not ,~ris11 to 1(:-)ava tho J'oede1"11 with tho 
ae1"1:1ol1St Upon i;he faoe of H; you havo a story no o.10rc open-
ly d1dact1o than }2011; q1:\~xot~, whleh \"JC found OU!,'&selvEH'J more 
thnn once thinl-cing of, as we :rj}ee.d, though always with the 
sense of the kindlier and t11Udr heart 
of the weak, the unfrl~ndod~ 
rather more than you can~ 
help1ess; and thls ls 
of Cid 
But the two writera are of tho snrae humoroun largeness; 
and whon the Conneotiout ~an rides out at qawnb in a ~uit 
of Arthurian anaor~ and gradually heats up tl.nde~ the mount-
lng sun in what he calls thnt stove; and a fly gets between 
the bars of h:ts visol'l; and he cannot reach his handkerchief 
in hls helmet to wipe the sweat from hie stremulng face; 
and at last when ho can.i""lot beur it any longer, n.t.""ld dis-
mounts at the side of a brook~ and mrutes the distressed 
dansel who hos been ridinG behind him take off: his helraeta 
(75) see Vald~s cnapte~ p~ 
(76) Harper's 80:320 '90 
and fill it with water, and pour gallon after gallon down 
the collar of his wrought-iron cutaway, you have a situa-
tion of as huge grotesqueness as any that Cervantes con-
eei ved .. n 
Cervantes also appears in a refutation (77) of 
E. J. Phelps' statement that n-The endurlng achievements 
of the human intellect were brought forth chiefly out 0£ 
the great silences~ when words were fit but rew.n(78) 
ffDid Don Quixote com~ out of a great silence? Cer-
vantes wrote while Calderon and Lope and the other masters 
of the Spanish drama were making the~ •noisest about him. 
Perhaps the thoughts or all these great men would have 
been mightier if they had never been put lnto words, though 
we c1o not think so. t'(77) 
I/ 
(77) Howells: Harper's 80:644 •90. The statemen~ 
about Calderon and Lope sho'Ws him to have been 
comparatively ignorant of Spain's 17-th century. 
{ 78) Phelps-;1 E. J .. ! The Age of \Vor~a. 
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l*'or further r-iei'"erence's to Cervantes or pon g,uixote 
see Howells' edition of Don Quixote. The introduction 
eompiled by his daughter, Mias Mildred lfowells, is 
a collection of excerpts £rom his various writings~ 
See al.so: 
Lowell: ~a.til"e and ~iglow Pa~. 
Harper's 83:153 '91 
The Selling of Fiction 
Harper's 113:149 •os 
Humor and Humorists 
Harpe~ts 123:311 '11 
"Cervantes and his immortal novel again enter a 
long disousaion of the survival or liter~ masterpieces 
which appeaved in an ~d!.t;or 1 s :s:a~;v: Ch!i£- ( '79) 
uThe fir~t novelist of the sort known to literature 
in the modern sense is still, after three hundred years~ 
the only novelist so gene~ally as to be almost popularly 
read, and if' he could be :rreshly kn0tm to our time he 
would unquestionably be as welcome to it as to his ol'fnq 
Some such favo~ Professor Rudolph Sohevill of the Univer-
sity of Califo~n1a has been doing us in his life of Cer-
vantes and wo very gratefully a~knowledge it~ on behalf 
of reade~s eve~ more ignorant than ourselves$ witµout 
staying just nov1 to orter it a due distant app~eciation. 
We are pFesently glad of it~ chiefly as a proof of the 
grovnn0 vitality$ not to say immortaliby of the most un-
dying novel yet written in any language ••• .,. It is a 
novel ii'l..nioh shows no more signs of ~ai11ng .fame than 
those llisto~ies ~ Tragedies and Comedies of Williat11 Bhalres-
peare w~itten so well with1n the same epoch that their 
English author 1s supposed to have died on the san1e day 
with the great Spaniard~ ••• In faet~ if we 
'Let observation with extensive view 
Survey mankind from China to Perut 
~e shall find no feat of literature eompa:t"able to ~ 
Quixote in the vigor of its survivai .. 0 
(79} Howells' edition: Don Quixote. Introduction p. X 
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In discussing the tendency of fiction toward realism 
in· an Editorts Easy Chair {80) Howells shows a keenly 
critical penetration into the literary philosophy of Cer-
vantes when he writes: 
"Cervantes, the viorthy contemporar:r and almost peer 
of Shakespeare, is t~e elect of our h~arts from all Span-
ish wrl tera becanse, in the first gr•ea.t novel ever _viritten, 
ho showed his love of the chivalry he parodied, intensify~ 
ing its essential idealism uhile playing havoc with its 
mock hePoio :fashions." 
In 1911, we find hin again writing of hu_~or and hum-
orists, which always brings him back to C&rvan~es{81). 
Earlier lla had inf .. ormed us that uhe thought he had a nat5_ve 
love of laugl1ing~ which was rostered in him by his father 0 s 
way of lookil'lg at life, and had certainly been flattered 
by his intimacy with Cervantos.(82} Now we find him say-
ing that the hum~r of Cervantes is "abominably u.nToeling 
and brutal~ aJ.1.d that 1 t is doubtful. w.-nether Don Quixote 
i has not died the death because the fun of the bo0-lc waa 
J.nostly so brutal that mankind -could no longer bear it :J 
rather than because the books of chivalrj which it bur,.. 
lesqued were no longer known to readers, and tho bu1-:.10sque 
was unintelligible.n 
(80) Harper's 116:961-4 '08 
(81) Eta.Sl[ Chair 
HaFpar's 123:511 '11 
(82) My Lit~~ary Passions p. 61 
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This st--atement, ambiguous and inaccurate in either 
interpretation$ is astonishing in a critic of his calibre. 
Don Quixote is perhaps read more than it ever was and the 
alleged brutality of its humor has not hurt its popularity. 
Even .as early as 1888 we find a similar expression 
0£ this atti~ude towa~d Gervantesl huraor.(83) 
nThe sense of huraor is sorI1ething that the process of 
civilization has rertned almost as much as the ptlasion or 
love itse2£, vihich all aonnoisseurs now allow to be a very 
difrerent thing r~om the passlon of love known to even 
the free peoples of antiquity. The commonest newspaper 
fu...~ny man would now hardly off er to h~s readers the bruta1 
pu.m.mellings, rib-breakings, jaw~smasbinss, vomitings, and 
bla.rik~t tossings, and worse, ~hich the ai1thor of the 
supreme masterpiece or humor seems to have thought it 
amusing to po:t'tra:;r. Doubtless he lrnew that ss a bit of 
humor Sanchots coming out with the sto~y of the'puncti-
lious clown~ when Don Quixote waa rerusing the place of 
honor at the Duke and Duchess• table> was worth more than 
all these grotesque and barbarous 1nve11tio.as-; but doubt-
less he liked them, too. The memoirs and the novels .. testify bo\V vary lately such things v1er~e relished, and some 
college boys still think it droll to haze their fellows. 
Yet there has been a great advance, and the average humor 
of our time addresses itself habitually t-o the kindlier 
(83) Humor and Quixote. 
Hm>per's '76:481 •ss 
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sense to which Don Quixote appeals only as a co11'eeption, 
and which his histo~ touches only now and t"nen. ~'(84) 
In this dl-scussion (85) on humor Howells also co_n-
pa.res Ce-!'»vnntes with Shalrnspear"'e,, in his co:mcdie.s, t7here 
nhe at times seems merely Elizahethan i..n his coarseness, 
his courtl i.ness 1 his i..mperfect syn1pathy, n and continues: 
''In these he was no grea. ter tha.11 his aontempo1-aary., 
to whom Emerson's censure won.ld far more strictly apply; 
and if Emerson had said 0£ Cervantes that, after all, 
he was only the m~ster or revels# no one could have ques-
tioned his accuracy*" 
This last is in contrast to previous judgments {86) 
and seems tote one of those sweeping statements earelessly 
made of whiah~even great crltics are sometimes guilty, and 
shows a lack of comprehension oT the philosophical aspects 
" of Cervantes' wo~ks. Don Quixote represents the idealism 
of the Spanish race which goes dashing its head against 
a stone wall,, 
Yet a little 1ater when speaking of Mark Twain, he 
says: 
nThere a.re only th:ree or :four whom he m-ay be likened 
1vith, and~ not to begin with the ancients,_ we may speak 
in the same breath of Cervantes~ of Moliere~ of Swift; of 
Dickens 5 among the modernsQ"n(87) 
/ r 
(94} C.£ .. Azoi:-ain: nLa evolueion de la sensibilidad'"in 
f~lasicos X liodernO!e Madrid 1913 PPe 49 ff o 
(85) Harperts 76:480 199 
(86} C.f. PQ 480 Also Introduction, pp. g 
(87) Harperts 126:311 •13 
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Although in 1914-., he tells us that (88) ncervantes' 
is~ ~e believe~ coming to be disabled of our reverence, 
even our sympathy, in some d~tails of his checkered car-
eer~'-~hich after all is no real depreciation since no 
great w-riter has consistently maintaimed the standard of 
his ?ntl.sterplece--still, he adds that, trln his greatei§t 
work, his incornpara'"ole work:i there is no d-0ubt bu.t he is 
memorable because he dea:trecl his reader to laugh with him., 
In FamilLar SEanish Travels {89), we feel the ever 
p1~sent influence of Don Quixote v1hich, writes Miss Uowells~ 
~'travelled. with us all the way as guide, except for such 
moments as vie exchanged him for his author. tt ( 90) Upon 
I 
~irst seeing the Spanish wine-skin, Howells wr1tas:(91} 
''It was a joy to realize what they were, to feel how 
0 • • Spanish, how literary, how picturesque~ how romantica 
The1?e they were such as Don Quixote# waking from his 
dream~ at the inn,, saw them malignant giants and .fel-1 
enchanters~ and slashed them with his sword till he had 
spilled the ~oom half full of their blood. For me this 
f'il. .. st sight oi: them was: magic. It brought back my boy-
hood as nothing else had yet~ and I never afterward saw 
them without a return to those days of my delight in a.11 
Spa.ni sh thing a. n 
(88) Harper•s 128:634-~ •14 
(89) Introduction, Po 16 
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(90) Howells' edition of Don Quixote, 1923: Introduction XII 
(91) Familiar Spanish Travels p. 430 
At San Sebastlan Rowelh5 devoted onl:r half his mind 
to the beauties of thE=- pla.ee and gave the rest to aea1"ch-
ir1g vainly for a mode1)n counterpart or the Biscayan ladies v 
fiery squire.(92) Although the high aquiline nuse abounds 
thero, Howells seemed disappointed in not finding any 
signs of the high temper Which is $Uld to go with it and 
\Vhlch was k.o.own to lllm ehie.tl:y f:t•om hj s ree.din.g in ~ 
Quixo·t.2._ of the terrific combat betweel1. ihe RqU1'.f.'le of the 
Bisos:yon ladles whose carr~ age the Knight of Lei Mnncha 
stopped after bis engagement with the windmills, upon 
vd1ich incident Howells then elaborates. 
Howells stopped in Valladolid mostly to revepe the 
house of Qgrvantes to which his f'011ow-countryrae:n pay 
tho scant reverence that IIowella deplored. 
"I think the reader \"Jill ag1,ee w1 th me that the 
high0st honor o~ the citj 1~ that lt was long the home 
or the gallant gentleman. who after rive years of capti-
vity in Algiers aad the loss of his hand in the Battle 
of Lepanto, wrote t;here{j in his pove1"ty and negleot 9 the 
first part of a romance which remains and must always re-
main one of the first of the rlctions of the world0 ~ o 
And I wish ! could pay hc:r-o that devoir to h~, memory 
ana .fame which squalid c:trcurnsta11oe f orb a.de ma to render 
undo1~ the roo.f that once ehel te!"ed hime One cn:n never 
say E::nough in hl s p1~ai so. • " • " ( 93) 
( 92) Fami!_.ia~ f3-eantsh ii:x~.!!.,.01s p. 23 
Also tlo·:;rnlls 1 edition of" Don Quixote o Intiiioduct:ton XII 
( 93) Continued at le.1.1gth in Fanillinr SI?anish TJJavels p., 71 
Also Howells~ Don <~ui~~ Introduction x1rr:-="' 
, 
'The long journey f:rom ?Jadrid to Co:rdova was made 
s1ow1y and inconvenlently by aa.:-1, that he might miss 
not-hing of' the plains of Iia l!s.n.cha--the country where 
Don Quixote "'net with so many of1 his adventures. Of eours,e 
it did not look like the count~y he had read out of his 
history 0£ Quixote, as naturally enough he had supplanted 
the sceneE of La !1:ancha with those of his boyhood Ohio., 
nonly in one place had we seen the tumbled boulders of 
01d Castile, and there had been really no greater objec-
tion to La Mancha than thu~ it was flat_ stale, and un-
p~ofitable, and whollyu.nimaginable as the scene or even 
Don Quixote's £irst adventures .. 0 (94.) 
Throughout the boo}r one continually finds such in-
stances of the weaving of Don Quixote and Cervantes into 
the descriptions and impressions o.f his trip. 
The £oregoing illustrations serve to show how true 
Howells re'.'11ained throughout his llteracy cnree:r, to hie 
fi~st love 0£ Cervantes and Don Quixote. Though we find 
several instances of ineonsistanoy in hi~ viewpoint~ they 
are not Important. ~lllthough ha never fulfilled his hoy-
hood ambition of writing the life of Cervantes 1 it seems 
fitting that he should close his literary career with an 
abridgment of Don Quixote. 'This was made during the last 
months of his 11£e, at eighty-thI'ee.. IIe was- able to work 
on it only a 11 ttle at a time but went through the book 
twice to brlng it to the required length to make it read-
able to u-the pre.sent public with it-a impatience of todaye n 
(94) Familiar Spanish Travels 1913 p ... 1?3 
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Nothing essential to the story has been onittod and its 
ironic, whimsical splrit has been satlsfyingl_y preserved~ 
As he wanted to do che cutting himsol£~ he did that first 
and diecl oofore he could w1~ite hls int1anded int-roduction. 
Thus the book was not publ1ahed until 1923~ when his 
daughter, ~tss Mild~ed Ilowells~ made an introduation com-
ptlad from so~e of her father 1 s mentioningg of Don Quixote 
and its autb.01."_. round ln hls various wvitings .. 
CHAPTER II .. 
PALACIO VALDES(> 
It is with pleasure that we find that the Span-
ish author who has perhaps hnd the most influence 
upon Howells, is a contemporary author and one who 
is spoken of as "essentially a man or the people; 
~adically demoo~atic, and in ~eligious matters tran-
scending the limits of creed~ A man who stands high 
in the esteem ior many English and American reade~s; who 
hac been true to the novel in the highest sense, that 
which transcends the roll of mere entertainment to the 
function 0£ the interpreter of life~ and who has shown 
us the heights and the depths, the sunshine and the shn-
dows of very muah of human existence; YJho says of hlm-
self, 'I am much given to the exterlor of life; it 
~leases me to live in the greatest number of situationa 
possible and there is hardly a page in my novels that I 
have not lived, o~ sean enacted before my eyaa.•"(95) 
We have the pleasu1 .. e, in fact, of' compa1~ing 11 one 
of ~Ghe princes of the Span:i.sh noveln, (96) with the 
gveatest American realist and one who is the exponent 
or American democraoye A man of and beloved by the 
( 95) Baxter, Sylvester:- A Great !1odern S aniard 
Atlat~tio Mo 85:8 6-5 1900 
(96) Cejador: 
people, whose aim was "to portray lite with entirG fidel-
ity in all its commonplaceness and into reverence foF what 
it oonoeals, and who became in his total work, as he wished 
to be in each of his novels» a faithful mirror of his time 
and place, all in a beauty of word and eadence not to be 
matched now by any llving among use"(97) 
' Tha only example of Valdese direct influence upon any 
of Howells' novels is seen by comparing El cua~to podQ!. 
wlth A Hazard of New Fortunea.(98) Although we find no 
similarity of plot, thore is muoh in common in characters~ 
ethlcs, and construction. 
Both are roaliatic regional novels. In the one1 Howells 
"judges a gene~ation at the snme time that he portrays it 
in the beat of' all novels of New York'~ ( 99} ~ Of the other, 
Howells writes 0 "it is mainly a piature of contemporary 
life in the city ot Sarr16, of Northern Spain, and has the 
trnnkness or which we must advise the intending reader~ 
charaetcriatio ot Latin writers in trea.t1 .. ng of Latin lif~o; 
that is to say, Sarrio is not described a.a if' it were 
S&J.,em;ii Massachusetts. 0 ( 100) 
Both are novels of oha.racter rather than of incident 
in which each author permits hlmeolf to ridicule his oon-
tempora~y sociGty, yet not in an offensive way. 
(97) Erskine: Bookman 51:385-9 ~20 
(98) Howells read El euarto poder in 1888 and wrote 
A Hazard of NG"\VFortunes in 1889Q Critics cnll 
this novel the turning point of Howellao Sea 
Man1y and Rickert: Q.2.ntemporarz American Literature. 
(99) T~ent, ~~ P. and othere: opo cit. pp. 262-271 
(100) Harper's 77:802 ~88 
Howells writes of El cuarto poder: (101) 
nThe reader ot these papers need not be at a loss to 
conjecture our opinion of this author's work, and f.rom the 
versions ot his Marquis of Fenalta and his Maximina any 
English reader can test for himself. We will only say 
that, without their unity, El cuart_o pod.er is in other 
respects a greater work than either; its range is vaster~ 
its tolerance as cha~~ing, its sympathy with all good 
things as pervasive, its humor as delicious. 
"Don Rosendo Bellinchdn and the cigar girl whom he 
marries; their son Pablo, rrom boyhood to youth immoral, 
~ reQkless, cow~rdly; and their daughters Cecilia and Ven~ 
tura, are, with Gon~alo de 1as Cuevas, the husband of 
Ventura, the principal persons, a~ound whom a:rae grouped 
the vividly painted personnel and circumstances of Sarrio. 
The novel is mainly the tragic story of Gonzalo, who aban-
dons Cecilia and marries Ventura, and experiences through 
her ambition and treachery the truth of his Uncle's say-
ing, that God himself cannot help the man who bveaks his 
word. But he ls not a false person, only simply, help-
lessly true, and there grows up between him and Cecilia 
the sweetest and purest friendship ever imagined in fic-
tion; it is most beautifully and courageously done; it 
consoles him in the worst affliction, but it cannot save 
him. Spanish aristoc~acy as it survives, intellectual-
(101) Harper's 77:802 '88 
ized and agnost1cizad, into modern times is studied with 
irony that would be bitter., -if Valdes could be bitter, ln 
the Duque de Tornos, who seduces the ready Vanturaj and 
a whole population o~ middle-class and plebeian fig-urea 
live in the author's humorous sy:rnpathy. 
"Bellinchon himself is a character worthy of Capp 
vantes, with his extruvaganaies and contradictions, and 
his wife,, with heza gJ?owtt'l through sorrow into a refine-
ment :not otherwise pos~d .. bla to her simple zoodness., 19 
a lovely ePeation." 
Of' A Ea.zard of liev1 Fo1'1ltunes it has been said that; 
"Howells had turned from the clnsh of those lighte~ 
manne~g which belong to comedy and had set hlmself to 
discuss the deepe~ marmers of the raco which belong to 
mox~a.ls and. religion. It outdoeo a.11 Howells~ novels in 
the conduct of different groups of oha~acters, ln the 
superb naturalness with which now one and now another 
rises to the SUFfaoe of the narrative and thon retreats 
without a trace of msnagemente New England.era~ New 
Yorkers, Southe~n0~s, Westevnera~ all appear in the!~ 
true native oolora~ as do the most diverse ranks of 
society$ and many p~ofessiona in their proper dress and 
gesture\!"(102) 
Being experienced journalists it is not surprising 
that journalism should be the medium chosen by each for 
the expression of his social and philosophical ideas and 
. 
that we should find each portraying newspaper syndicates 
with similar morals and purposeso 1et it is a noticeable 
fact that the novel whose chief interest is in a news-
paper syndicate about which 1s grouped the vividly painted 
personnel of I'few York, 1s the novel which is in some res-
pects comparable to that one of Valdes' in which the lattat'.1 
also emphasizes a newspape~ syndicate with similar ideals 
and morals. The Everz Other Week is a newspaper syndi-
cate with udecent morals" and volunteer contributions~ 
all to share alike in the profits and to devote their 
efforts to public uplift; whereas El Faro establishod by 
r.~elinchon, purposes: "to combat ignorance,. work· for re-
forms, to break from past and neighboring doctrines, ~o 
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. broaden public ideas and to reform and wake up the city."(103) 
Both revel in newspaper controversies with their 
pol1~ica1 newspaper ~ivals but differ in that whereas 
Howells limits his to wticles pertaining to public in-
' terest and welfare, Valdes introduces many "personals" 
"' 
which are the causes of several duels; another instance 
of each being true to contemporary lite in his own land. 
(103) El Ctta.J?to ~oder Vol. II, P· 257 
Both are alike in giving lengthy and detailed "po-
lite conversation" of "tertulia" groups, afto1,ding op-
portunities for displaylng the humor, -satire and ready 
wit fo~ which they are notedo 
S1m11ie.r1ties in eha.racrheris are illustrated by the 
following: 
Christine Drzfooa" with her animal beo.ut:v, a veri-
table ttwlldcat", socially ambitious and socially 
' ignorant~ co.uld have been suggested by Valdes' 
Ventura, beautiful, attractive to all men, one 
\Vho followed he-r priinitive emotions but who, though 
socially ambitious, was less wild and quickly grasped 
enough social "arts" to make her the "reigning queenn 
of the village and the envy ot many. 
Angus Beaton, artist, ne•e:r-do-well, illh~o:ral, might 
compare with Pablo, 1mmora1,, reckless, cowardly -
from boyhood to yo~th. 
Basil March, a typical Ameriean of cultivation, with-
out wealth, healthily interested in life, with lit-
erary ambitions and \Vho bec0illes the editor of Eveg 
Other ~eek, is comparable with D. Rosendo Melinohon, 
a rather well-to-do Spanish gentleman of the middle 
class, whose literary ambitions led him to estab-
lish El Fa.rol. 
Alma Leighton is a would-be artist who once loved 
Beaton who has encouraged her to come to New York 
and then tries to drop her, only to be rejeeted 
later when he learn$ that he does love her. She is 
determined, proud, and so clever at concealing nGr 
f eel1ngs and handling her motheF and Beaton that she 
is accused of being eold~and unable to 1ove~ just as 
Cecilia, who secretly loves Gonzalo, even after he 
jilts her to marry her sister, so skilfully conceals 
her feelings and lives a life of self-sacrifice with 
the result that she is accused of being incapable of 
love. (104) 
(104) El ,cu~rto poder Vol4 2~ p. 4 
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One readily notices similarities in the ideas of mar-
riage and that the subject is i.ntroduced in the one case 
by conversation about Alna Leighton, in the other by con-
versation with Cecilia, the two parallel characters. 
In A Hazard of New Fortunes, Alma Leighton's rejec-
tion ot: Beaton is being discussed by Fullrnrson and 
March: ( 105) 
"It,.s a pity she hadn•t, 0 (had a liking for him) 
says Fulkersono "I tell you, Ma.roh~it ain't ·So easy for 
a girl to get married, here in the East, that she can 
aff'ord to despise any chance.,., 
uisntt that a rather low view of it<.:i'' 
"It's a common ... sense view.. Beaton has the making 
of a first-rate fellow ln him. Re's the raw material of 
a great artist and a good citizen.TI 
' Compare this with a. passage f1-aom Valdest El cuarto 
pode~ when Ceciliats brother-in-law Gonzalo ls urging 
the suit of his friend which Cecilia refuses to consider: 
, 
"Por ventura 14? parecia poeo pa.~a ella? Paeo no era 
rico; pero podia aspirar a su mano. I En-Sarrio no encon-
' truria un muchaeho major que e2; • ~ • O es que esperaba 
I 
un prihcipe de la sangre? . 4 • Pues que no descuidar~ 
mueho, porqu-e la juventud de las 111uj0res pasa pronto}) y 
ae h~n llevado en estos, asuntos bastantes chascos:nc106) 
{105) A Hazapd of New Fortunes pa 308 
(106) ~1 auarto poder Vol. II p. 95 
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Later when March talks over the affair with his 
wife, she surprises him by agreeing \vi.th Fulkerson. 
"Yes, it's a pity she couldn't have made up her mind 
to talre him. Itt s bettor tor a. \voman to be maITied. n( 107) 
And Gonzalo tells Cecilia: 
' nse puede deeir que el unlco dostino de la mujGr 
sabre la tierra~ es el matrimonio, porque es 1a encar-
I 
gada de aostener sobre ella la,vida~ff(lOB) 
Hov1ells is not, however, in perfect sympathy with 
this attitude regarding marriage which is also later in-
-troduced as an article for a periodical by Sinforose, a 
contribut-or, we :find: 
• Asegura.ba en terminos caliwosoa, qua la civ-
ilizacion no existe sino en el matrimonio: el amor con-
jugal es su Uniea base. Todo es santo, todo es hormoao, 
/ / todo es f eliz en el lazo intimo que une a dos jovenes 
espoaos. El hombre feliz por su eompanara, s1ente cra-
cer sus falcultades~ y es oapaz de realiza.r empresas que 
de otro modo no podrla llevar a oabo. La influeneia de 
la mujer em.puya al hombro a la virtud y a la gloria; es 
, 
el mas dulee y al mismo tiempo el mas enerigieo de los 
podores soeia1es."(109) 
Howel1s w:r-ites: 
'rI believe this popular demand for the matrimony of 
others comes from our novel reading. We get to thinking 
that the:r-e is no other happiness or good tortune in li:f e 
(107) A Hazard of New Fortunes p. 308 
(108) El cuarto ;eoder Vol. II p" 94 
(109) Iji. Vol. I p. 259 
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except marriage; and it's offered in fiction as the high-
est premium .for virtue, com~age, beauty, learning and 
saving human life. We all kno\V lt isn•t. We know that 
-
in reality marriage is dog cheap~ and anybody can have 
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it for the asking ••• if he keeps asking enough people."(110) 
. . . . .. . . . . . . 
Journalism is of first impo1'ltano-e with Howells, the 
story dealing with the ~ealistic episodes and life of 
these various newspaper groups, and newspaper, social, 
business and money ethics are expounded; \Vhereas with 
I ' Valdes--to quote Howells--nJournalism is a subordinate 
/ ' interest o;r:-valdes' novel, which ls maftnly a picture of 
contempora:ry life 1n the city of Sarrio, somewhe~e in 
northern Spain."(111) 
, 
Although both HQwells and Va.1des are treating of the 
! 
middle class and both book~ are a protest against ~ocial 
injuatibe~ the former deals with the ti"*ivialities, the 
commonplaceness and the crises or the average American 
life--dealing more with social and business ethics than 
with love. Here as in all of Howell~' novels, the guilty 
intrigue, the betrayal, the reckless flirtation, is 
(' 
scarcely if eve~ shown. There was an exquisiteness in 
Howells1 natll].'te, a reserve, and a sensitivoness of temper-
(110) A Raze.rd of New Fortunes, p. 310 
(111) Ha~er's 77;802 '88 
ament of whieh he was aware; which in the and randereq 
his alleglanceo, personal and other, highly selactiv® 
tmd prompted him to avoid the rough details of Ameri-
can life.(112) 
On the other hand El cua£tO poder ie full of this 
and the main theme revolves about illicit loves but this 
1a happily offsot by the beautiful~ self-sacrificing 
charnober of Oeoilla. It is this theme of vicious love 
beneath the surr~oe of ~ocioty which if responsible for 
the ~i-tue.tion which causes Howells to write: t1It is 
impossible to touch the merit of the book at all points; 
it has in one romantic excess of self-sacriflce a single 
important fnulh"(113). and which led the two authors to 
refer to each other ln several eritical articles rega~d­
ing the value or literary criticisms~ or which they have 
mnde practioally the same evaluation~ 
nin our whole long and variied expe~ience of book""' 
noticing~ tt writes Howells$ 15did we ever, save once» have 
an author own up that the blemish we blamed w~s really a 
blemish, and not a beauty in disguise? This oingle and 
signal instance was that or a great Spa.n:l.sh novelist., 
who not merely wroto to say that our structure was just, 
' 
but in the preface of hls next book printed this acknow-
ledgment and promised never to err in that sort agaln!i 
-------~-------------
(112) Erskine» Jo: Appreciation of Howells 
Booktnan 51: 385-9 JWla '20 
(113) Harper's 77~802 u99 
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"1ve should not oursel ve.s have had so much courage 
in his pl.ace, we confess it. As a critic we should have 
\ 
expected no less 0£ ourself; as an author we should have 
known it was to-a r1uch~ The case of this lar-ge-minded 
Spania~d is indeed so rare that reflection upon 1t has 
iatte~ly brought us question of the ju3tioe of our cen-
sure o It is a fearful doubt, and we hasten to leave it."(114) 
The artiele to vh1ch Howells refers is the fo11ow-
ing: 
nNo haae muchos meses qu.fi el eminente novelists. y 
I 
crit:tco del Ha.rp-erts Mew Uonthly Magazine, Air .. Dean 
'IloweI1s~ me dsba cuenta en carta tambien de sus impres-
iones aeerca de ~El c1uirto Poder. Y entre elogios que 
no dc:.>o repetir a.qui, me decia: ~Lo que no me guata,, 
I 
se lo confieso con £ranqueza, es el capitulo en que 
Cecilia ae sustitu~e a su he:rsmane. para apagar loa celos 
de Gonzalo.. Me pare,ae una nota roma.'ltice. y falaa qtte 
diauena de Ia ve1\dad que axiste in el resto de la obra .. ' 
I f 
Advertire qua este capitulo &a el que me ha valido elo-
I 
gios mas vivos y lo que maa se habia eelebrado en el 
libro. Pues con todo eao; las palabras del ilustre 
novelist& .~eri~ano fueron paFa mi un jarro de agua 
,. 
fria sobre la eabeza. Al instante entendl que le sobraba 
la razon~ y me propuse no reincidir en semejantea efeeti-
srnos. Vease, pues, oomo :la C?lltioa, cuando es l?a.eional 
y esta heeha de buena ~e 3 me aprovecha..u(115) 
(114) Harpar•s 122:956-9 •11 
, 
( 11"'5) Valdes: La Hermans. San Sulpie1o 199 
Prologo LXX.V 
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'fhe two t•onowing excerpts show the close simi-
larity in theiv views on the value and effectiveness of 
1iterary ~riticisms. , 
nP-or prof esa%' esta.s ideas sobre eritieos y el vulgo 
I 
y por expresarlas en publico o en conversaoiones pa.rti-
eula~es, se ha dicho recientemente en 1a prensa que yo 
I f 
hacia alarde de desp~eoiar la eritica. /' ' Nada mas exncto. 
' Lo que he heoho siempre y seguire haelendo es p1"'even1rme 
, , 
para la eritica, y a su favorable o adve!'sa, no influya 
pernie1-osa.mente sob!"e mi.- Daseo ante todo y sobre todo 
, 
conserver m1 independencia artistica, la calma y sere-
nidad del espiritu, ser fiel, en suma, a mi temperamento 
I ' ' y u mis condiciones. Asi que la cPiti.ca, n1 alabandome 
, ' ' ni censurand-0ma me empuja~a poP otro conino que el qu.e 
yo considero se~. Loque puede hacer yha hecho 
varias veees es recordarm.e que voy extraviado, auando 
' my separe de el.n(116} 
"The hi.story 0£ all literature shows that even with 
the youngest and weakest autho~ criticism is quite power-
less against 11is wilJ. to do his own work in his own way; 
• • • every author has been condemned for his viPtuea~ 
but in no wise changed by it. In the beginning he reads 
the critics; but presently perceiving that he alone 




makee or ~ars himself~ and that they have no instruc-
tion ~or him, he mostly leaves off reading them, thoug_n 
he is always glad of their kindness or grieved by their 
harshness when he chanoea upon itQ ~his, I believe, 
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the general experience, modified of course 1 by exceptions.'' ( 117) 
Turning from this specific instance oT direct in-
fluence of Valdes upon Howells, to a compa~ative study 
of novels (118) of the t\vo authors, one may be justif"ied 
in saying that the similarities which have consistently 
~ 
appeared are those characteristics of the Pealistic nove-
list and more especially those chsracte~istics or t\iro 
authors who have not only p~acticed the same interpreta-
tion of the term realism but whose philosophical and 
social ideas were much the san1e. 
~ 
In the scenes and characte-Ps of each, we find a 
strict adherence to that ideal of tmith and beauty in all 
nature Ylhich made them po~tray contemporary lite as each 
knew it. Their work is based on an exactness of observa-
tion that shows them to have thoroughly studied the 
milieu which each describeso The ~ertulias aristocra-
tic or plebeian, the envies and vanitities, the petty 
inti?igues, the fervors of religion ~eigned or real, tha 
flirtatlons and g~and passions, all pulsate with life 
and truth, no less than the settlng or nature with which 
their characters are so intimately woven that it se0ms 
as much a part of them as their words and acts-0 
(117) My Literary Passions, pp. 211-13 
(118) Appendix. Books compared 
:Ea.ell is essentially a r11an of tbe peopl.e whose inter-
ests each has at heart and each has a moral purpose over 
and above the faithfulness of portraitu:ve~ Thus it is 
Ache Lniddle class w1t11 who!n their sympathies are enlisted 
and with whom they a.re at their best. And in accordance 
uith their creed, each let the plot be determined on the 
assumpti~n that 1£ he Ls studying life at first hand, he 
will invarlably observe that his plot-is a logical conse-
quence of the nature of the characters involved. 
E~oh has a similar phi1osophy of life, believing in 
the sanity of' virtue and the wholesomeness or- work--a ser-
ene philosophy with a view point or high humanity, of wise 
generosity--and since each has not allowed himself to get 
into a rut or harden into conservatism but has been a 
-, 
ready advocate of the social readjustment than so active, 
it is only logical that each should treat of morals and 
religion, busin&ss and social ethics; literary reform 
movements, and soeialistic groups. 
Both were jonl!nalists of much experience and have 
produced a series of literary criticisms and portraits 
of orators, poets and novelistso Thus it is natural that 
each should give evldenoe of wide reading, though thera 
seems to be no use1ess display of erudition in either. 
We can seaJJ0ely s e.y that Vald~s had any influence 
upon Howells in this respect but rather that the literary 
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and journalistic atmosphero felt ls owing to Rcraells 1 
jou~nalistic life a11d that it ts coincidence rather than 
influence that we find them both treating of jo~u~nalis-
tie me-cnods,, shop talk and jokas and journal-room des- , 
ci~ipt:tons. But here the l!.keness ends. Fo1~ with Valdes, 
although. one reels tbe impo~tance of the underl~ing phi-
losophical or soci8listic principles, more usually the 
main interest ls in the plot, in the love element and 
often there are several love themes to be Tallowed. 
It sometimes is the wholesome love or a family, or the 
r~ligio11~ fervor or the splri~ual g~owth o~ a character 
in whieh we are inb~rested, but more of~en 1t ls the 
growing passion, the flirtations, the mistakon love$ 
the bstrayal and the amo1~ous intrigu&s which seem to 1)e 
present and uppGP~ost. 
, 
Even though Valdes asserts in his prologue that there 
are more phases of love than adultery and that ndentro 
del a.1101~ hay inflnitos matic&s en los C'aalee no entra el 
, 
adulterio, y ruera del afuor sexual existen tambien senti-
mientos y pasiones que puoden dar lugar a aovelas inter-
esantes," (119) still one is forcibly impressed by the 
importance which human passion plays in the majority of 
his novels. 
This is in notleeable contrast to Howells in wl1ose 
t-i~eatment the portrayal of pass_ion plays a very small 
part and where the love scenes are few and short in com-
parison with the many and depictive ones of Valdes. 
(119) Prologo, p. XLIII. La hermana. S.!r.L~W.picio. 
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The plots are, wlth a few exceptions, quite simple~ with 
little action, and the greetest interest is in the social~ 
izing of characters and in the psychoanalysis of their 
develonment. .Always we seem to feel the importance of 
individual renponsibility co society and of its morals~ 
religion and its business ethics~ which outweighs the 
love elemento 
Although both seem to be optimists at heart and 
believe ln the possibility or human nobleness and so pre-
, 
fer the brighter colors of their palettes, we £ind Valdes 
more frequently portraying the lower strata, the ~abblo, 
while Howells restricts himself mainly to the respect-
able middle class; but even thottgh hls !:"1.spects or life 
sre not always happy ones, ha portrays sadness rsthe~ 
than sordidness~ 
Valdes is not o:r:>thodox, but such is hin syrapathetio 
comprehension of attitudes of faith that ue feel his 
religion to be deep and pµr0 in spite of its dlapensing 
with creed. But inasmuch as Spain is essentially Ca.th ... 
olio and America Protestant~ so do these novels differ~~ 
the one shows a church atmosphere produced with Many and 
detailed descriptions of ehurehes, masses, sisters and 
priests--the other has Howells1 wholesome religious 
spiritt shown by his mlnisterial characters and the 
strict consciences of his personages~ and their many 
mental struggles, in which they commonly follow the die-
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tates of a seve,-.e conscience, \"1'1 th :r>esults thet often 
seem to cause undue un.hnppiness. 
I 
The maln in..fluence or Valdes on !iov1ells v no'f'~ls 
seems not to be on plot and character; rather,, Valdes 
sot Howells the exanrple which tb.o latter fol1mie(1, of 
being truG to people and scenes of his own experienceo 
Further, Howells 1 novels are practical mantfcstattono 
I Valdes' literary cn~ef~d. ( 120) However, Howells docs not 
inte't'l:lupt cou.rt:tf'.l' of events to introduce p1~opaga.ndn ~ 
arc expressions of tho nuthoT*s novelistic ideas ac found 
in his c~itical wo:rik and es influenced bythe S?aniard. 
I have already no l:ied ( 121) that ulight f*alls upon 
growth or Jiowells w !'in al nhilosophy from. the monthly 
a:rticles which he ;n·ote for the ~gi tor'~. S~Y:?:z, 1886-92. fl • 
1 sm ln .tlmeri ca and inos t eloquentl ~r cornmenc.lod to na.ti ~.re 
:reade1"*s,, among othci"l<, su.ch Latin realist3 aA Valera, 
! I Valdes, Galdos a'Fld Ve1"1gai} H It ls wi this co11r1enda-
ti.on of Valdes that I she.11 now tt11eat. 
In taking up s duties in this critical dep~rtment, 
Howells writes: 
(120) e~ge see: Cervantes chapter, pp. 25-26~ or 
,Thei-r Weddi~B Joll;rnez;: .. .,PP· 67 fl 86, 110., 293. 
(121) se0: 
Also: 
Introduction pp~ 15-16 
Trent, W~ Po, and others: op .. cit .. p6 267 
"I had to begin rending for business a.gain before 
I began reading for pleasure and befo~e I again felt the 
rise of the old enthusiasm fo~ an author.(122) One of 
the first great pleasures which I had upon the~e terms 
, 
was the Marta X Maria of iU"'mando Palaelo V®.ldes, e. nove-
list who delights me beyond words b' his f~iendly and 
abundant humor, hie feeling :for oharaate1~ and his subtle 
insighto I like everyone of his books I havo rendp and 
i 9plieve that I have rend nearly eveFy one he has written~ 
~ 
As i !tlention Ii.iyerit..2,.t ~arlmina, Un 1di11o de un infermo,(lE3) 
L& he:-i:wnuma de San Sulpiz~~ .. (124) ~~~Q p_oft~.r,,, ~!?um~, 
the mere names conjuPG up the scenes and events that have 
moved me to tears ond laug11ter, and filled me with a vivid 
.nsnse of the life portra:yed in them. :t think ll~rta y i'Viria 
one of the most t~uthi'u.l and protohnd fictions I have read~ 
and Maximina one of the most pathetic, and 1a hS!.,rmana ~ 
SQI! §.'!:Q-Jl:\.?12. one ot the most amusing. Fortunately, these 
p 
books of Valdesv have nea~ly all been translated, and the 
reader may test the matter in English, though it neces-
sarily halts somewhat behind the Spanish. 0 (125) 
(122) During the years of 1881-15 spenh at Oamb~idge 
and Solmont~ Mass.b Howells did very little read-
ing; Fllld later, during a period of travelling 
in Europe, he seemed to have no time to read. 
(123) El idil1o de u.n enrermo 
(124) La hermana San SulEici~ 
(125) MI Literary Passio~~~ p~ 1?9 
So as the logical order of the remainde~ of this 
chapter, we shall touch upon the different works of 
Valdes in the order that Howells has ~ead and commented 
upon them, which brings us first to Marta I I"1aria. This 
novel is introduced in a critical review of some novels 
from various literatures, in which a discussion on fid-
elity in fiction takes place and the author has com.mented 
that "from a vmiter like the author of Margaret Kent we 
have the right to expect entire f'ide1ity".(126) 
"Till we have entire f1de1ity from our clever \Yrlters 
t 
we shall have c1ever writers and nothing moraa and we 
must turn elsEnvhere f'or examples of what fiction may be 
e.t its best. 
"One would not perhaps look first to find them 1n 
Spain, but I have just been reading a Spanish novel which 
is very nearly one. Of course it ls a realistic novel; 
it is even by an author who has written essays upon real-
ism and who feels obliged, poor fellow, in choosing a 
theme whlch deals with the inside rather than the outslde 
ot life, to protest that the truth exists within us as 
wel1 as without and is not confined to the ma~ket houses, 
the dram-shops, the street corners, or the vulgar facts 
of existence. Don Armando Palacio Valdes believes that 
his Marta y M~~a is a realistic novel, although it is 
not founded upon current and common events, ·and that the 
beautiful and the noble also lie within the realm of 
(126) Editor's Studz Harpe~'s 72:811 '86 
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reality. We should ourselves go a little further, and 
say that they arc to be found nowhere else; bu~ we have 
not at present to do with our opinions, or even tho pro-
logue to Senor Valdes' novel, though we should be glad 
to reproduce that in i')ull, it is so good."(127) 
I might pause to note that what Howells has here 
ewphasized in 188611 i ... egs.rding hl s ldcn of' the nbeo.ut:tful 
< 
and noble lyins in the realm of l?ea.llty and nowhere else•', 
is 1dontie~l with part of his lite~ary creed which he 
expFesses so emphntiaally in 1889 by quoting freely rroro 
' Valdes o prologue\ to J:_a-herllJa:qa S~l;t su12,;a:tq,. We can ac-
count for this in two wayso 
The p1~ologue to '.Me,r1ia z Marin ( 1883) deals mostly 
with the novel a....~d hie reasons for writing it, and says 
little about Fealism in general. 
However, the writer has been unable to determine 
' whethav Howells ever read any or Valdes' essays on real-
ism to which be refers in this e~ticla (12B}~ These es-
says must have been in nUt~ and substance essentially the 
smne as the prologue to 1a. hc~a11a San Sulp,!,ciq tJri tten 
in 1889~ If Howells had read any of them, we can easily 
understand why a stat0tnent add1--essed in 1887 to future 
I 
novelists would be in essonce the same as Valdes' p~o-
loguo whieh has been summarized by Cejador.(129) 
--------------------------------~------·-~'-¢-~ 
(127) Editor's Studz 
Harper's 72:811 '86 
(128) p(I 63 
(129) Cejador~ opo cit~ Volo 9, P• 58 
hif I were authorized to addFess any'word directly 
to o~ novelists l should say, do not t~ouble you~salves 
about standards or ideals; but try to be faithful and 
natural: remembe~ that there is no g~eatneas, no beauty, 
which does not come from truth to your own knowledge of 
things; end keep on working, even if your work is not 
long remembared."(130) 
"No solamante e~ hePmosa la natu~aleza, sino que 
fue~a de ella no hay he:f'm.osura, y quiere que el a~tista 
no busque mas que la verdad, no la novedad~ ni la moda, 
ni la ma.n.era, ni el efeoto, n1 la vanidad litararia; que 
p es lo que Pealmente bumoaban Pavdo Bazan en Espana y 
Zola en Fvanc1a~"(l31) 
If ttowelle did not read the &saays mentioned we may 
adeount for suoh a statement by the following: 
We know tha.t Howells' instinctive liking for :tJeal:Lty 
wh1oh had been n~turallJ growing and mat'UJ'.l1ng and which 
finally was to be revealed (1889) as a passionate love 
for the truth about human lite, had al:r"eady found expJ?es-
sion in A Modern Instance, 1889, in which he is said to 
have gained complete command of his method and in which 
be assumed his proper rank aa the chief nat1~e AmeP1csn 
~enlist (132); and. also, in ~he, ~1sq_of Silas L~~ha.m, 1884, 
which bl?ou.ght him to the height of his reputat'1on as v1ell 
as of his art. 
(130) Ha?tper'$ 75:641 fS? 
(131) Oejador: OPo oit p, 58 
(132) Trent, w~ P. and others: op~ cit. p. 2G5 ~ 
so that. to be exaet, one must say that H~«ellai 
realism was began and partly f o~med before reading mu.ch 
,_ 
of Spanish 1 lite~ature~ especially Valdes.(133) 
Yueh earlieP in fact, as is evidenoed by" the Oer~ 
vante~ chaptev (134) and by a letter from Miss Mildred 
\ 
Howell a in response to my 111qulry in wh1.oh she ijG.:fS: 
1'I think that my rather• s realism began long before 
he read Tolstoy$ Valdes, or Galdos--with his p~ssion to~ 
Ca~vantest Den Qutxot,~ Which lasted from his boyhood to 
his daatn~tt 
But it 1a important to note that A Raza~d of New 
Fortunes (1689) ~ in whioh he has stretched his broadee't 
canvas and which some :ranltC with ?;;n.a. Ris~ pt S~las , f.IJlh~ ( 135) , 
was written arte~ Howells• intensive ~eading of Valdes, 
and that it was w:ritte:n in the same year that he read 
the prologue ,to ~a nerm.an~Jlan Suleicio. Moreov~r, ib 
was dUJ:11ng the pe~iod of 1990•90 which c~it1os call the 
best part of his literary career (136), that he did the 
most of his reading of Spanish literature and that he so 
' \ 
relantlessl-y waged his p11opaganda for ?Jealism; ''a period,*' 
(133) See ehapte~ on Oel"'\7antes showing ea~ly Spanish 
influence f o~ realism. 
(134) ~ha~r Weddins Jo~~.z, 1871, is the first prac-
tical application of this creed; pp. 67, as, 110, 
293. Fo~ this c1tatton see Cervantes chapte~ PP~ 25-6 
(135) Qu1&~, A9 H.: OentuJJy l00r6,4•81 Sept '20 
(1'36) Phelps,, w. L.: Ya.le Review N .. St 10:99-109 0•20 
to quote B.owelJ..s himself', "of fierce intolerance and of 
tempestuous propaganda which left the apostle without 
a friend -or fo110\~er in the aesthetic world. uc13r7) 
So we will turn again to Howells' appreciation of 
Marta I Maria, a roast~~piece of that language which has 
always been so dear to blm. 
"The literature is delightfu.1: tu.11 or charming 
humor, tender pathos, the liveliest sympathy with nature, 
the keenest knowledge of human nature, and a style whose 
charm makes itself felt through the shadows of a strange 
speech. It is the story of twq sisters, daughters of the 
chief family in a Spanish sea-port city: ·Maria, who 
passes from the romance of literature to the romance or 
religion, and abandons home, father, and lover to become 
the spouse of heaven, and Marta, vA~o remains to console 
all these for her loss. We do not remember a character 
more finely studied than that or Maria, who is followed 
not satirically or ironically, through all the involutions 
of a consciou$~ artificial personality, but with masterly 
divination, and is shown as essentially cold-hearted and 
selfish in her religious abnegation, and as sensuous in . 
her spiritual ecstasies as she was in her abandon to the 
romances on which she first fed her egoistic fancy. 
nBut Ila.rta--Marta is delicious! We see her first 
as an awkward girl of thirteen at her mother•s tertulia, 
helplessly laughing at some couples who give a fow super-
erogatory hops in the dance after the music suddenly stops; 
(137) Easy Chair Harper's 122:956 '11 
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and the note of friendly simplicity, of joyous~ frank, 
.sweat naturalness, str"llok in the beginning, ie felt in 
her character throughout. ~lothing (JOUld~be lovelier than 
the portrayal of this girl's affection for her father and 
mother, and of the tenderness that insensibly g~ows bo-
t\veen her and her sister's lover, left step by step in 
the lur:~h by the intending bride of heaven. One of the 
uses of realism is to make us know people; to make us 
understand that the Spaniards~ £0~ example, are not the 
remote oloe.k-a.nd-sv101.,d gentr:v ... o'f opo:ra which romance ha.a 
painted them,, abounding ln gui ta.rs 3 pa-a1ards 1 billets, 
autos.-da-..fe, and confes·stonals, but a.re as 1ik-e folks as 
we are. 
1'It seems that there is much of that freedom among 
young people with them iivhieh makes ~outh a heavenly holi-
day in these favored states. rdaria•s lover has the run 
Gt the house, in this Spanish town, quite a~ he would 
bavo in Chicago or Portland" and he fo11ows narta about 
ln the frequent intervals of MRr"ia's neglect; he makes 
her give him lwieh in the kitchen li"hen he is hungry, 
this very human young M~qu1s de Penalta; he he1ps her 
to make a pie, the young lady having a passion for all 
do.tUestio ampl.oyraants, and to pllt away the c1ea11 clothes. 
Her f 11ather,, Don Maria.no E.lorza., has a passion for the 
smell of fre-ahl1 ironed 1inen~ mach as a.tl7 wall-domeati-
cated American citizen mlght have, and loves to go and 
put his nose in the closet whsr~ it hanga-~ H1• wife has 
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oeen a tedious, complaining invalld all her married life~ 
but he is heart-broken when she dies; and :tt is at this 
moment that Mar:la--who hao compromised him in the Carlist 
movement because that in the party of the Chui~ch, and has 
tried in the same cause to make heP lover turn traltor 
to the government which he has swo~n as a citizen to de~ 
fend--eomes ecstatic from the death-scene to ask hln per-
mission to complete her vocation ln the convente Ile ~ive@ 
it with a sort of disdain for her pitiless and senssleos 
egotism~ The story oloses with the happy love ol 1Iarta 
and Ricardo, clasped to the old man's breast and mingling 
their tears with his; and the author c~iea, 10 eternal 
Godj who dwellest in the hearts of the good, can it be 
thtlt these tears are less g'Pateful to Thee than the mys-
tical colloquies of the Convent of St. nerna:r.)d? t 
0 A t:Jketoh of the sto1'\\y gives no idea of i·bs slbua-
tlons, oP what is ~ore difficult and importantJ the at~ 
Mosphere o~ reality in which it moves~ The whole soclal 
life or the town ls quietly suggested and an abundance of 
£igurea pass before us~ all graphically dra~rn, none touched 
td th weakness or exs.ggera cion. 
0 It is a boolr with a sole blemish--a few pagen in 
which the author thinl::s 1 t necessary to paint the growth 
of little Marta's passion ln too vlvid colors~ There ia 
no g-~eat harm; but it is a lapse of taste and of art which 
libels a lovely char~cter~ and soems a sacrifice to the 
ugly Freneh fetich whiehrhas possessed itself ~f the good 
name of Realism to befoul itr'{l38) 
flie are glad to see announeed a translation of 
Marta. y. Marla:; n \wTi tes Howells that same yeflr', ( 159) 
"the excellent story of Don Arn!ando Palacio Vald~s ~ whieh 
we praised some months ago; end w.a wish we could praise, 
in equal terms t\¥0 other stones o.t Senoxa Vald~s which 
have since come to our hands. One of these ~s certainly 
charming aa a p1-cture or Spanish life, and would b-e 
utte~1y so but for the_leproue taint of illioit intrigue 
- (, ~ i 
whicl~ seems to il;ltect all Latin work. It is called 
Ri vevi,ta, after the hero~ whose career is port1'*ayed from 
his childh,ood to his marriage v11 th delightfUl s.-ympa.thy 
and humor., and with a fidelity to civcumstance which does 
not allow its.elf to be doubted. The Spanish boy, it 
seems, is very like the American boy, and there are :fam-
i1~ar ap1sodes cf this book in whioh he takes a ·11vely 
pa.rt. The. seene of the story is in Madridt and there 
are im.mense1y amusing sketches in it of !dad.rid journalism 
and jout'nalists,, of amateur bu11-ft.ghting~ and of domes-
tic and social. 11te. It is al1 very modern, but enough. 
of the inalienable Spanish flavor--the tang of the wlne 
skin--remains to make the reader feel that he is with 
old frlends. 
{138) Ha~per's 72:811 '86 
(139) Harper's 73:964 '86 
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' uThe other book is ~' a study of people in a 
little fishing village on the Spanish coast, and the 
story of two humble lovers there. All the figures are 
struck out with ~erreshing vigor, to uhich one fo~givos 
an occasional unsparing t'rlltb of' line and color. But 
the author he1ps himself out with a romantic and super-
fluous bit of self-sac~ifioe, and spoils the pleaaui~e 
of the judicious in hts wol?k by the final behavior o:r 
an otherwise -admirably ~rtudied hida.lgo, the decayed 
gentleman of the plaoea Still the story is worth reading 
if one has the Spanish fo1., it." 
I 
It is in the longest c~itical ~eview of the nUfuber 
, 
that IIowel1s treats of Valdes• Maxi..rnina.(140) Re has 
just said that Mr. Symonds had more broadly formulated 
the 1asting test of a novel as na question of' the pres-
ence or the absence or simplicity, naturalism, and honesty 
ln any aesthetic perrorm.anee." 
"~'Vith this test, n continues.. Howells, f'not at all 
magic or' difficult, which anyone who is himself simple, 
natural, and honest can apply1 we believe that one is 
able to judge intelligently of the worth of literature 
representing li£e wholly different from our own, and to 
£eel the joy that truthful work always gives.. By means 
of it we can measure the excellence of work like that of 
Armando Palacio Valdes, \Vho-se 1ast book, l~iaximina, we 
(140) llaPper•s 76:316-20 '88 
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- ha.ve been reading, and app1~acia't;e the graphic fidelity 
of his p~etures or life so remote as that or modern 
r~ad:rid. "iJe find. it in essentials, wh1ch a!'e always lil(e 
universals, very like our own life, and this sweet and 
hU!llorous and heart-breaking story of the young Spanish 
\Vif'e., Maximina, might \Vi th a few touches be naturalized 
, 
among us so that it could pass for one of native orig1nQ" 
A long synopsis gaollows :f~om which I heve quoted 
several pa~agraphs. 
A litt1e family scene in which Miguel Rivera~ 
Madrid jou~nalist and devoted husband is teasing his 
w1f e and the two do.-ys old baby smiles f o:ri Aunt Serafina 
ie deftly portrayed. 
"The tender irony with which this little scene is 
depicted, the perfect lightness, the unfailing accuracy 
with which the different persons are touched, the simple, 
natural, and honest art, are traits or the mastery which 
the book is full of. All the different people of the 
newspaper, and the people whom Miguel meets every where, 
espocially a group or politicians~ are sketched with the 
same unfailing skill, and Rivera 1.s hi1nself studied *llVith 
an intimate sympathy that lets us. into the soul of a man 
whose heart ls ganePous and good, and whose will is better 
than his life has been,, though hi,s lif"e has been bette~ 
than that of his world in most things,." 
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Miguel faiLst pover,ty ove~takes him, an.cl his wife 
dles 0-f fever-~ He lives on, poor$ and finally swtlllows 
his pPide and beeomes a see~etary to a frlend. 
"It is impossible to give the different pass:agec& 
that lead to this, but the 'iJhole -chapter that treat~ of 
Maxlmina's aiolrness is as inexpressibly toue:hing as it 
is simple and real. 
ff'Tl"l.e flesh, weak, rebelled f'o:ra an instant at this 
proposition~ But in the end he oubdued himself and ac-
cepted. Tb.rough hours of tears and meditation hia inne:t, 
life had fr~ed itself from the dominion of pride~ Arte~ 
terrible shocks his soul had broken the chains that had 
bound it to te:rrestl.'ial passions . ., He had 1earned never 
to forget it again, the sublime t~th that vlses eter-
nally above b.Uman wisdom., and wi:tl ever be t-b.e sum of 
all truths :.t the denial or self'. F..is only thought .from 
that t1rae :toFVfard was- to advance furthe~ and further 
on the path of freedom,, tj ... ll the boux- of supreme ema!l-
eipation should sotmd fur him,. t 
"There are two subordinate -stovies interwoven with 
that of Jt1a:x1mina and Mi.gu.el in this beautiful book: the 
h~ru?t-braal-ring atory of Miguel ts sister, who is puraued 
and entrapped and ruined by her cousin; and the story of 
his cousin Enr:teo1s m~riage with a. girl of the peop1a,. 
a chula whor!l he falls in love with at her father's shop!} 
where she sel1s milk. 
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"This ia the comic strain in the lovely ldyl, but 
this too is dignified and ennobled by Maximina•a gentle 
and womanly attitude toward the bride~ There is another 
comic character besides Enrico, and that is the poor 
young fellow who is in love with Julia Rivera, and who 
shoots himself when he hears or her ruin_, and then does 
not want to die, turning tragedy at last, as comedy some-
times does in t~is finally rather serious world. 
"These stories are both well enough dona to make 
the fortune of an infeFior writer, but it is in his t~eat­
ment of the chie~ interest of his book that Valdes ahows 
himself a mastep. We cannot say that Maximina is as great 
a book as his Marta y Maria (which th~ reader of the 
translation knows as the Marquis of Panalta), but it is 
of the same admirable texture, the same unfailing right-
mindedness ehaFacterizes it~ the same clear and intelli-
gent conscience. Some notion of the devout liberality 
of its religious feeling may be inferred from the pas-
sages we have given, but the reader must go to the book 
itself for a full impression of this. He must also go to 
it for a knowledge of Maximinats unsentimentalized love-
liness, and for a sense of the change operated by this 
and by the lessons of his life in Miguel's light~ hum-
orous, sarcastic spirit, teaching it patience and unself-
ishness and noble seriousness~ 
"We hope that the book may be translated. There ifil 
not a word in it that offends against purity or good morals; 
there is a Latin frankness here and there concerning cer-
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tain sooial facts which our own ~ace has (we believe 
prop~rly, on the whole) agreed to blin~ in fiotlon; 
but this could be easily silenced by a judicious pencil, 
and then the story would rtemain for all a. flawleos 
praise o! ma.1..,,.')iage and wifehood, a..r1d one of the mor:;t ex-
'1'"'tis·U;ely touching and consoling books ever wri tte.n, 
simple, nat~al, and honest~ as only the fiction 0f 
In discussing the effect u.po:n. a writer of the llt-
era~y trndition of hls racef whether the unconsciousness 
md simpliclty ol Tolstoy is owing to tbe theory that 
he has the good fortune to W:t?ite in a language and land 
wttllou.t a literary past, and is theJJefore wholly untr~(-
melled by tr~adi M .. o:n~ UO"'J"lells S$lys that 21 pe;r;haps , tho book u 
which most nearly npproaches the siroplicity of Tolstoy 
is I Ma.layosll~a by the Itr..lian Verga, who has a li tc1"a;.'ly 
past run.~ing back almo~t indef1nitely. Near to this we 
' think we should pl~~ce IJax.imina, by Valdes, the Spaniard,, 
"1ho derives also from a remote liteJ?ary antiquity.. Tho 
only alloy in i 'ta tmconsciousness is the hw.10J-» vrhich 
pervades it~ and wr~ch perhaps disableo the un0onscious-
ness of the best J.l\mei-•ican work, conaoiousness being the 
very eose:nce or nu.more> 1t{ 141) 
(141) Harper's 76~479 ~88 
In 1889, we find perhaps the bost justification of 
the statement inade by I"rofessor P. 3 ~ Lennox, i.,eferred 
t,o in my fore-wo1'ld, tho..t, hr_a the United States, many 
\ 
i~euliatic writers aprn..ng up in the wake of the p1-aopaaanda 
r~~ich William Dean Howell~ under the influence of Tol~ 
p J stoy, Valdes and Galdos, carried on for many months in 
Ha.1~per' s magazine. ie( 142) 
For it was then that Howells seems to have found 
on answe1~ to that question formulated in 18?7, n·what is 
?"eali so itself 0 ( 143) o.r.td which de£in1 tl on he said he 
would wait for romeone else to supplye 
However, before ifoucht:ne; further upon the prolot,{UC, 
" 
it might 'be ·well to glnnca at H~wollst earller novelistic 
and realistic ideas~ Though we find in the literary no-
tices which he wrote for hl~e Atlantic Monthly from 1871-1881, 
some eaz~ly indications of hls lnte~ creed, the article$ 
are ~ainly litern~y reviews without many expressio~s of 
pa.nsion for realism n:1d wlth no evidence or the ee1 .. neot 
propaganda wagt.d \"!hilo wrl ting for Hat?per• s~ He treats 
mos tl-y of Continental wrl teJ:is oi' which tho English, 
Fi~encll and Russian secri to p1-aedominate; and nowhere do 
WO finL1 any mention oi" Spanish 11 ter1a tu.re., 
It is when treating of George Eliot,, Mark T'l:1aln: 
Dostoievsky and Tu~genier that we oee the early ehaping of 
(142) see also ~i\mericana 23:258 
(143) Atlantic Monthly 41:396 '77 
HtYv1ells' creed most clearly, fro!n such statements as the 
following:{l4.4) 
naeorge l1:li.ot" s max:!.m l'Jaa 'know thyself things 
haG done has been to describe, 
with such wonderful roinucen~ss, and ironical force, the 
thou&its and feelings which, under given elrcumstances, 
a eertain kind of pe~son might have, that we are forced 
to ~d.n1it the reality or the ~eport~ She has that faoulty 
reprodueina familiar scenes which cornea of observation 
and gene1-;e..l power o.f statoment'41 tt ( 145) 
"What right have literary scavengers to arrogate 
to r.;heroselves the exclusive name of realists?n writes 
Howells, thinking of Zola, the French naturalists and 
tho:h't imitators. •t..r deny that the dark and foul side of 
11f e is ~ore real than the bright and pleasing. 
Reality ought at least to demand an equal division oi') 
labo1,.. betvJeen the good and the bad, between t1isory and 
happiness, vice and vlrt'lle; it might be granted that no 
pre.fc'I"'ence be shown the latter; but when i-;he forme .. (> is 
given sole possession and the latter wholly excluded, 
t~~ VIT>iter forfeits his clai~ to impa~tial descri~tion 
or real life ac much aa lf pioked out the golden 
grains and left the others~ 0 (146) 
(144) F0r creed sec also: 
Atlantic Mo 32:239-40, 370 173 (Turgenieff) 
37~621-2 '76 (Ma~k Twain) 
40:423-29 '81 (Dostoievsky} 
(145) Atlantic Mo 31:495 ~73 {Dostoiavsky) 
(146) Atlantic Mo 40:369 177 
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t•Tha~ t fiction creates and should not e.Jtpls.in' , 
is a one-sided ti~th. If fiction creates it must be by 
the skill.fu.1 b1ending in new eombina.tlons of eertain 
elements or characters of human nature whioh it ~inds 
'c~eated'.n(l47) 
We know that as early as 1877 Ho\ve1ls was f 01"1ml.lating 
questions about realism. (148} ult would be difficult," 
be writes~ "to get from a convention of fiction writers 
any definition of realism whiah would prove satisfaQtory 
to more than one o~ two of the realists themse1ves. 
The~e is not only imparity but disparity in thei~ methods," 
three of which might be summarized as f"ollov.rs: 
1. The desc~iption of people and incidents exactly 
as the author had seen them. 
2. A tale or pure invention founded upon one parti-
cular fact which is similar to an incident he has 
:really known. Thie makes the tale seem probable. 
3. That in whiah the localities are real and the 
names of people exceedingly probable 1n their com-
monness and the characters ordina~y and without 
indi vid.ual!ty so as not to. seem unreal. This is 
the timid and negative phase.(149) 
And so, "What is reality itself?" asks Howells, in 
tpY!ng to discove~ the relation between the diff arent 
kinds of realism. "It is unphilosophical nowadays, to 
do more than ask a question; so I wait for someone else 
to supply that definition." 
(147) Atlantic Mo 39~746 177 
Also: " " 39:620 t7? 
(148) Atlantic Mo 41:396 t18 
(149) Ibid. 
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we now have the answer~ and it seems tha~ he hao 
I we.:1 ted for Valdes to supply that definition ( 1889) in 
his prologue to La her~ana San Sulp_!.oi~, which Howells 
then unedt as a basis thnt same year~ in giving us his 
own literary creed. 
I The partlal incor~oration or Valdesi prologue was 
introduced during a dincussion of' Miss Austen~ (150) as 
to ~iwhy she was g:r:.ont and her novels beaut11~u1u and 0 what 
makes a botte1~ fashion change for wo~se; hovJ can the 
ugly be preferred to the beautiful; in other words, how 
can u~t decay? er ~ "1 How could people who had once known 
tho simple verity, the refined porrection or Miss Austen, 
onjoy anythlng less refined and perfecb? ,. !; ~ vi:hy was 
not such a taste cu..lt1 vat0d and preserved among those 
poor isla.'!>).dors~r One doos not ank such thh1gs in order 
to be at the pains of answerlng them onets self; but ~ith 
the hope that some one else will tal<:e the trouble to do 
so, and I propose to be rather s. silent partne:r~ in the · 
enterprise, which I shall leavP mainly to Senor Armando 
, 
P8lacio Veldes. This delightful author will, however, 
only be able to answer my queotion indirectly from tne 
essay on fiction with which he profaces one of his novels, 
tho charming story of The Siste:t:,~o~ San Sulpizio, a,.~d I 
shall have some little labo~ in fitting his saws to my 
instances .. 
{150) Howells: Harper's 79:963-7 '89 
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"' "It is an essay which I wish everyone intending to 
read, or even to write, a novel, might acquaint himself 
with; for it contains some of the best and clearest things 
which have been said or the art of fiction in a time when 
nearly all who practise it have turned to talk about it. 
"Senor Valdes is a ~ea.list, but a realist according 
to his own conception; and he has some words of just 
censure for the French naturalists, whom he finds unnec-
essarily, and suspects of being so~etimes mercenarily, 
t I 
nasty9 He sees the wide difference that passes between 
this naturalism and the realism of the English and Span-
ish; and he goes somewhat further than I should have in 
condemning ito 'The French naturalism represents only 
a moment~ and an insignificant part or life .••• It is 
characterized by sadness and narrowness. The prototype 
of this lite~ature is the Madame Bovary of Flaubert. 
I am an admirer or this novelist and especially or this 
--
novel; but o:ften in thinking of it I have said, How 
dreary would literature be ir it were no more than thisl 
There is something antipathetic and gloomy and limited 
in it~ as there is in modern French life; but this seems 
to me exaatly the best possible reason for its be1ng.i(l51) 
/ 
0 I believe with Sena~ Valdes that 'no literature can 
-
live long without joy'(152), not because of its mista.~en 
aesthetics, however, but because no civi11zation can live 
I (151) Palacio Valdes: 
(152) Prologo: XXXVIII 
La hel*mana. San Sulpicio 
Prologo XXXVIII 
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long without joy. The expression of French life will 
change when French life changes; and F:rench naturalisru is 
better at its worst than French unnaturalism at its best. 
"'No one,' as Senor Vald~s truly says, •can rise 
from the perusal of a natura11st1e book ••• without ' 
a vivid desi~e to escape from the wretched world depicted 
in i~, and a purpose~ more or le$s vague$ of helping to 
better the lot and morally elevate the abjec~ beings who 
figu.J?e in it. Nat't.lraJ.istic art, then, :ts not immoral in 
ltselt, for then it would not merit the name of art; for 
though it ie not the business of art to preach morality, 
still I thin1t that, resting on a divine and spiritual 
principle~ like the idea of the beautifUl, it is perforce 
moral. I hold much more immoral other books which, under 
a glaraour of something spiritual and beautiful s.nd sublime, 
portray the vices in which we are allied to the beasts. 
Such for example, are the works of Octave ~euillet, Arseve 
Houssaye, Georges Obnet, and other contemporary novelists 
much in vogue among the higher classe.s of society.'(153) 
"But what ts this idea of the beautiful which art 
riests upon, and so becomes moral? 'The man of our time,• 
says Senor va1d-fus, twishes to know everythlng and enjoy 
everythil}g; he turns the objee~ive of a powerfu1 equator-
ial towards the heavenly spaces where gravitates the infin-
itude 0£ the stars, just as he applies the m1croseope to 
the infinitude of the smallest insects; for their laws 
(153) Prologo XXXI and XXXII 
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are identiea.1. His experle11ce, united wit-h intuition, 
has convinced him that in nature there is neither great 
nor small; all is equalo All is equally grand, all ls 
p 
equally just,_ all is equally beautiful, because all is 
equally div1ne.t"{154) 
, 
0 rsut benuty, '' Senor Valdes explains, 'exists in the 
human apiFit, and is the beautiful effect which tt racei~es 
"\ 
from the t:t'lle meaning of thlngs; it does not ~atter what 
the things are, and it is the function of tha artist vtl~o 
feels this effe-0t to impart it to others.'(155) I may 
add that there is no jo7 in art except this perception o~ 
the meaning of thlngs and its eornmunication; when you have 
felt it, and port~ayed it in a poem, a symphony, a novel, 
a statue~ a picture, an edifice, you have fulfilled the 
purpose for which you were born an artist. 
"The reflection of extel.'1ior na.tu~e in the individual 
spirit, Senor ValdJs believes to be the fundamental of 
art. tTo say, then, that an artist must not copy but 
create is nonsense, because he can in no wise copy, and 
c 
in no wise CPeate. Ue who sets deliberatel:r a bout mod-
if~ing nature, shows that he has not felt her beauty and 
therefore cannot make others feel it~ The puerile desire 
which some artists without genius manifest to go about 
selecting in nature, n~t what seems to them beautlful, 
but what they think ".irlll be beautirul to others, and 
(154} Prologo XV 
(155} Id. XXV 
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rejecting what may displease them, ordinarily produces 
cold and ins~pid works. For instead 0£ exploring the 
illimitable Xields or reaiity, they eling to the forr~s 
invented by other artists who have succeeded, and they 
make statues of statues, poems or poems~ novals of no· 
vels •.. 0 1 (156) 
"' ,, . .. It is entirely false that the great ~oraantic, 
symbolic, or classic poets modified nature; such as they 
have e;xpressed her, the:v felt her; e.nd in this view they 
are as much realists as ourae1vas. In like manner if in 
the roalistic t~de that now bears us on the~e are some 
spirits who feel natm--e in another WB.:y~ in the romantic 
way~ or the classic way~ they would not falsify her in 
expressing her so. Only those falsify her who, without 
feeling olaasic wise or romantic wise, set about being 
classic or r-0mantic, wearisomely reproducing the models 
r.>t .f"O!lllle~ ages; and equn11y those who# without sharing 
the sentiment of realism, which now prevails, force 
themselves to be realists me~ely to fo1low the fashion.'(157) 
"The pseudo-rea1ists, ln f's.ct, are the worse ofl:end-
ers, to my thinlting, for they sin against the living; 
whel'eas those who continue to celebJ?ate the heroic adven-
tures of "Puss~in-Bootsu and the hair-breadth escapes of 
nTom Thumb", under various ali~ses~ only cast disrespect 
upvn the immortals~who have passed beyond these noises. 
(156} Prologo XIX-XX 
(157) Ib'id. 
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"a The principal cause, ' our Spaniard s-ays, 'of 
the decadence or contemporary ,literature is round, to 
my thinking, in the vice which has been very graphically 
called effectism, or the itch of awaking at all cost in 
the reader vivid and violent emotions, which shall do 
credit to the invention and originality of the writerG 
This vice has its roots in human nature itself, and more 
particularly in that of the artist; he has always something 
femintne in him, which tempts him to eoquet with the 
~eader, and display qualities that he thinks ~ill astonish 
him, as women laugh for no reason, to show their teeth. 
when they have them white and small and even, or lift 
their dresses to show thei~ ~eet when there is no mud 
in the street ~ . . \"fuat many writers nowadays wish, is 
to produce an e£fect~ grand and immediate, to play ths 
part or g-eni_usea. 
"'· ~ • For this they have learned that it is only 
necessary to write exaggerated works in any sort, since 
the vulgar do not ask that they shall be quietly made 
to think and feel, but that they shall be startled; and 
among the vulgar> of course, I include the great part of 
those who wrlte literary criticism, and who constitute 
(158) 
the worst vulgar~ since they teach what they do not know. 
There a.re many persons who suppose that the highest proof 
an artist can give of his fantasy is th~ invention of a 
complicated plot, spiced with peFila, surprises, and sus-
penses; and that anything else is the sign or a poor and 
(158) Prologo XXXIV-XXXV 
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tepid imagination. And not only people who seem culti-
vated, but are not so, suppose this~ but there are sen-
sible persons, and even sagacious and intellectual crit-
ics who sometimes allow themselves to be hoodwinked by 
the dra.raat1c mystery and the surprising and fantastic 
scenes of a novel. They own it ia a.11 false; but they 
admire the imagination, what the7 call the ~ower or tha 
author. Very well; all I have to say is that the power 
to dazzle with st~ange incidents, to antertain with com-
plicated plots and impossible characters, now belongs 
to some hundreds of writers in Europe; while there are 
not much above a dozen who know how to interest with the 
ordinary events of life, and by the portrayal or charac-
ters truly human. If the former is a talent, it must be 
owned that it is much commoner than the latter. (159) 
"'If' we are to :r:aate novelists according to their 
fecundity, or the the riches of their invention, we must 
put Alexander Dumas above Cervantes. Ce~vantes wrote a 
novel with the simplest plot, without belying much or 
little the natural end logical course of events" This 
. 
novel which was called Don Quixote, is perhaps the great-
est work or human wit. Very well, the same Cervantes,, 
mischievously influenced arterwa~ds by the ideas of the 
vulgar, who were then what they al"e no\v and always will 
be, attempted to please them by a work giving a 1ively 
proof of' his inventive talent, and wrote the Persiles Y. 
Sigismunda, where the strange incidents, the vivid com-
(159) Prologo XLV 
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plica.tions, the surprises, the pathetic scenes,, succeed 
one another so rapidly and constantly that 1t really 
fatigues (sio) you.(160) ~ •• But in spite of this flood 
I ot invention, imagine' says Senor Valdes, 'the place that 
Cervantes would now occupy in the heaven of art, it he 
had never written Don Quixote, but only Persiles 1 Sigis-
' mundal•(l6l) 
"From the point of view of modern English criticism, 
which likes to,be melted and horrified and astonished, 
and blood-curdled, and goose-fleshed, no less than to be 
'chippered up' in fiction, Se:ilor Valdes wa~e indeed in-
corrigible.: Not only d.o9S he despise the novel of com"' 
plieated plot and everylvhere pre£or ~gn guixote to 
Pers11es x Sisismunda, but he has a lively contempt 
for another c1ass of novels muoh in favor with the gen-
tilities ot all countries.· Re calla theiP writers 
•novelists o:r the wo~ld• and he .says that more than any 
others they have the rage of effectiam. 
(160) 
{161) 
' Valdes: P:J?ologo XI; VIII :veads: n. o • qua es 
:r.,ealmente para causa.r asombxao ( surprise)" 
I Prologo XLVTl-XLVIII af. Valdes's Spanish which 
is a 1ittle ditfe~ent: , 
"Pues a pesar de tal d~ezt:vocne de ingenio 1 imag1n-
ese e1 lugar que oeuparia Cervantes en el o1elo 
del arte si no hubiese escrito el Quijote y las 
Bavelas e em la.res~ El Persiles Se ismunda 
era al u ·o e y a 1as Novelas e la~e~ lo que 
son ho~ los olletine~ a las buenas novelas; 
si bien no hay folletin moderno que admita 
pa~ag6n con aquella obra, porque Cervantes, 
aunque quisiera,. no pod.fa despojarse enter-
a.mente de su genio." 
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"'They do not seek to produce effect b7 novelty 
and invention in plot .•• they seek it in charaotero 
For this end they begin by delihe~ately f nlstfying 
human feelings 1 ~i ving them a. paradoxical, e.ppea.1-.anee 
oomplctely inadmissible~ • ~ • Love that disguises it-
self as hate, incomparable energy unde~ the cloak or 
weakness~ virginal innoeenoe under the aspect of ~alioe 
and impudence~ wit masqueradi:cg aa toll~, etc., etc. 
By thls means they hope to make an effoet of ·which they 
are incapable through the direct, frank, ar-d conscien-
tious study ~t oharacte~.'(162) He mentions octave 
Feuillet as the greatest offender ir- this sort among the 
Fl?enoh, and :Sulwer among the English; but Dickens is :full 
of it (Beffi~ in our Mutual Friend will suffice tor all ----·---·-· 
ex~nple), and Most drama in wit~ess of the r9sult or 
this effect1sm when allowed full play. 
••But what, then, if he ls not pleased with Dumas,, 
or wtth the erfecttsts who delight genteel people at all 
the thefttres, and in most of the roms.nces, what, I aslr, 
wlll satisfy this ex.t1?ett1ely d1ff1cuJJ:; Spanish gentleman'? 
Ha would p~etend, very little, Give htm s1mplG 1 life-
like oha~aote~; that is all he wants. 'Fo~ me, tho only 
Condition Of aha1')acter is the.t 1. t be huma.11., and that is 
enough~ If I wished to know what was human, ! should 
s tu.dy humanity. ' { 163) 
{162) P~ologo LII-LIII 
( 163} 1.:d. 1.\TIX 
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" -. ' ,_..; 1 f But, Senor Valdes, Senor Va desl Do you not k'.aow 
that this small condition of yours implies in its ful-
' fillmenu ha~dly less than the gift of the ~~rle? You 
merol:.r ask that the character portrayed lu fiction be 
human; and you sagges~ that the novelist shoald study 
humanity ir te would know ~he~he~ his pePsonages are 
humano Thj.;s appears to me the cru.elist irony, the moat 
sarcastic affectation of hU.Inillty~ If you had asked 
that character ln £1otion be superhuman, or subterhuman, 
o~ preterhuman, or intrahur.aan, and had bidden the nova-
list go, not to humanity, bUt the bumanlties, fo~ the 
proof 0£ his excellence~ 1t would have been all veJ!Y 
ilasy., 
nThe books are full of those 'creations', oi" every 
pat~ern~ of all ages, of both sex~s; and it is so much 
f'landier to get at boots than at 1ne.1..'l, a11d when y.::m. have 
po:vtrayodipassion"lnste~d of feeling, a.rid. used~powert 
instead of common-sense, and shown yourself a tgenius 1 
instead of an artist, the applause is so prompt and the 
glo:t•y so cheap 1 that really nnything else seems wiclt-
edly wasteful of one's time. One may not make oneis 
reader enjoy o~ sUffer nobly, but one ma~ give him tho 
kind of pleasure that ai~ises from conjuring9 or from a 
puppet show, o~ a modern stage-pla-1, and leave him, 1£ 
he is an old fool, ia the sort of stupor th~t comes from 
.h.i tting nhe pipe; 01 .. i.f he is a you.11g fool 1 half-crazed 
with the spectacle of qualities and impulses like hia 
own in an apothesis or achievement and fruition far be~ 
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yond a~y earthly expe~ience. 
........ , "But appa?l'ently Senor Valdes would not think this 
any great artistic result. 'Things that appea~ ugliest 
in reality to the spectator who is not an artist, a~e 
tran~fol?'med into beauty and poetry when the spirit of 
the artist possesses itself of them. we all take part 
ave~y day in a thousand domostia scenes, every day we 
see a thousand pletures in life, that do not make any 
impression upon us, or if they make any it is one of 
\ repugnance; but let the novelist come, and without be-
traying the truth, but painting them as they appear to 
his vision, he produces a most interesting work, whose 
perusal enahanta us. That which in life le~t us indif-
f'e:rent, ozt repelled us, in art delights u.s. Why? Simp-
ly because the artist has made us see the idea that 
resides in it. Let not the novelists, then, endeavor 
to add anything to reality, to turn 1t and twist it, to 
rest~ict it~ Since nature has endowed them with this 
precious gift Qf discovering ideas in things, their 
work will be beautiful if they paint these as they ap-
poar. But if the reality does not impress them, in vain 
will they strive to make their work impress othe?'s.'"(164) 
The preceding shows the amount of material that 
Howells has admittedly quotGd verbatim f'rom Valdes .. 
Further influence of this same prologue is found scat-
tered throughout his varlous c~itiaal and literary 
a~tieles, where he has either quoted a fow words and 
(164) Prologo XLII 
Quoted in Harper's 79:963-7 189 
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phrnses., adding 0 a.s Senor Valdes sa.ysn, or where he has 
given us p~actioally the same idea in different words, 
o~ whe~e he has had tttese ideas voiced by characters ot 
various novels. 
Thus, as to ••Tf.ny should not English novelists have 
I 
gone on writing simply, honestly, artistically, ever 
after? 0 (165), Howells again turns to Valdes fo~ aid in 
his explanation: 
«tit was inevitable that ln their time the English 
romanticists should treat,• as Senor Valdes says1 •or 
the b arbarous customs of the Middle Ages, softening and 
distorting them as V1alter Scott and~ his kind d1d; 1 
that they should •devote themselves to falsifying nature, 
~efining and subtilizing sentiment, and modifying psy-
chology afte~ their own fancy,• (166) like Bulwer and 
Dickens, as ~ell as Rousseau and Madame de Stael, not 
to mention Balzac, the worst ot all that sort at his 
worst."(167) 
As an example of the same ideas expressed a little 
differently, I otrer the following illustrations: 
trl1:any young writers are misled by something 
they call realism, by which they understand the 
naked presentment or the commonplace without feel-
ing and.w1thout that creative art which transforms 
whatever it touches •••• The writer must be a 
student of 11te, not only through observation, 
but through feeling; he must have a development 
of inte~eat, and also a developed power or ex-
pression. •t( 168) 
(165) Mr Literarz Pass~on~ P• 221 
(166) Prologo XXII 
(167) Harper1s 79:963-967 989 
(168 ~~rper•a 104:676 •02 
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"Muohos de los que oultivan la novels.,, en-
t1enden que su fin direoto es la observhoion, 
euando esta solo es un medio para desoubrir la 
idea que an1ma a la natu.raleza exterior. La ob-
servaoidn de los po1-:menores, haata de loe rails 
insignificantee, es buena cuando conduce a estoo ~ ~ • 
En una palabra, la materia sobre que recaa la 
observaoion no debe ser el pormenor de la vid~; 
slno la idea que contiene este pormeno~, a.lgo ~ue 
el artista baya pere1b1do o sentido en el."(169) 
The following oom~ent made by Howells in 1878, is 
interesting to note in comparison with one made when 
his literary creed is formed: 
"All true art 1a lite-like~ but all life 
is by no means artistic; and it is the true artist 
who, aalecting the parts whieh are, fuses them 
into perfect works, just as the Greeks modeled 
the!~ maste~pieoes, not f~om one model only, but 
from the most perfect pa~ts of' ma.ny."(170 
Note this different idea expressed in 1891 when 




ttEvery t1~e ~ealist knows that in life he-
.finds nothing insignificant; all tells f'or des-
tiny and character; nothing that God bas made 1s 
contemptible. He cannot look upon human life and 
declare this thing or that thing unworthy of notice, 
any more than the scientist can declare a raet or 
the mnterial wo~ld beneath the dignity or his 
1nqui~y. Re reels in every nerve the equality of 
things and the unity of men; his aoul is exalted, 
not by vain sl1ows and shadows and idea1s 1 but b-y 
realities, which ~lone the truth lives.u(l71) 
"El pormenor (en la vida) no existe en ab-
soluto; siempre es un tarmino relativo. Lo que es 
pormeno~ para unos, es hecho principal para otroso 
O ninguna cosa creada t1ene, pues, importancia, 6 
la tienen todas • • Q porque en toda~ se nos man-
ifiesta la sustanaia divina 1 velada o descubiertao 
En todo lo partieula~ se nos puede mostrar lo 
gene~al; en todo lo finito, lo 1nfinito. El arte 
es el encargado de revelarlo, es el que repvesenta 
la verdad absoluta en imagenes sensibles. Cuanto 
• I) 
(169) Prologo XXXIX-XL 
(1?0) 'Atlantic Mo 41:132 t79 
(171) My Literary Passi.one •04 
( Orit:rt.oism e.nd Fiction 
pP,200..:.2., First-pub~ 
11shed 1891 separately¢ 
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I mas particular, cuanto mas/determinado sea ~lob-
jeto, mejo1't! se nos mostra.ra, porque aousara. una 
nueva forma. de la existencia iniinita.."(172) 
At an early date (1872-1881)~ Howells seemed to 
put some faith in the literary critic and reviewer~ 
To be sure he requests, o.a later,,,, 'Ghat the reviewe1~ 
ushould telI the truth about what is written and that 
he should never il1dulge in wholesale dam .. mciation on 
the one hand or in tulsom~ .flatte~J on the other11 , --
se:ylng that he himself practised what he prcached4 But 
he went so :faJ.~ as to s that he thought that if the 
critics did thelr duty ln criticizing the modern £1etlon 
thnt they could lesson the bulk or unworthy fiction then 
being thrllat upon the market and that instead of b0i.o.g 
agents for tho sale of books they should be agents or 
the people.(173) 
This is probably what Howells did believe, before 
experience taught him that after all literary cJ?lticism 
io seldom uabiased and has very little ini"luence upon 
the public--which opinion he has late1• asserted, with 
' the help of Valdes. 
I 
"Bad crit1cisYU is mischievous enough, how-
ever; nvd I think thnt much if not most current 
criticism as p~actised ruuong the ~'nglish and the 
Americans is bad, is falsely pr1no1pled, and is 
conditioned evil. It is falsely principled be-
cause it is unprincipled, or without principles; 
and it is conditioned in evil because it is almost 
wholly unonymous. .. .. ~ A bad critic is as bad a 
(172) Prologo XXIV 
(173} A"c.l.antic :Mo 43:b35 '79 
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thing as can be, but, after all, his misehiof does 
not ca~ry very rar. Otherwise it would be ~ainly 
the conventional books and not the orlginal book~ 
which would survive; ~ ~ q Yet upon the whole it 
is the native, the novel, the positive that haa 
swvived in literature. Whereas, if bad eritioi~m 
wer0 the most 1nlschlevous thlng in the world, in 
the full implical;i..on of' the word~ it must haile 
been the tane, the t-rite, the negat1ve that au:v" 
vived.1>"(1'74) 
' n "1 • ., Aunque no aesprecie la ct;l::ttioa a.c 
actuallctad, lE'J conccdo 1Prportane1a secundaria() 
Estoy convencido de que en la mayor parte ae los 
cnsoo no solo no ravorece, sino que ejerce una 
influencia noeiva sobre el desenvolvimionto 
literario de un pafs~ o •• Hay que tener prcsonte 
que ol art1sta, ryo~ la exquisita sensib111~na que 
le distingu.e, sopo~ta con aitioultad la injustlcia, 
le hie~e vivamente; • ~ ~ Se necosita ser verda-
doro a tleta da cuellpo y d,e alma pO..!?a ln<'.}hfl_r• un 
dia 71' otro, sin d.esmayos ni va.e:tlacio:nGs,, no $Olo 
con la indtfere:n.ola del publico~ sino con los 
homb:t'es de 11ustPaeion y de ingenlo que en la 
pronsa se ponen ~1.l se,rvicio de estu. 1ndifeJreno1asi 
pcro ouando se posce este tem?aramento al fin se 
vence, • ~ 9 En naestra naeion ia novela ha tenido 
qua pass~ por eata prueba, donde se han aquilatado 
los brios de sue cultivadorea11°{l75) 
~1 Critielsm does not inquire whether a work 
is true to life, but tacitly or expllcitly compares 
it wl th models, and tests i b b"y them... • o o r,1or@-
over, every Vll''i te~ "0£ e::z:pe~ienoe knows that oer .... 
ta.in c~i tionl jou.rnals will condemn his work with* 
out .r:egsrd to i te qu.ali t ;r, even if 1 t has never 
been hls iortune to loarn 0 as one author did fron1 
a repentant revlewof, tba~t in a jou't?nal p1"0tending 
to literary taste hio books we~e given out for 
review with the caution, lRamemba~ tbat the Clar= 
ion ls opposed to Ur. Blank' a booko., '1 n (lr/6).._ -
(174) !'L~,&!.~ra.1--v.: ... Pass.i,qll[ PP• 215-220 
Also: Harper's 81:476-81 1 90 
(1?5) Prologo LXXV!I 
(1}76} My ~llil-:£P_y __ P~~~ PP• 216-217 
, 
"Rarisimo es el critico en qu1en las cir-
cunstancias exterio~es del sdcPitor quo Va a 
juzgar no influyan en un sentido o en otr.o si 
el esc~itor, con raz6n d sin ellaj ha adquirido 
u.n nombre fmnoso ov~sta colocado en la euspide 
' de la sociedad, al cr1hico, por dosoonf1anza 
de si mlsmo, por modestia, no se a.treve a deoit"la 
franeamente que encuentra mala su ob~n~ • ~ o 
En ea.mblo 1 s,i el ese:ri to1~ es noyel o no ha lo.,. 
grado todavia los tavo~es del publieo, aunque su 
obra le pvoduzea una impress-ton viva y grata., 
desoonfia de el~ vuelve oomo antes sobre au im-
px;esio'n, y al tormular juieio rsau.lta un elogio 
palido 1 protectot" y f'!'! o .• '' ( 177) 
nThe eri tic must paroe:l ve, it ht!3 ti1ill 
question himself ~ore carefully, that his ortio~ 
is meinly to ascertain facts and traits oE ltt-
orature, not to invent or denounce them; to dis-
cove~ p~inaiples, not to establish them; to 
report:J not to ereate."{178) 
0 El ori tico m) debe oontraria.~ sistematica-
:nente la opinlo'n d!?l publico; poro tar.rpoco se-
guirla resualtamente. 
0 nonde enauent:ro la bal.lezn a.~he 11?11egon-
a-rla con entu.sia.St110, qua eae y no otro ea SU 
debe~.n{l?9) 
~"!e :may see how l!o,1ella' ideas and opi:n1.ons of 
literary etyle may have bee~ influenced by those of 
' Valdes, from the close simil~rity of the passag~a now 
to be quoteci. It is tntorest:tng to know that soma of 
the statements of Ho~ells ~ere made as late aa 1904 
and even 1920, the year of bis deat;h~ --v.rhtch t'aot 
mig_fii.t gl ve some p:t\loof of th€' lasting influence of 
the Spaniafld,. 
(177) P~ologo LXXV and LXXVI 
(1?8) Mz_~!ter!PY Paeslon~ p~ 211 
(179} Prologo LXXVI 
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La personalidad del 
artista no puded sobre pon-
eFse al Arte; SU fin uniOO 
es da~nos sinoermnente la 
f impresion que la realldud 
' opera sabre el. Lo que se 
le puede exigi~ al art1sta 
d ,,J. " 1' es qua nos 9 •la impres on• 
direota de la naturaleza, , 
que no la tuerza, que no 
amplee medioa aPtitieiosos 
para representarla. Si 
llace esto sin pensar para 
I 
nada en si mismo y tiene~ 
en e.feeto, un modo original 
de coneebir el universo~ a 
la £uerza au estilo tendra 
que aer origina1.nc1ao) 
"Do not try £011 
style--do not think about 
1t. If you do 71our v1ork 
well, patiently, faith-
fully, tJJUly s style will 
infallibly be added unto 
you~ ~'hat is the one 
thing yon must not try 
fo1!~ 0 (18l) 
"Todo artista tiene 0 You will be yow-
una manera de eonoebir y self When you ~,re lost 1n 
representarse la realidao; you~ wo~k, e~ then you 
el estilo no puede ser otra will come into the only 
eosa que la man1festac16n style that is proper to 
sensible de esta manera~ • • you; the beauty and the 
(190) Px-ologo r;xv 
(lBl) Eas:r Ohair 
Rarper•s !09:960 '04 
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, 
"Solo es, pues, legitima. 
~ 
la originalidad de un 
estllo euando responde 
a la o~iginalidad del 
ponsamiento.u(l92) 
npero muohos artists.a 
seoundarios, que oa~eoen 
~ 
' de esta1 la bu.scan en la 
( 
expres1on~ resultando 
siemp~e un estilo traba-
jado, art1f1cioso, qua~ si 
por un 1nstante puede des-
lumbra3', no tarda en hac-
erse oansado y repug-
nante. " ( 184) 
(182) P~ologo LXIV 
(183) Easi Ohair 
Ha~per's 109:968 
(184) Prologo LXIV-LXV 
(J..85) Harper•s 109;968 
graee that any sort of 
v1or1onan has in the exer-
cise of his era.ft. 
0 You will then have~ 
without seeking it, your 
own swing of phrase, your 
own turn of expression, 
you~ own diction, and 
these Will be your style 
by which every ~eade~ 
will know you. 0 (183) 
"But if you have a 
manner which you have bo~­
rowed or imitated, people 
will see that it is second 
hand, and no better than 
something shop•worn or 




Note similarity ln stataments 
"I have attempted to away :r~om style 
as st-yle because I do not purpose to be inartistic 
if I oan help it. I want to be simple end easilJ 
unde!"stood. 0 (186} 
•eneseo an·t'' !>odo y sobre todo aonsG1--.var 
independencia arcistica, la oaL~a y seren1dad dol 
esp!ritu, se~ f lel~ en suma~ a tcrupe~amento y 
a mis condieiones. ;(187) 
Alter reproducing a letter Lcnn;ell ~ s l.n \"!hi ch 
' 
the l&tter recommends to Harriett Beeche~ Stowe ~o abo.n~ 
don the "tdeal'~ cleave to the HJ?eal", seying that 
t ideal 11 and oea.uty, a..'l').d pathos, ar.Ld isticoeDs, 
lie being slroply natural~~, ( 188) Howells comments: 
HThis is anticipating a long streteh or time 
I 
principles laid b~- Senor Valdes the prologue 
of htG last stoX"J~ But is advioo tbnt nmy 
tQgeously offered still, even ~o Amoriean novelists, 
so::1e o.r whom a.re ri10-re 01'l) lens fr!gntened :erom th.elr 
the niC}1tt for tho 
buh idcnl 
moon vf the poets$ tho silvery o~b of the love~ick 
ov1aino Seno'l? Valdes oo-c the figure ( 189} of' those vtho 
could. write novele ol c:trectism at some hundreds,, to 
or twelve living authors 
cha.i"ile.cter; bu.-c r~iro Lowell makes it tan million to one: 
and we do not think that he :more 
roil:ion out of tbe 
{186) Lit Digest 65:53-4 Jun~ 12 t20 
( 1817) Pro}.OG9, LXXIV i 99 
two or three 
(188) Editor's Study: Harperis 81: 190 
(189) f!:QJoso XLV 
' In 1891 we still have Howells insisting that Valdes 
was a present passion of his (lSO), and after having 
stated that "fiction haa already made Reality 1 ta Romaii.ce" 
and that "I cannot judge it, I do not even care for it, 
except as it has done thisu, he has modified this state-
ment by adding: 
"This is what I say 1n my seve:rev moods 1 but at 
other times I know that, of course 1 no one is going 
to hold all diction to strict aooount~ There is a great 
deal of it which may ver'y well be left to amuse. Of the 
fine?* kind of romance, a.s distinguished from the novel, 
I would even encourage the wr1ting~n(l91) 
It was also in 1891 that Howell$ read Vald;s~ 
La Eapum~, the international signitioanoe of which is 
best expressed in Howells• own words. 
"It is interesting, that at the moment tfaupassant 
offers us his picture or high 1ife in Pal'ia, and fails 
to persuade us that it is a portrait of life anywhere~ 
, 
to find the Spanish novelist Valdes painting the aris-
tocracy of Madrid with such vigorous st~okes as vivify 
the scenes of his Espumae The book, which ~e hope to 
take up again, is translated in English under the name 
of ~' and this version of the word, which is a bit 
violent, is not inapt. It recognizes, once for all, 
that it is the top of aristocratic and plutocratic 
(190) Mz Literary Passions ppe 179-80 '91 
(191} Id. PP• 243-251 
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'society' in all countries which is really the scum, 
and not those poor plebeian dregs which mostly boil 
about the bottom of the caldron and neve~ get to the 
surface at a.11. ( What Valdes' reeling about •best 
people of his country' is, the reader of his tovmer 
novels pretty well knows; but here it is stated in te:vras 
coextensive with bis book; and the book is important 
because it ls a part of that expression of oontempo~ary 
thought about contemporary things now informing f 1otion 
;i 
in all eountvies but England."{192) 
In another article (193), treating of hwnor 9 Howells 
' sees fit to introduce again Valdes• scum and after -
giving us a short but graphic synopsis of this novel, 
he points out a resemblance with Tolstoy and Thackery 
in the treatment or a certain theme--namely, the atti-
tude of the servant towa~d his rich master. 
, 
"This humor is what forms the atmosphere of' Valdes' 
novels, and keeps h1s satire kindly even when his oon~ 
tempt is strongest, as in that last novel of hie, which 
the translator calls !te.' and which deals with society 
, 
aa Valdes found it in Madr1do Oe~tain points of resem-
blance are to be found in 'good• society the world over, 
nowadays, and one of these is its decorous rel1g1osity. 
(192) Editor's studz 
Harper's 82:483 '91 
(193) Editor's Stud]: 
Harperts- a2:aos •91 
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It appea:r•a that wherever people so far £;xper-ience the 
f avo~ of Heaven as to have nothing to do but to dress 
handsomely and to fare smnptuously,, tney are as pU.1."'10-
tllious in their devotions as they are ln any of their 
social dutiese Nothing could be more edifying than the 
Spanish novelist's study of the •smart set~ of Mad~1d 
a.e he picture~ them at e. select service in the oratory 
of n devout lndy of their number. They seem certai11ly 
to be more vicious than any ama!'t set among ou1~selvea, 
or at least differently viciousJ> but they vary little 
in their theory of lif0. It they worship Ood they do 
not rorget their duty to 1t:ia.irnmon, and money is to the fore 
runong them as it is among us. Ona of the leaders is 
Cl~ine11t:.1.n~, tho heroinG, if the boo1-r can be sald to have 
a heroine, who 1s the daughter o.r the Duke of ftoquena, 
a robber baron of the shook exchange, an adventurer in 
Cuba, ennobled for hls u_~scrupulouo rapacity in accu-
mulating money, after he returns to Spainq He is a 
great .financier, as such people are with ue., sometimes; 
he knows how to get up ico:r1'ners~ and to 'squeeze~ those 
he traps in~o them, quite as if he were an oil or wheat 
operatoro He is the owner of some great quickailv~r 
mines, and one of the most striking passages of the book 
is the account of the visit he pays these mines w1t.h a 
paztty of the 1bestw people of Madrid in his train of 
private carso They are all hanging upon him in the hope 
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tl1at he will aor.::tehow r1.mke them rich, but some of the 
wori1en a.re shocked at the life, or the death in life, of 
the mine:r~s, who e.re su..fferers from mercurial poisonlng,, 
and who go shaldng about like deci~epi t paralytics~ The 
duke tells the ladies that the notion of mercurial poi-
sonins is nonsense, and if the man would leave off tlrtnk-
lng they wou.1d be well enough; just as one o~ ouP own 
millionaires has told us that the g1'1eat eausc of: poverty 
is w1ntemparanco~. The duke's assurance comforts the 
ladles, and they have a. banquet in one of the upper 
levels of the mine~ while nll around and under them the 
hagga~d mineve are digging theiP own gravaso Their 
gayety is a little Chilled by t~e ironies or the young 
physician of the comp-any:i who takes a less optlw.istic 
view of the case than the good duke, thoush his life is 
spent among the mine~s and devoted to the1n. Thia phy ..... 
sieian is a socialist, and it is a curious sign of the 
times that the socialists should be u1a.king their way, 
in fiction gt least, as the friends rather than the 
enemies of the Fa.ce .. n 
, 
In comparing the treatment of this theme in ValdGev 
novel and in Tolstoy1s Tho Fruits o:r Cultm"e;; Howells 
writes: 
"The romantic notion of the servant is altogether 
prettier and muoh more comfortable to the master and 
' more part:tculnrly to the mistress; but it is not put 
for\vard by Vald~s any more than by Tolstoyq The picture 
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that the Spaniard d~a~s of tbe contempt thut the monials 
o:r ri people feel for them is much same as that 
ah the Russian offers; and there is something terl'"'ible 
in tho mockery and contumely with which 'old family 
ln !robe-
cility which is his last phas~. To be sure Thackeray 
had long ago shown the relation of master and man 
lts true light in that oatapb~ophe where Morgan turns 
upon Ma.jor rendon1a at; lnst with a f~erooious explosion 
or the aeeu.raulatsd hatred years~"(l94) 
Howells 1eft the ]!§..i~J?J,:!.S, S.t'lldY., in LI~ch 1892~ 
'!J!,l1loo:ndng hta successor, 1h:·e Charles Dudley Warneli, he 
7akes oceassion to t'e.:C'o-r aga:ln to his "canonized realists", 
lncluding those from t~e ~rurtheJJmoat pa~ts 
Whb have long bIDen the cult of the Studyn and 
the ttpoor Gode wlll now be sentenced to ex1le,.n(19G) 
1s not until December 1900, when ho ~evived the 
department P!a.sy Cha1.r department 
edited until his death, v.re a.gain tind B'owella in the 
roll of litera~J critic end rerorring to Spanish lite~-
ntu.1.,0~ Here we still flnd his steady adherence to 
beauty in fiction~(l96) 
Even though w0 find Howell~' creed unchanged 
exemplii"ied by his novel2, his li tei~c.ry ori tioisus ara ...._,..._ ______________________ _.... ________ __ 
(194) Editor's S~9x, 
Ha'~er 9 s 82:800 v91 
(195) Ha~per~s 84;642 '92 
(196) !a~s;r Cli.a~r 
Harper 1 s 104:160 '01 
no longe~ the stormy propaganda for ~ealism, 11lustrntad 
tl'om and emphasized by Spanish literature, Whioh they 
\ve~e ln the Edit,or•s stu4.1(f The essays are mostly in 
converss.t1ona.l .torm between the ''OJU1C8 I the nsa.gaff, 
the ''Ori tic", o:r "our Friend" 1 and the uohair", and m;:iie 
written in a lighter, more humorous and ironical style~ 
Thia does not mean that they lose 1n impressiveness, 
on the contrar,r1 the1~ true literavy value is deeply 
felt beneath this surraoe or hum.or Which makes them m:; 
plaasingJy digestable to the reade~; but ths1 do lack 
that didactic spirit of to~mer years 1n which one felt 
that bis ideas ot ~ealism were continuously thrust to 
the foreg~ound.. 
It 1s not until 1911~ that we again find mention of 
Valdes and his Spanish contemporaries. 
"The Cynic·-' lllfasn' t there a. time 1 ten, or twenty 
years ago, when you wa~e rathe~ addicted to putting the 
rest of us to shame by boasting the excellence of soll1e 
Spanish novels which we hadn't read, even in tranalation? 
~ • ~ And what has become of all these immortals of 
yourst' 
, 
nThey &Fe atill living, it you mean Pe~ez Qaldos, 
/ / and the Countess Pardo Bazan, and Armando Palacio Valdea; 
_,. r but, except Senor Valdes, they do not seem to be m?it1ng. 
"~And what has Senor Valdes been writing to keep 
his innnorta.11 ty before the people?' the Cynic pursued.II) 
"The Joy of Captain Ribot, which, as you are so 
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ignorant of Spanis~~ you could havo road several years 
ago in French, EnglisG; and Dutch; $nd more recently 
.!2C Lost Yill?,S~~ a curious study of Spanish pc~sant 
life still in its netive c~ntilian, andp mo~e recently 
st:t 11, Tristan or ~ ... es.!!Jmisn;, 1·1hic.h you ma:y rend lr1 your 
O' .. Jn tongue, and which you v;ill find moa·t rl ohly real 
E;Jnd orJ1gim:tl, if e l:ittlo too hear~t-broaking; t:ruJy a 
wonderful bot')k. " ( 197) 
, 
Once more v1e find l!owells fi tti.ng "Valdes r saws 
ta his instances11 end 1nsint; his work to omphasize the 
princiyle he wishes to convey~ 
"Within th.is very -yeer (1011) Valdes has publ5.shed 
-
sb~dies, sketches, and tales, very native, ver-y charac-
teristtc, and very poignant, as well as wise, tender, 
and moving. 
"TheYl'e is a charming bl t ln th.i..s last volume of 
I Valdes•,, ooarcely more then a bit, about two young 
friends who go to see the great poet Rojas {perhaps 
not his real name) , w! th no wa:tlrent but thei~ vmrship 
of his work; he receives them with the hospitable soul 
of a g!'eat poet, and p~eoently he !s. repeating some 0£' 
his verses~ While he is doing this~ bis old wife 
rusbea ir" twice, flrst to toll him that the cook is 
going away~ and then to say that the parlor-maid has 
(197) Rasy Chair 
Harper,s 123:958-61 *11 
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broken a Sevres cup vihlch she has beon fo:r>bidc1en evor 
to touch~ Rojas patiently lnterrupts himself; sootheo 
her tears a.nu c1 ... i.es, and sends her ctway consoled, and. 
then turns to his young ado1~ers and says, sm:i.li:ugly ~ 
't':hat a. vulgar worJan! It can't be that Rojas in ra€:lrriet1 
to he1·l' 1 Don Luis l, ~ l~ldnma p1,,ot6sts.. 'Don l t deny it! 
That is what you we1,.e saying to yoursol vos tr.J.s \rery 
moment, and v~1at you would say to each other going dCili~ 
aca:f.rsn. It doe3nv t suJ?p~ise me" But it happon.3 that; 
whe.!. ... e you obsc:i.')ve vulguri t:1, I see onchar1tl11g inuooenco; 
where you find rudeness, I find delightful spontaneity; 
where you see prose, I see poet.f'y o Do 1ou !:novJ why? 
Fo1~ a very sirap1e rea.son; for the only one that exists 
h~ the ¥/o.tild to expla tn all good things : I love hex(I .. 
.And as I lovo her, I und0rstand her •• o • 
n 'To comprehend anything in this \vorld, m7r .ri:~iends, 
it la ne0essa~y to love it. ~ichout love there is no 
comprehension,, no intelligence.. You b.uve mothers, who 
perhaps seem vulgo.v betngs to your friends, but you 
know very iivoll they a:!..~e not so., .. • • 
01 1'he divine essence, irrunorLal good and betiu.ty, 
a1~e tound in every humru'l bol:l.g" and he who dl..,avrn nenreist 
to God, and shares His sovereign intelligence, is he who 
joins himsel.r to his fellovi-eJ?ea.tux•es in the g~entoat 
love" No oue can fathom u science without loving it, 
no one can excel in art without a passion for it. To 
lOb 
1Je re1 tgious you ~11Lrnt love religion. .. So I say he 
who loves another knows what the otber lsa penetrates 
bis essence~ Or what is the sa~1e thing, love does :::iot 
disable judgment, but one.bl es 1 t .. i 
touchingl:ir true, l?efreshlngl-y novel, sublimely hU.t"nanc. 
A:nd t~l.i.s ts f-rom a thinker of that Spanish ruce which 
we h~ve always tri0d to believe atrocious, and wh1oh 
a few years ago we wore trying so hard to destroy and 
humiliate in a wnr of inexorable aggression.n(198) 
1rhen tb.e application oi,. the p1-t1ne1ple of love enablina 
judgment, to civic affai~s ls discussed by Howells.(199) 
asks the Cy.ale. 
"We have no courts of justice now; 'tile have onJy 
courts of statute,. Ao it is, .far l'J:lO~i?e in;ju.stlce is 
done than if all offenses i!~Je17e frankly fo1'lg:t ven"" 
:Jowells oontlnu0n: 
"., . .. :tr ou:r proci.ou.s Spaniard~ as you calJ~ h:Im, 
can teach modesty of judgiuont in such ·fjh:tngs; if he 
can incu.loate the philosophy of the poet no jas,, he ·ulll 
c1o mu.ch 1nore for tbe fa.rn.ily than :tr he thu.nde~ed against 
race suiclde. The family ia not a brood or litte~; it 
is a sac~ed condition in which we ma.y know one another 
alYriost in the kind if not the measure that we are 
knoVil"?l to our God--if' t, 1e s Lill choose to have one. n 
( 198) !!_as:y Chair 
Harperis 123:958-Gl tll 
(199) Easy Chair 
Rarperts 123:958-61 ~11 
T:"len in 1"l>evcrs:i ng t.he s1. tua·kton of poet and wlfe, 
1raklng hi:n. interrupt her, :rtoweJls has htm break in wt th: 
0 !''1:.ft-y doa.1.,, thD.t -tn1 .. ernaJ~ scoundr~e1 ()f a S:::\ncho has 
bee~ '1inding Rosinante aga1n~ though I've told him n 
tho-u.s~nd times never tu iN lnd Ros'l .. ntmte, but to tnk~' hls 
h'orse::na.nship out in winding Dapplo!f) I•ll bree,k every 
bone in his body! :Pll 01.,aek his thicl: skull for hi.ml 
I'll ,, !'lJ ~ v " If 11 ~ •• ~ Ha can't thin1: what 
and goos out shaking hts \'!!hip at an irrmgt nary Sancho.; 
and the nreat poetess s~ys to the gi.l11s: 
n ~·what a tii'lesome old fool! 1\nd ! worship the 
grouna he t:i:~eads on bcenuse I did forty years ago"' 
You've nc idea of hie bidden ~isdom, etc.'" 
This situation II01uello ealls impossible bocause 
'~no man ls rmrthy of such gene~cosi "';y. vniat v1e mean ts 
that love in a woman exalts itself through their perpet .... 
unl self-sucrifico ln rra"rrlage, and in rnen it debasen 
its elf through their constant self ..,.asse:riJ1on. n But to 
return to the book~ 
"We lost ou:ra€lves altogether in it as we strayed 
from one d.elie;htf'u.l papc1'l> to another l' and tasted tho 
quali t-y <'i .. his delicate humor~ and cxpe1•ionced onco more 
tho charm of his serene philosophy. Ho has a viewpoint 
of his OThn~ which ls always that or a high hunanltyp a 
wlne cenerosity. One will he A. sublir:ie cllegory,, ai1other 
the masterly study or personality, ln another a eaeual 
t1v0nt takes la.sting aigniflcance under his hand. 
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"It is a pity that such a book, ln our deai.,th of 
essays, should not find~its way to English readers out 
of the Spanish, when 1t is so beQutiful. It is beauti-
ful not only because it is full of lovely art, but be~ 
oauaa it is so true, and because it ls so kind. The 
touch in it ls everywhere light; the excellent a~tist 
insists no more on his oonvietions than on his lmpres-
sions. ~~1en we oome £rom philoso~hlc speculation, trom 
the fancy that plays with thought and faot, in the samo 
graceful spiri·t, to matters of :t•eligion, our novelist 
knows, as few moralists have known, how to penetrate 
the heart o:r it, where catholicism and Protestant.lam 
ali.I.ce cease, and Christianity alone is. 0 (200) 
Again in 1912, 1n an o.rticle vn·itten in bohalf o:f 
franchisement, (at the time California gave the vote to 
" women,) we fiad Howells going to Valdes £0~ support or 
, 
hle argument, with The ,PapG'.rs gf D:t:,~._Anselie.~, in which9 
in the character ot Oa~men Salaza~, in one of her ter-, 
tulias, Valdes expounds his idea. that "woman has a 
gell..iua for polities n • ( 201) 11D:t-. ~Jimenez (the Dr o Angelico 
of the Papers) is the supposed Fepo~ter of Senora Sala~ 
zar's talk which begins with her speaking of a volume 
oi~ Sol1openhaue:t' from which sh.a quotes,, 'We wmaen are the 
sex with long hair and short idenstl) Slle, a great 
poetess heFself, agrees with Sohopenhaue~'s idea of 
~oman•s intellectual inferiority and says, iA~t haa 
---·--------~~--~ 
(200) Harpe~9s 123:958-81 'll 
(201} Etas:y Ohs.111 
Harper•s 124:471-4 •12 
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not been,, is not,, and nevo1~ will be the pat1.,imon)T of 
women. • " ii !t is i:nagined that sensibility being the 
quality most developed in woman, she is aallecl to the 
oUltive.tlon of' art. That is a profound error denied 
by the history of the hu.man rae~.. ·where is there a 
remlnine Shakespeare, Dante~ Cervantes, or Ooetho? 
Michelangelo,, Rembrandt ox~ Titian? ln all things 
that women a.re o~dinarily praised fo~~ men excel them~ 
Even in the mo.king of women•s clothes men boat us~ 
You know that the great modistes of Paris are not mo-
distas, but mod1stos. 
0 'Wo1nan is best su.:tted for politicso folitico is 
the a.rt of relating :men justly to one another. 1~ell, 
I hold that woman understands this nrt by intuition 
better than man! Woman is more valiant the~n .man--she 
by nature Jl he .from vanity a.o.d when it conies t;o saving 
the ti1"l0side, ahe wl.11 die with a smj .. le on her lips. ~ 
tlhe guests ae.11 ansvirer nothing to these historical facts, 
n t God has endowed wor(ien with a b.ighe1~ sense of 
justice than men; a Ju17 composed entirely of women would 
always penetrate moi')e pro.foundl~ than one of men into 
the depths 0£ conscience~ and distinguish more cloa.r-ly 
there the responsible and the irresponsible9 1 
trshe ma.ltBs her heare11 0 confess by their silence!) 
that ~nen do not elect the best or the decentest men to 
make their laws--but claims women would. 
"~Man is principally an intellectual being, 
woman a moral being. 1nerefore, polttics whiah ~elate 
to conduct shouJd be int~uoted to her rather than him, 
becairnc she ia man's morel supe1•ior<> He excells in a:t~t, 
lite1~ature, philosophyo' 
'
1Sha cites the Q,ueen Hegant of Spa.in, who during 
tho rninor1 ty 01"' the present 1-dng, administex~ed the 
country*s laws with a wisdom, Justice 9 and meroy almost 
un~nown before~ and sho asks, '1f you allow that an 
alien woman_, not chosen_, ...... 1.e fit to govern her 
countr:\T, ha~ judgfl:lent enough to decide foP peaoe and wn.rn 
• ~ • why do you deny to women elected from among the 
; 
best of' the oount1--y,. fitness to shn1'ae 1.n the elnbo1;ation 
of' the laws and to decide between the just and the un-
just·~ .. , • For you (men) the lnef fable glory of conquest_, 
for us the toi J. and the peril wl thout the gl 01"1/y" 
"'We u.ek only the pa't'.'t that God lla.s assigned us in 
this world--the care of the home ru1d the scepter of 
Justice. It is for you men to c.U .. souss the high probl.ems 
of metapnyslos, to oound tQe depths of theology, to 
vn-•i tc inspir6d poeins, to model lrr.m1optal statues and pa.int 
immortal plctu:NHl,, to conquOI' the forces of nature and 
make them the submissive slaves o.f our well-being. It 
is for us women, poor nhlngsl to look after property» 
to prose cute tbe ev ll doer, to i:owa:rd the good. ' 
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nwell?if we challen[;ed hlnl<i 
nThe Cynic, 'There is a g1~eat deal of truth in all 
that» a gi:eat deal ot Jnst thinking 11 of unquestionable 
reasonings ' 
"If women can do thia thinking and reasoning, why 
then opposo thei~ enfranchisement? 
"'Beoa\tse,w (said tho Cynic} 'lth.ey nnve not done 
it, it is a man who has been talking, not a woman; 
your novelist and not his creation; q even in tho 
discovery tb~t woman's distinctive genius is political, 
it is man who bas proved hor supGrio~1tyo•"(302) 
We have seen how, from the time of his first know-
ledge of Spanish literature, Howells has valued it 
highly., Even as early as 1887, he was ranklng Valdes 
araong the best novelists of the world, which valuation 
he consistently held throughout hts llf e. ( 203} 
We also note that it is in a discussion of the 
sho~t story or the novella ~hat Howells again ranks 
Valdes and Spanish literature among the best and in-
f orr.a.s us that : 
"Each borrowe:t? gave a national cast to the thing 
bor~owed~ and that is what has happened to us~ in ~he 
tull measu~e that our nationality has differenced itself 
(202) Easx Ohair 
Harpe~'s 124:4?1-4 t12 
(203) See Appendix B. 
from the English. 9 •• This rathe~ favors my position 
that we aPe in some sucA period of our 11te~ary develop-
ment .as those other peoples when the sho~t story flour• 
ished among them4 Or, if I restrict our ol1aim, I may 
safely claim that they abundantly had the novella when 
they had not the novel at all, and we now abundantly 
have the novella, while we have the novel only subor-
dinately and of at least no such quantitative importance 
as the English, French# Sp~ish, Norweg1$.ns 0 Russians, and 
some others of ottr esteemed contempora~ies, not to name 
the Italians."(204) 
na also says: 
' "It appaars to be the ta.ct that those writers who 
have first distinguished themselvos in the novella have 
seldom wri~~en novels of prime order. ~ • • On the other 
hand, one can be much more confident that the best 
novella have been written by the greatest novelists~ 
conspicuo11sly Maupassant, Ve~ga., BjoI'll.son, M:r. Thomae 
Hardy» Mr. James, MJ?, Cable, Tourgeniet., Tolstoy, Val-
, 
des, not to name others. ~hese have, in fact$ all done 
\vork so good in this form that one is tempted to call it 
their best. It is really not their best; but it is work 
so good that it ought to have equal accep~ance with 
their novels •••• "(205) 
Later we find: 
(204) Literature and Life 1902 p. 114 
(205) Id. P• 123 
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"An Oaoidental cannot judge the litera:ry quality 
of the Eastern tales; but I will own my suspicion that 
the pe~feotion or tho Italian work is philological rather 
than artistic, while the web woven by M~. James or Miss 
Jewett, by Kielland or Bjornson~ by Maupassant, by 
I Palacio Valdes, by Giovanni Verga, by Tourgenief, in 
one of those little frames seems to me of an exquisite 
oolop and texture and ot an entire ·literary preciousness, 
not only as :Pega~ds the diction., but as regards those 
·mo~e intangible graces of torm, those virtues of truth 
and realityi and those lasting significances which dis-
tinguish the masterpieoe.tt(206) 
(206) Literature and Life pp. 1~5~6 •02 
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OHAPTI~R III!) 
OTHER lJWDRRN SPAWISR WRITERS. 
It was in the ~g~tor 1 s Studz during the same time 
I , 
that he was so intensively reading Valdes, that Howells 
, 
also becam0 acquainted with Valera, Galdos, and Pardo 
I' Bazan. It was as early as 1886 that he rirst read 
' Valera's Pepita Jimenez, published first in 1874 and 
uwhich is important in the h!~tory of the Spanish novel 
in that it was tho immedlata fore~unner of the numerous 
I ' ' works of Pereda, Galdos, P.nrdo Baznn, Valdes~ Blasco 
Ib~nez, and othe~Sp wriners who are the glo~y of the con-
temporary lite~ature, and ne such it marks the renaigsanee 
of e genre 3 whieh roJ?merly contesting with the drama the 
primacy of Spanish J.ebtePs, had, since the days of Cer-
vantes and Quevedo, la.Tlguished and declined to its 
practical extinction in the first decades of the nine• 
teanth century. 6 (207) 
It was verry popular at home and has been trnnslated 
into Portuguese, English,, French, Ge:rman, Italian, and 
Bohemian and together with Gal.dos' Dona Pe~feotn 1$ pro-
bably still (in 1909) the Spanish book most read by 
foreigners. Although Vnle~a has distinguished h.lmse1£ 
(207} Lincoln, Go L.: 
, 
Edltion of Valera~s Pepita Jimenez 
Introduction V~ 1909~ 
in poet~y, criticism, a.nd the drama and although some 
claim that h1s final reputation ~ests almost exclusively 
on his critical works rather than hia novels, ''neverthe• 
less) for the public at large he is above all the novo-
f' 
list,, particularly of Pe;e.ita J"imene!• It is dlf~eicult, 
howe'V'er,, to at!'iliate him with any of the ~ecogn1z~d 
literary schools obtaining ln his time~ Philosophteal 
and psycholog1eal in tendency> his novels can scarcely 
be g~ouped with those of the realistic school then dom• 
inant peyond the Pyrenees~ • o ~ He seems ~ather to have 
wished to continue in a eeordanoa with old time no~c, 
and his triu.mph may consist in that, with methods leas 
perfect than those of the modern novelists: he neverthe-
less eonstzrueted works as much imbued as theirs with 
life, beauty, and artistic grace."(208) 
As to his creed and a~ to whether Vale~a strictly 
practised it, we will leave the d1souus1on to HowellsQ(209) 
"Anothe~ Spanish novelist ot our day, \¥hose books 
have given me great pleaaure, is so far' from being of 
tho same mind of senor Valdes about fiction that he 
"' boldly declares himself, in the preface to his PeR~t! 
J1menoz 1an advocate ot art for art's sake•. 
"one 1a aware of the need of applying more purely 
11 terary eri te:r:!.ons to Sanor Don Juan Valera's brilliant 
work 1f one would judge it fairly~ Yet we doubt vory 
(208) L1nooln1 G. La~ 
, 
Valera ts Pepi ta Jimene,z 
fntroduc£Ion X 
(209) see: Editor's Study 
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much whether anyone wlll be able to regard it si~ply 
a.a n work of' a.rt,, \"'tje h€{artily ag1 .. ee with him that ~ l t 
is in very bad taste, always in~ertlnont and often pe-
dantic, to attempt to prove theses by writing stories•, 
and yot we fancy that no reader whom Senor Valera would 
care to please can read hls Pepita Jim~nez without tind-
ing himself in possession of a great deal of aerious 
thinklng 011 a very serlm.ts subject, which is none the 
less ~erious because it is couched in terms of such 
de1i'eatc i1-aony. If lt is true that 1 the object of a 
novel should bG to orw.nn th1>ough fa.i thful :N::1presentatlon 
of human actions and human passions~ and to create by 
this fidelity to nature a beautiful work', and if 'the 
creation of the beauti~u.1 1 is solely *the object ol 
art~~ (210) it never was and never can be solely its 
effect as long aa men are men a..~d women are womeno rt 
ever the race is resolved into abstract qualities, por-
ha~s this may happen; but till then the finest effect 
of the 'beantii'ul 9 will 'be othical and not aesthetic 
merel~e liorality penetrates all things, it is the soul 
of all th1ngso • o • What is it that delights us in this 
' "iery R,epi ta Jimenez, this e1rqui site ma~ terpiece of Senor 
ValeraWs? Not merely that a ce~tain Luis de Vargas, 
dedicated to the priesthood, finds a oertairi Pepita 
, 
Jimenez lovelier than the priesthood, and abandons all 
(210) Valera: Pepita Jimenez Prologue Pe 4 
Madrid 1905 
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his sacerdotal hopes and ambitions, all his poetic 
dreams of venunciation and devotion, to mar~y har. 
"That 1 s very pret'tiy and very t~ue :1 a..11d it pleases; 
but what chiefly appeals to the heart is the assertion, 
howave~ delicately and adroitly implied~ that their ght 
to each other through their love wua far above his voca-
tion~ In spite of himself~ without trying, o.nd the~arore 
without impertinanoe and without pedantry, Senor Valera 
has proved a thesis in hie atoPy. . • • which argui~ent 
is enforced with delicate irony~ ftne humor, and amusing 
and unfailing subtlety. 
0 In recognizing these, however, in praining the 
story for the g~aphio skill with which Southern characters 
and passions are portrayed in the gay light or an Anda-
lusian sky, for the cha:vm with which a fresh and unhnak• 
neycd life is presented, and the unaffeeterl fidelity with 
which novel conditions are sketched, we roust not fail 
to add that the book la one for those who have come to 
the knowledge of good and evil and to nonfess our ~egret 
that it is so. :tt would bo very unfair to it, however, 
not to say that though it is of eldo1~ t~adition o:r 
r1ct1on in this, it is not conscienceless, or forgetful 
of what so many good old Brit1sh classics~ for instance~ 
11'1t1hieh we are so much advised to go back to" trampled 
under their satyr-hoofs; even •art fo~ art's sake' can-
not bo that in these days; and the tbaaut1ful work9 
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created by 'fidelity to nature' must pay its devoir to 
what is above nature. 
n1n the preface to the American edition, which is 
also a new translation of the novel Senor Valera addresses 
himself to our public with a £~1endly directness which 
cannot fail of sympathotie response~ and with a humor 
I 
of attitude and wit of phrase which \'/1.11 pleasantly re-
call the p~efatory moods of Ge~vantes. After the fashion 
ot hia master, he given us the genesis of his romance, 
and he lets us see th'nt if it is not bis favorite, it 
1~ at least very near to his heart. Yot we feel that 
this novel, as fu.11 of joyous charm~ so brllliant in 
cQlor1 so vivid 1n ohnraoterization, is far r~om repre-
senting its author fully, and we hope his publishers 
will not be slow to follow it up with his Dona Luz 
I which is some sort of a pendnnt of PeEita Jimonez, with 
a heroine who is the co".l!lterpart of that impassioned 
little personality.(211) 
~tThe fasoinntion of Dona Lug and hor history is 
that of a most tender and tragic benutyJ it le again the 
story of a prieat•s love, but Dona Luz and her lover 
meet long after his vocation. has been decided, and thel'Q 
is nothing fo~ nim but to die w1th his seoreto We know 
hardly any figui~e in fiction mora·iovaly and a£fecting 
1~ 
than Pona Luz, a. beautiful girl growing ol'd ln a small 
(211) !_9.itorte Study 
Harperts 73:963-4 '86 
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oount~f place~ end marryin3 tn·her second youth a 
wretch infamously unwo~thy of he~ love> a.nd su:rre~ing 
patiently and helplessly on. All her tralts are studied 
wlth a minute and reepsctful oompassio~ which leaves 
the reader a fast friend of the autho~, and, ns it were, 
her intimate acquaintanco. It is a chai'acteP Which 
makes that of 'Pepita aeem slight and ne.r~ow, by compar-
ison v11th a oe-rtain noble depth of feeling in 1t, and 
~ 
all the tones of the picture aro graver. Lika the 
story ot Pepl ta, it repr~esents a small Broup 
but each of these ls strongly ~eall~ed, and is made the 
exponent of local conditions inwhioh the ~eade~ seems 
to live. It is all very fine and masterly wo~k, scarcely 
to be matched in the contemporary fictton of our lan-
guaee $ if that is putting the case too faintly~ 
been the minlster of Spain in this country for several 
years past, ••• is one or those many-sided pttblieistc 
of 8outhePn Europe beside whom our own politicians 
not seem so gigantic ns we like to thlnk them when the 
otheP party is not !'Ul'tr41ing them ro~ office. He ha~ 
passed his life, we believe~ in the publte service. 
Yet he has not only found time to write the two novels 
we have mentioned, but tour or .five other~, as well as 
n treatise on the ~.oetrz ru19 YArt or the . ..r~rab~ in SE~~!! 
~nq~Slcil~, a volume of critical studies, a volume of 
Literarx Jud@nents sad Dtl!~rFatiqn~, another of poems, 
another of dramas. 
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"We cnnnot attempt to ascertain his standing aa 
an author in Spain~; that is a thing for the Spaniard 
to do; but no reader of hits boolcs, even at second hand 
and in translation, oanfail to perceive in them a 
very great talente Whatever hia theories of literary 
n~t roay be about the creation of the beautiful and all 
that, he vmrlcs primarily, aa all the great talents it'lork 
now~ in the interest of vd1at ls true, and wlth a poetic 
i"idal..!.ty to facts and eondit1ona~ In this way the 
fiction of ou~ time~ such of 1~ as is worth reading, 
1a constituting ltself, as never berorea the inte~p~eter 
of hlatory; so that hereafter public events can be 
accurately reed in its light» and whoever would know 
wnat this or -r;hat people v.re:t"3e 1 at the time they made 
such and such laws and wars and treaties, may leurn 
tllei~ intima. te life from the repovt of thei i~ novels .. tt ( 212) 
It is with Galdos ( 1845--) \Yho is by far the most 
prollfic of the mode~n Spanish w.r-iters who take high 
rank, wlth whom we ne,tt find Howells iliterestedei All (213} 
have contributed powerfully towards giving Spain the 
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Valera, Pereda, Valdes and Pardo Bazan, see: 
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Of ~hese ~ritera, the wor~s or G~ldos, many of which 
discuss a va:Pioty or soc5~al problems, ni";lc the most sor<><J 
ious. ( 211.1) 
AlU1ou;h, fro:.11 the ~panish ~c.tlor..al standpoint, 
the ~isodios nacionales ax~c ver;t i:nporta.t"1t, t;:1.e books 
, 
i.'".rblch hav0 G1 ven Ga1dos his :vep'J.ita.tion outside of Zpain 
1878; V1 :rontana de 01,,0, J Ov?-60; Jn lniudar., 1872; L~ Sot¥: 
~ith ~he outer strife t1~ougn whloh the nation has passed 
slace the bo~nning of the centui ... y., n these novels, belong-
ing to tho .serles of lfovclas contempo:Ninea~., "deal luith 
it is passi113 at p1~esent. ( 215) .. ,. .. Galdos o~nos hia 
popularity la~gcly -co the vigor o.r hls ta.le.at, to hls 
Tb.ls ls the $panlaJ.~f1 of whorn we tind How0lls wri tlng 
in 1091. { 217) 
~'t do not know whether the ~paniards themselvGs 
1~ank Vnlu'e.s with Galdos or not,, and I havG no wish to 
ent pasolona of mine, and I r.:m.y say o.f the Dona .Perfecta ,._.,., ""**'~ 
of Galdos that no book, if I cxc~pt those of the great 
Russians, has given me a keener and deeper impression; 
(214) Geddes, J" t 1sdition of Gald\JS' Marlancla '05 
Introduction III. 
(2lp) !do Introduction VIII ' 
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(21\6) Id 0 Introdn.etio.a XV (217) My Literary Passions 180 
it ln infinitely pathetic, and is full or humor_, whichjl 
' lf more caustic than chat or Veldes, is not less deli~ 
, 
cious. But I like ell of t1he books of Galdos I have 
read 3 a.fl.a thoug~ he:; seems to aave worked !I1ore ca.rdil-y 
out of his ~omant!cism than Valdes., sirice he has worked 
finall:,r into such :£.">Calism as chat of .LJ~on .d.och,, h:ts 
greatness leaves u-Jthine to bo desired~" 
It is i!Ot cleai'J just what Howells rneru1.s by Galdos 9 
the rmnne.t"' of the ,J;plsodios nncionM.les, which is, hov1-
nov'11;) I liave tlOt been able to asccJ~tain that Howells 
other than Dona Perf ccta *"' 1 !$&IC~• 
' and Leon Roch which makes the statement above quoted 
induJ gcd b1 even b~" e_Sreat crl ttcs. 
I have been unable to deteJ~tl1l1.te the date of Howells v 
reading of Dona '.Fer£cota bu.t oelievs it bo be some blmG 
1Jo-c;.rr0cn 1836 '° whii::h ma1;i.ks the beginnlng of hls crl tical 
rcad:l.r.tg of Spanish, a.nc .. 1891 9 t.he date o:f the above 
quotatione H.oweveJ-a, in 18G8 "ve :t'lnd a ci,..itical review 
of ~e6nj~o2.!1 ln Ha.rp~r 1 s u B.o had bee.a dls eusslng dif-
f'erent ana~ent rel.i..gious philosophiBe and thei1~ theories 
of pe.esecution, and f..i.nally the big,ot1'1y of the Catholic 
Chur6 ch, whlch las"G he olaims to be 11an inevitable part 
of the 1~etrloution whlch the Ca."Gholio Church of to-day 
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surfers • • for teachin~ tpat a horotic was by reason 
of hlr-3 he1~esy desti t.ute of those clah.~s upon honor, 
lov'?.l, a·nd t~ust to \21rhicb e righteous life ent:t tlcd a 
bel tever, and that a goocJ llfe in a heretio ought only 
n.ature to ~ecai ve and act 1.1po~ thc~2 teachings; ana the 
study of a sace of perversion,, which the Spanlsh nova-
llst Perez 
, 
O~ldoa mukcn t<l ais rocently tr~nslntcd ro-
i~ ~ot the stu~y of a character now 
cornmon, we supp0so 3 ev11n in Spa:ln~ The fact that such 
, , 
talents as Gnldos Qnd Values ai~e analysing lt so unspar~ 
ingl-y, yet so juatl..r, na t:r~ey u:!:a doing, conta.i:-.--1s the 
n:romis o of: 1 ts di~:rn.ppea:re.nc:e.., or at len.st ! ts moclii .. i-
pictux~es they d~avr with the ·rea.sonrJ.ble 'hope th9i.,t i;he 
.. .. l oroigina is nGvor to be gensralJ y 1.1isohlev01.w aga.ln. 
But w0 cannot D.ug ours el vein upo.a the f1ll(H:;do.m of the 
I'roi:;e~tant faith froM HtlCh f01'"'1$ of bigotr-rJ; it is thG. 
touc::.-i of pool' fool 1 Gh hum.m.n na turo in ta0i~ herolnes 
which ~ake~ the~ 1u1iversally recoenizuble as portraita 
fro;r;. life. 
the devotee is 11ariu., but in this co.se she is not a,,,1 
(218) Editqr's.§~~dx 
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exalted sentimentalist seaktng the fulfillme:rrt of her 
selfish piebistio dreams in a convent, but a loving 
uire whom her religlous intolerance transfo:t'lns into a 
monster of cruelty and folly~(219) 
"The situation is simply that of a young scientific 
man, wh0t-n his gree.t wee.1th has lef't to the unmolested 
study of science, till he marries the daughter of the 
infjolvent and ma~ally bankrupt house of Telle~ia. The 
Marquio ai1d Marohionesa of Telle~ie are a worth.less 
couple, vlbo have 1'epxaoducsd thai~ qualities in a family 
of children an1usingly self-satisfied, wasteful and ~icious, 
wlth a devotion to the offices of the Church unequallGd 
but for their abandon to the corruptions of the \trorld~ 
The exceptions to their vlcee as well as their absurd-
i tles are Maria and her twin brother Luis Gonzaga, a 
young monk with whom 3he has passed her childhood in 
an atmosphere 0£ the austureat bigotry, e;nd vn~om she 
regards as a saint~ Her husband, in tha guilelessness 
of his gentle natUl'e and the hopefulness of his tende~ 
hea~t, imagineo that he is going to form Maria's cher-
acter a.nd m.ake hex- ovev in his own ideal; but r:Iaria's 
character is formed already, and she is made once tori 
all. She looks upon her) husband, who is a saientii~ic 
agnostic, as an atheist; she always speaks of hin atti-
(219) Harparts 76:965 '88 
tude towa~d the Church as atheistloal; and so far £ram 
lending herself to his plans tor a union or aims and 
$ympathies, she sets herself to save his soul in the 
manner advised by her spiritual directo~o Falling thls, 
she relaxes him, as it were~ to the secular arm; she 
upbraids hlm continually wlth his 'atheism~; she spends 
half her time at chu.rch., and turns his house inbo a 
chapel of ease to~ her overflowing devotions; sl1~e schools 
hcrsa1£ to regard whatever is evidently good and kind 
and sweet and true in him as of evil; she steels her 
heart to his love as againat a snare of the devil~ 
In the end he abandons her, nfter a vain attempt to 
compromise wi~h her by givlng up hls scientific studies 
1..f she will gi ,~a up her week-.. day devotions li Sb.e con-
sents; but when her sainted brother comes home to dia 
in her house, and ~hows by his perpetual aversion or 
the man who tenderly nurses and befriends him that be 
rega1•ds him as a lost rmd perilous wretch, she cannot 
keap faith with him. She does what she can to break 
her husbandts heart 1 but~ in her way, she loves hlm 
still; she loves him enough to be madl-y jealous, and 
when she hears that he has gone into the country, near 
the woman who had loved him in their childhood~ she 
follows him to denounce and recl&im him~ He tells her 
that he no longer loves her, and her frenzy ende in a 
brain-fever of which ohe dies. 
°'Tho exoe:tlen t thing in the treatment of Uaria' s 
character is that her sincerity, deadly ana pitlless a~ 
it is, is honor~d throughout, and the man whom she maJqes 
so entirely miserable never entirely loses his respect 
ror it. She is the inoarnation of the terrible spirit 
or bigotry, of Catholic bigotry9 surviving in all lts 
intensity into an age whose light shows the fashionable 
religio1Jity of her family comic. • • • They e.re really 
a delightful group, with thei~ several vices, thei~ 
com.mon willingness to live upon Leon, thel~ patronizing 
deprece:tion of' hie t atheism•, their frank denunola.tion£J 
oi .. ea.oh other1 end their eolleatlve resolutions to 
reform their extravagent and wo~ldly life, whleh nono 
\ 
of them ever begins to keepQ Their friends of the 
a~istocratio world are sketched with like master7~ and 
1 t is hard not to give one is heart to men drm1n \Vi th 
such wonderful truth as tho newly rioh Marquis of Fucar 
s.nd his thorough scoundrel of a. son-in-law!J Federico 
Cimarra. '° 'I) • • 
~if'epi ta FU.car is one ot those mix.ad oha:r;;acters 
\Vho are beginning to get out of life into £iction; but 
no other sort seems to get lnto Galdos• books, and per-
haps ·this is the reason why ro me of his most reprobate 
people have a hold upon our sympathies. Papa~ unt~ained 9 
capriciousj violent, and impassioned, has the brains 
and the he~rt to know Leonie rare goodness 1 and to be 
guided by it; when she would gladl7 have gone to ruin 
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from her love of him~ She is a mode1~1 woman, vivid~ 
1ntuiuive, brilliant, the truthfulness or whose por-
tralt may be felt under these skies of ours-·in which 
?;he sun is as high at midwinter a~ in Spa.in .... -no less 
than under heF ownp and she belongs to that order of 
women, ~are in f lction$ who, like A~ors Na.ncanou in 
Mrf Cable's Grandlssi~, leave the reader with a sense 
o~ personal aoqunlntance. tn fact, Galdos1 people all 
do this in some degreep and the action in vnLich they 
ax•e concerned :r»emains in the mind 111:e something one 
has known in life. 
'v o ., !) The stoi"ly is one tha-c satisfies the best 
foeling morally; tb.e only lapses are e..l?t:l.stic:i and 
these a.re :tn the long let tor w1 th wh:i. ch the sto1')y opens, 
and the long speeches of the interview with which it 
practloally closes •• o • perhaps the Spanlsh pr0ach 
at each other as the pers~ns of that intervlew do~ out 
we doubt it~ In these two p1aces 3 however, the author 
seems to have deposited a.11 that was m1st;aken and ted'"" 
ious in his method 3 and the conduct of the sto~y be~ 
trmen in as bvllliant as perfect master•y of hls material 
can make it~ 
uin .faot, it le l!lU.Ch better than the conduct of 
11oat l.unerican and English stories as Spanish art is 
bet~e~ than English art: tban American art; thoughD 
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after saying this, it seems too strong, and we should 
like to modify it by advising our novelists, if they 
would learn how to imitate nature, to go loarn of the 
contem~orary Spaniards--af te~ they have learned all 
they cQn of the Russ1w.~s.ff(220} 
We next £ind Howells exp~essing his appreciation 
of Emilia Pardo Bazin (1852-1921) who may be considered 
not only one of the most notable w~iters of Europe but 
the most notable s1n?e the death 0£ George Sand. She 
wns the first woman member of the "Aaadem.ia Espa.no1a 
de la Langu.att and her works were the most cited, dis-
cussed and applauded of Spanish contemporary litoraturo. 
She ls celebrated as novelist, h1stor1an, and c~itic, 
and took part inothe noia3 11tera~y arguments of the 
dayo Sha is distinguished tirst for the independence 
of her Judgment and secondly to~ the o~ig1n which her 
inspiration has in Galicia. Most of her books have been 
translated into English and she herself has made trans-
lations of Goneourt, ~olstoy and other foreigners and 
was the flrst to introduce Russian literature into 
Spain. 
She definitely directed the Spanish novel 8 which 
I 
in the hands of Pereda, Galdos9 Alas and Palacio Valdes, 
had already tal<en a new course but had not yet turned 
toward natura.lism.,(221) "A distinct follower or the 
'- \ 
(220) Harper•s 76:965 '88 
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French scnool of raa.lisrt1i~( 222), she introduced naturalism 
into Spain and defended it with her O~estio~ Ealpitante 1882. 
She cons:tde:tted naturalism to be· the sincere expression 
of" truth but did not affiliate with Zola 1n his exagger-
ated system of limitin3 the procedure of tbe novel to 
observation and experimentation; a theor;i• based upon 
Claude Bernardt s ,L• IntrQd-qe,'!i*.on a l ' .... ~tude de l! 
medeoine axperimentale; nor does she follow him in con~ 
sidering only the physiologtcal influences and disre-
ga~ding the highe~ spiritualit~· and intrieate psyoho-
log;r o.t~ man, which restllts in the d.epictlon ot ~la bes-
tia hUlllana" following hls blind instinets.{223) 
She prefers realism to naturalism ~n that it is 
broaderj including uthat which bas true 1and efeetive 
existencett instead ol: just 0 that \7h1oh pertains to 
nnturen.(224) Instead of tryi~g to subject art to the 
scientific laws of nature where the effect corresponds 
to ·the oause, she pereeived that no such equation exists 
I 
in the highe~ spiritunlity, and recognizes the affinity 
of free will and divine grace ln1tiet1on.(225) Instead 
I 
or believing natu~alism to be the imitation of that 
which offends the senses she recognized that however 
much one iutenda to copy reality~ there ls always a 
point at which one ato~s, the~e are things one does not 
(222) Higgin, L.: 8Eanish Novelists of To-da! 
Fortn~ Rev. 96:287-296 'll 
(223} Pardo Bazan: La Question nalEitante 
l!adrid J..891, pp. 4:3 ... 66 
(224) Id. p. 56 
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describe, veils one does not lift; and that the art 
lies in knowing how to stop w~thin the botlndaries of 
artistic propriety.(226) 
Among her popular novels a~e: La n1edra anggla~, 
~n .. vie.,je de no'1'ios~ El cisne de Vilamorta., Los pazo~ 
de Ullo(a, La mrtdre ne.turaleza, Insolacidn, MorrinB.., 
It is Morrina which Howells read in 1891 and which 
is one of the most notable manifestattons of t~e Gali-
' cia.n spirit, or which Pardo Ba.zan is the :nost illustrious 
representative in Spanish literature~ Of this book 
Howells says: 
' "I have ~ead·one of the books of Pardo Bazan, 
Morrina, which must rank her with the great realists 
of her count~y a~d age; she, too, has the humor of her 
race, wnich brings us nearer to the Spanish than any 
oth()r n.on-Anglo-Sa.xon people. n(227) 
He writes in Harper•s:(22S) 
uAnother, woman' a work, but a Spanish woman's this 
time, has lately been giving u$ much the kind of pleas-
ure we feel in Miss Jewett•s art. The woman is Emilia 
Pardo Bazan, and tha work is the story she calls Mo~rina, 
meaning homesickness, we believe~ in the Galioian dia-
leat. It ls about a mother and he~ son, and the ser-
vant gi~l who oomes to live with them in Madrid, be-
cause they are all from the same province, and she 1s 
(226) Pardo Bazan: cuestion palpitante p. 239 
(227) My Literart P...!,SSions p. 180 
(228) Edito~•s Study 
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homesick in that st~ange worldp and longa for the sound 
of her own speech, and hungers for he~ oTnl kind of people. 
She is of a simple, affectionate nature, impassioned 
beyond our cold comprehension, and in the shelter of 
that friendly home, whore froru the first she is treated 
more like a daughter o:f the house th.an like a servant, 
it is not long befor0 she ~alls in love with the son~ 
The expected happens~ nnd it all ends with the poor 
girl's death by hov own hand,. The range of life is 
wider than oul? 1 ..1etion commonly permits itself; but 
it ill not 111ride;ri. than that of George Eliort ,s fiction~ 
and the tragedy is pathetic beyond reporting. 
The thllee principal figures have their setting of 
other characters, friends 1 neighbora, spectators, who 
give_ the soene the interiest o; la1>ge li.fo, but these 
~ 
threo transact the drama~ ~~1hich is very simple and 
of a sort of tataJ. eve11tlessness in its march to the 
lne,r1 table close. 'tn the mean time their several char-
acte~s are expressed in colors or conduct and in shades 
of behavior, always dlstinot, but nowhe~e insisted uponJ 
you l<now them as if you had lived with them. A w:t1'ong 
is done and sui'te~ed, but somehow no one seems more to 
bla..me than anothe:r-, and the imaglned fact has tho same 
value us a piece' of what goes on 1.n the world about us. 
The girl&s nature has a most apuealing charm, with the 
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shadow of her origin thrown forward upon her--she is the 
l' 
daughter of a priest; but perhaps the connoisseur would 
say that the young man, just growlng out of his mother's 
control and with' the indefinite lines of boyishness not 
yet ha~dened in maturity, with his kindness and his 
selfishness of inexperienced youth, was bettor doneh 
as he certainly was hal1der to do, 
"Some one ought to put tbe book into English, and 
some one probably will~ Senora Bazefn, who refuses to 
use her title of countess, witn an indifference which 
we Anglo-Saxons cannot understand~ is best known by 
her pamphlet on realism, La ouestion palpitante, w~it~ 
ten when the controversy was hottest, and taking the 
boldest ground in favor of the sincere art which now 
prevails evevywhere but in England, where they still 
like to read novels of adventure as crude as the Greek 
romances. The chapter of this robust and vigorous, not 
to say athletic essay whiell relates to English fiction 
-
is curiously intelligent, and.is inte~esting in ite per-
ception that all the English masters but Scott were 
realists, so far as they knew how, as well as in ite 
recognition o~ George Eliot as the first novelist of 
he1 .. time. 
"ritthe whole essay is redolent of the f3palrl.sh humor, 
which is so like our own, and yet has its paculia~ 
perfume.n(229} 
----------------ti·-~·--,·---------------............ 
(229) Ed1to~•s stFdz 
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In 1892 we again find Howells writing of Pardo 
, 
Bazan and 1nt~odua1ng the subject by remarking that 
man3 Spanish pictures have a geniun~sa and sincerety 
in interpreting Spanish life, w1t11 the same desire to 
show the life and manners of today. that we welcome in 
Spanioh fiction in the so-called novels of manners~ l 
He then discusses two of Pardo Bazan•s novels which 
he had just read, Ma~y J. Se~ranots translation ot 
The Swan of Vilamovta and Mary Sp~inger•a transla-
tion of The Christian Woman. 
"The latter contains a portralt of Dona Emilia 
in he~ mature bloom of forty years~ The novels are the 
wo~k of a woman who has had a full experience or life, 
one emancipated so freely into the modo~n spi~it that 
she can ~~ve with little reserve the knowledge of llf~ 
bought by her experience. It may be said generally of 
novelists that men know more than they tell, and that 
women tell more than they know. But one would not say 
that of Dona Emilia. Har analysis of woman• s nature 
1s too searching~ heF details as to the habits or men 
and some women are too intimate for that to be said~ 
Her intention is to reveal entirely the innermost natures 
of' the men and women she selects to illustrate the pres-
ent phase of Spanish llfee She is very effective in 
this unreserve 1 and is the m1stres$ of a charm that 
gives the reader great pleasure. She seems everywhere 
at home--in the rustic life of Galicia, in Madrid, and 
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in all the seething questions of morals~ politics, edu-
cation, intellectual and soaial emancipation which 
agitate her world. 
"Both these stories are in the nature of episodes 
(one view of modern art being that it should tantalize 
by leaving a picture unfinished), and in the case at 
The Christian Woman leaves the reader in dou.bt as to 
the ertect produced upon her heart by her unencou.raged 
lover. The explanation of the i~onioal title ia very 
simple. Carm~n Aldoa, in order to escape the scandal 
at home of the love of her father tor a bold servant 
and his possible marriage to her, accepts for her bus-
. band an elda~ly man repulsive to her, a man described 
as possessing Jewish mental traits and features~ Car-
men does this wrong to he~ sex in the spirit 0£ the 
most exalted aelf-sacrifies, na a Christian woman. 
The pPior, Fathe~ Moreno {an excellent character), says 
she is one. In this immolation she follows the advice 
· of the Ohurch. The by-standers in the novel, and pre'1<" 
sumably the author, scout this idea of a Christian 
woman as an antiquated mediaeval ~elie. The woman 
wanted in these days would have piety ot a different 
sort, 1£, in tact, any pioty b'e necessary. She would 
rather scrub floors fol:' a living than submit to such 
personal dag~adation. Is the author right in asswning 
that the Ohuroh and modern Christianity would require 
tl-rl.s hateful aux-render in a woman? The nephew of the 
bridegroom, Salustio, a student of engineerlng in 
Madrid.ti who goes to the weddlngD and who seems to be 
intended for a fair representative of Spanish youth, 
saes that the uncle is repulsive to Carmenu and falls 
in love with her himself. In 012der to be oe~tain that 
shf2l does not love his uncles he hides ln a treo one 
rnorn:i.ng in o~der to overhea:r: a conversation between 
the friar and Carmen~ To do {dm justice~ it mu.et be 
confessed that ha is consolous 0£ the meanass of this 
acte But he does another thing on tbe wedding nightp 
he and a crack~d brain clerical apprentiee 9 which the 
author cannot be excused for describing an:ymore than 
he is excused for doing. There are limlts even in an 
emancipated world which canno~ be passed, and which a 
woman of such brilliant talent and noble aspiration 
can afford to resp~ot~ She has and takes~ and thut 
with skill, fully enough freedom in otbe~ parts o~ the 
book. Salustio becomes an inmate 0£ the house of his 
uncle and aunt in ~Iad:t-;iide ltis wide-awake comrade, a 
y011th without illuslons, endeavors to draw him from 
:bj.s infatuation by a sort or dissipation which is not 
left to the imagination or the rdader. At the end, 
the autho1~ :leaves him sick in bed, v..nder the fancy, 
inadequately sustainetl for all that appears, that 
Carmen loves himo 0 {230) 
(230) Editor's Studz 
ifarper*s 84:967-9 1 92 
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It is quite evident that Howells differs wlth 
Pardo Bazan as to just what constt tutes the '3po1nt 
a:c which one stops" and a.a to just what are the "bound-
aries of avtistic propriety within which one halts'',, 
and he continues with: 
«The attitude assumed by the Spanish novelist 
just spoken of and by many modern writers is that the 
p~oper subjects for fiction and the treatment or them 
are to be determined by the artistic and not by the 
moral sense •••• Every generation has its rights to 
protect itself against anything it dielikes o~ that 
offends it •••• it is ~s good a judge for it as ~he 
more enlightenod novelists.1:{231) 
'f:The Swan of Vilamorta is Segunda, a. rural poet, 
self'ish, and of more ambition than per.formanee. The 
book is a delightful study or country life and charac-
ter, and might be ealled n realistic idyl. Indeed we 
a1~e inclined to accept this and the other novel as real 
transcriptionso The author seems bent upon an e~pose. 
Tbe X"omance is in the pls.y ot the human heart, which 
turns out to be the same old thing. Segunda, the snip 
of a youth. has a mist~ess, Leacadra, ugly and twiae 
his own age, who passionately w orsb.1ps him, and expresses 
her affection by giving him at her house good things to 
eat, by listoning to his verses~ and by sacrificing all 
her little store of fortu:n.e to advance his career~ The 
(231) Editor's Stud)[ 
Harperfi 847967-9 •92 
poet falls in love wlth the pretty young wife of a poli-
tician, an exminister, who comes to Vilamorta to drink 
the waters, a broken down wrecke Nieves, the wife, 
(who has herself a romantic attaoblnent to the poet), 
does not enough discourage her lover, lets herself drift 
along without unfaitbful intentions until the catastrophe 
comes, which is ironically dua to a meeting in the drnw• 
ing-~ooM, granted by Nieves with the intention of dis-
missing the presumptuous puppy. The little girl thinks 
that her mothe~ is bad; the husband thinks so, and 
enfeebled by disease, dies in the shook of what he aup-
pooes wrongly to be the evidence ol his wifells unffrl.th-
fulnessQ The 1dyl is over; the widow and chlld return 
to Mad~id, and the poet emigrates to Ame~ica. Poo~ 
Lescadra, most pitiful victim of man's selfishness and 
the pathetic weakness of he~ own good qualities~ takes 
poison, and so ends. And so not even in Spain, accord-
ing to our keen-sighted novelist, can you play with 
firo."(232) 
It is not until 1915~ afue~ the reading of Blasco 
Ib&.nez' §angre ii arena and La catedral., that. we find 
Howells again enthusiastic about the Spanish literature 
and proclaiming it the leader of all present day lite~~ 
atures.(233) 
{232) Editor's Stuf!z 
Harper's 84:968 •92 
(233) Easy Chair 
Harperis 131:957~60 915 
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Vicente Blasco !bfu1ez- (1867--( is a Spnnish novelist 
and politician» deeply interesteti in the social revolu-
tion; in the intense reaction against the Churahj a 
priost-ridden royalty, and the general somnoleneo of the 
people., 'ignorant a.ml indiff ez~ent o He is an Sfarnoat e.dvo-
cu te of ao11dari~y among the working class and takes 
every occassion and every means to put forward his doc-
trines--in his novelsp throug.~ his paper ~ueblo, and 
I > 
as Republican deputy from Valencia in the Cortes. He 
io tunong the most popula~ or Spanish novelists, his books 
are read wherever Spanlsh is spoken and in many b:ransl~­
tions 9 It is alleged that his diation is not always of 
the purest but there is no question as to tho truth of 
the details in his pietu~es of Valencia and its crnmnon 
folke He is perhaps the moat popularly ~ead Spantsh 
w~ite~ in the United States a:nd is known espealally by~ 
~he Four Ho;;,s~e~n of ,.,i~.11e Apocalypse, The Dead Conl!nand, 
l2!9 .. QS! anq. Sane!,. ~.Jlemies .... q_~.J't.omen, The 'l'em.ntrass, 
Woman Triumpha!ti; ~Fruit of the Vlne@ (234) 
In a discussion as to how far our medioorlty ln 
.American fiction was n:native or derivative frof!l the 
national nature, and how far it might be the expression 
of contiguity or the ~osult of the manifold alien in.flu-
( 234) Fi tzmau1~ice-Kelly ~ .§12.ani sh , Li tcr9: t~!:._~ ... ~1!!. .. Primer & 22 
Id .. : n.;story or Spargsh Litel'atu_r,2. 108. Pe 250-1 
Higgin: Spanish.~ove~!sts of Today 
Portne Rev. 96:287·98 ill 
Farnell,, Ida: Span1 ~h Prose anc.1 '.P9.x~tr:v '20 
nation 87:622~3""108 -· -
enccm o:f ou:r adoptive civillza.tfons"' 1 he tl:d.nlrn our fie-
tion would be fi!ore solid, "more admirable.t .more lnudible 
if our life were not the social ferment it has beco~ne. 
~o need solidification for the purpose of r1rstmclass 
fiction. Take the imtanoe or another 9olidifled nation~ 
nlity~ take the Spanish nnd you have first-class modern 
fiotion easily surpassing the fiction of any other people 
of our time~ now the Russians nave ceased to lea.d.u(~3e) 
Howel1s thinks that the reason for our not coming 
up to the Spar."'l.ish is because we a.re too new J) v~too much 
ln the melting-pot prooesstt, and that England and Rusoia 
are too, busy i:n battles" Buh •tour sister-noutral, Spaln1 
doing some wonde~fully good work in the riation of 
, .......... Blasco Ibanez. We had not heard of , a year or two 
ago, e. nd a month or t1r10 ago we had not ree.d anything 
him(; But seems to an author very well ~nown 
in Spain and ln all the countries of Europe Eng-
land~ and the~e is now even an English version of what 
the most famous if nob glleatest of his nov~ ~ 
~~gre x arena (236) a study migb.ty, drama.tie, of' the 
Spai1ish nature or national character as exp~esscd in 
bull-fighting. T.he Frenoh, Italians, Gelm!ans~ Russiano, 
Portuguese, and the very Danes know some of his othe~ 
ten or a dozen novols in translationo Besides he has 
wrltten travels and short storiese 
(235) Easy Chai~ 
Harper's 131:95?-60 '15 
(23G) His best are Canas y baro, and La barracaa 
La aatedral ranks among the better while 
Sa.ngre y arena ts among his i1'lferior works~ 
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"I have read only two (novels) 1 but these two are 
S1Q immeasurably different in several dimensions that we 
tee1 as if we might have covered the gl:'Ottnd of the author's 
v1hole performance in knowing them. 
"Sap.are z arena is primaril7 the study of a sev-
illian boy, good fop nothing other\vise, whose passionate 
ambition is to be a torero, and as a to~ero to be noth-
ing less than an eapada, the swol'd that in the climax 
of eve't!'y' bull-tight gi•es the death thrust to the bullc 
Secondarily it is the stoi:y of all that he touches in 
his rise from vagabondage to glory, and then his tragical 
I 
lapse through decay or his f ovcas into f 1nal defeat and 
death. It is his portvait a.nd the portralt ot the Span-
ish people, who cannot accuse the novelist of an a.lien•s 
injustice 1n h1a study of their ruling passio~ for the 
fiesta de toros. No f ore18ner of the many who have des-
cribed tha bull-fight has portrayed its horror and loath-
someness as this native novelist has done. But the least 
of his affa!~ is to portray the bull-fight; tha.t•s merely 
an incident or the psychological drama of the torero1s 
exporienoe and the pel."sone of it: his old motheri; whose 
despair of his boyish badness __ tuvns to pride in the 
brilliancy or bis ~apidly successive tr1umphs in the 
arena; h1s simple, good, beatttifu.l wife, who adores his 
prowess and condones hia sins; the 'differently beautiful' 
bad tUi1stoorat, Dona Sol, who does not stop short ot 
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posses dng him body and soul~ and then casts him off 
e.s a wicked man of the world m'lght c11st off his mistress; 
the great Sev11lian Marquis, his first patron, and all 
the .aJ:!cionadQ!_ who flock about the torero throughout 
Spain (as if in our civilization he were a supreme 
prj.ze-fighter) f'rom ranks far above him o.s well an f.t""(Fi 
the levol of hts own class; the bull-fighters who fight 
besine him in ~he arena~ ranging f~om types of ~ere 
sturid eoura.go in the pe:r•formn:nco of thei1~ day~ s ·work 
to one delightful type of confused moral and sociAl 
thinking; above them all, the tor!':£2 himself~ who is a 
torero ot1 genius, no more mindful of' the f (r mula.s and 
oonventiona or hio a.rt than otller great artists, hut 
acting from the lnspi1')a.tions of tho moment, and .from 
the instinct of doing uner:tiingl;1 the rtght thing.1 nnd 
taking 'bis death in the arena raxher than cont.'ess that 
years and wounds have disal,led him for his last figh.t .. 
(It) is as wide as all Spaj n in the port1~ayal of the 
natlonal pl:lst tme of bull-f'ighting in every circumsttmee 
a."ld incident$ but is not so deep as LD catedraJ:. which 
is tho analysis c.wi. synthesis of the soul of Sm>S.in as I -..,. I 
1 t has lived f .ro,~o the ?:!iddle Agr:s into ours in its 
!gl~sia Eri~, the famous cath~dral of Tolodoo 
(Zangre y aren!.) is a conception of epical dimensi~ns, 
but with dramatic detnils of vivid poignancy and a roar-
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lessness in touching the loathsome physical facts which 
passes the courage of any other novelist we know.(237) 
I 
"We could have spared some excesses of his unspe.r-
ingness, (realism) but we felt that it was 1 all very 
Spanish, as Spanish as the baheadings of the martyrs 
that the Spanish artists picture o~ sculpture in the 
qhu.rches. 
"We confess that we satisfied our adta1rat1on of 
this very g!leat novelist at leas cost to oul.'l sensibilities 
in La catadral than !n Sangre I arenao We a~e not sure 
that La catea~al is not the mo~e pvod1gious teat of the 
two; it is at least the more o~iginal and daring. The 
action--but there is no a.etioa till almost the la.te'st 
moment•-passes entirely in the cathedral and its gardens 
and bell-towe~s. Its persons aPe the personnel of th0 
cathedral from ·the cardinal down to the Rerroro, the 
functionaPy" 'Whose duty is to keep the building clear ot 
dogs; and f~om the highest to the lowest their characters 
are done with art which lapses lnto emotion only a little 
toward the close of the story. 
"The story is that of the consumptive anarchist who 
comes f~om his two-years• p~ison in Ba~celona to take 
refuge with hi$ brother who has inherited the ram1ly 
employ in the cathedral at Toledo, and who tenderly, 
(23') This last seems a noticeab1e comment after 
his appJ:teo1at1on of Zola and p~oclaiming him 
one ot his leeser literary nassions. 
(Sae My Lite~apy Passions p. 181) 
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welcomes the broken a6itato~ home to his native gardeno 
$..lld cloisters~ He remembers the dying man as the bril-
liant student at the seminary where the boy surpassed 
all the others in his preparation for the priost-hood; 
he h~s not knovm of his Carliot campaigns, his wunderlngs 
in England and all over! the Continent lxi the renunciation 
of his vocation, and his arrest and iroprison.ment as a 
violent anarohist~ Re is really a philosophical ana~­
chist or the most peaceful and philanchropicnl type, 
and after an interval of ~epose, in the enjoyment of n 
sinecu1'1e in the cathedFal, he cannot help talking his 
pbilosophy to hia fellow-functionaries--the bell-rtnger, 
the dog-beadle, the gapdener, the shoemaker eu.ffered in 
the sacred precincts: and. his own devoted .r1~1end and 
adn1.!.Per, the chapel master. His doctrine makes the 
baser of his listeners realize their mlaei?y so inte:i,1sely 
·that at last., against his protests a11d entreaties, they 
attempt to ~ight themselves by robbing the richly jeweled 
sh!'ine of a favorite r.fa.donna.. They oscape but tho anar-
chist is seized as thei~ acco~plice, and dies soon a£t0~ 
his arrest. 
n 'Mot a very cheerful story, t said tho Sage. 
"\"\fell, no; - .... we have just told you that our ne1"vea 
are not what they wereG We huve to draw a line in the 
pleasu..res of realia~.(238) What satisfied us bet~er than 
(238) This state:mont helps to explaln some of Howells¥ 
more seve~EJ critlc!smo, in theset late1~ years, at aome 
or Ibailezt and Pardo Bazant s ve-ry 11naturallstlc" pio .... 
t~es and descriptions--though of eou~se his ~ather 
puritanical nature always made him more or less abhore 
and shun the sordid aspects of life$ 
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the horrible logic o:r the anaJ.?chist' s fate--he :ts r:'lade 
a lovablo cha.raotei"!l--is the wonde:rful in-quf-vy into the 
nature of bisto!1iaal c.ri.ii a.ot111al Spain., No one ought to 
go to Spain--and <:werybody ought to go•-YTi thout haying 
fi-Pst read these ohapters of his discourse, which adapts 
itself to the understanding ~f hls simplA ltstone~s with-
out losing depth of subtlety. The orlgina of the people, 
the rise o.f the mone.rchy on the ru~ins of the es.rller 
democ~Btic forms, and its consolidation by means of the 
Inquisition,, are visioned ror thege kean, childisl1 "!ninds 
as we ourselves have never seen them befo~e~ and the 
mysteries of Spanish greatness and weakne~s are ~nde 
open secrets. We should say this part was the hoa.:rt of 
the book.(239) But the ill&ster who wroto tt is able to 
mnke its puJsationa felt in every part. It abounds in 
chara.otcrs high and low,, which have their being in v;rords 
and acts sp~inging from theiP natu~es nnd not from any 
plan net for them; they creato the sto~y and are not 
cre~tea for it& The whole scheme whioh does not seem 
ruled by lts author, is expressive or en understanding 
compassion unknown to fiction until it became human through 
truth to life. We nhould say thst no living novelist, 
nov1 that the incorripare..ble Tolstoy is dead 1 can be compared 
to this author$ whose triumph in his art is the more 
(239) It would seem that Howells may have ts.ken 
Ibanez too seriously in taking it tor granted 
th~t the historical sketch is true~ 
sensible through its lapses at rooment~o But it is at 
moments only that his overi.voening pity for mise~ weakens 
into sentimentality. The human! ty ~r the whole a:f."fair 
touches eve sort and condition with the intelligence 
th~t is the only justice. F~om the cobbler to the 
ca1~dlnal~ every characte? 1s given a tetr chance with the 
reade1~~ who, so .f~ as, he has the mind and heart 'for so 
muah reality, lives with them in the mighty cathedral.a 
Nothing is £oroed fit thoao dimensions, anct the 
illusion (doesn't seem the word) is so perfect and so 
consta..~t that you do not miss the world which you ere 
dimly aware of going on outside, buc which penetrates 
it onl:v in the several typeo of' sight-seeing tourists 
ve~y spa~ingly intruded. 
"'It recalls the days when you lauded the Hu~s:ta.n 
nov0llsts to the disadvs.,~tage or all others,~ said the 
• 
"Not the Spanish!" we Pl"Otesteda u 
It hardly probable that these mark the end of 
Howells~ reading of Spanish literature--after ouch high 
evalu~tions and expressions of appreciation ono can 
imagine him r~equently lnterested in soma Spo.nish author, 
in the original or in translation,-~but as fa~ as I am 
able to ascertain, they a~e the last to be publicly com-
mented upon., ' Moreover, we cannot say that Valera~ Galdos, 
I 1-Pardo Bazan or Blasco Ibanez have diPeotly lnfluenced 
nm~1elle, thei ~ chief service \vna in strengthening Uowells t 
love and appreciation ror the Spanish literature already 
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htghly valued~ 
We hav~ seen how Vale~~~ the fore~UILner of realism 
in SpeJ .. n~ with his theory 0 of art f'o1'1) al"'t' s ss.ke'1 was 
1n diJ:?ect opposition to Howells, although in spite or ~his 
his works had a. 11fe .. likeneas 19 a beauty and an artistic 
g:1'1;ace which made them most enjoyable bo the latter. 
1 Althoueh we ~ind similarities between Galdoa and 
~owells, it cannot be called influence. Thei~ works. 
are always ab$olutely clean. (240) 11 0u·t :ln, Rowel ls ·bhis 
is, due to his inherent dielilte for the vulgar, to his 
almost pur1 tantcnl natt.u:ae ~ :It is also tru.e that Gald6s ~ 
novel~ indioate a philosophical tendency, a strong liRing 
·for tbe practical, and treat or social p~oble:ms; bu.t 
nowells tells us that it was Tolstoy who most gi~eatly 
influenced him in th.ts di.rection.(241) AlthouglL both 
excel in describing manners and customs in both town n..'fld 
oou.:."1.t:r-iy and in off-hand eonve·:rse.tions bet";i·rnen characters 
o:f nll ltinoa, it is ru1 inherent characteristic of oael:.o 
But ·with Galdos, "the beauties of nature l1ece5~ve scant 
t~eatment and the~e is little attempt made to give more 
then the setting necessary to the inaidentsu (242), whloh 
is in contrast to Howells whose deaariptlons and char-
ecters are so much a part of one another4" Galdos ia as 
little subjective as an author can well be--the opposite 
of HoweJ.ls whose subjectiveness ls ever presonte 
(240) Higgin, L.: S snish Novelists of Toda 
Fortn~ Revo 96:28 -9 ~11 
(241) First read Tolstoy in 1087, and Galdos ln 18880 
(242) Geddesj Jo; Galdos' Marianela ~03~ Introo XIV 
' ,_ The reading of Pardo Bazan was not untll 1891, too 
late f>o1-z any direct influence /1 fol:' we have already had 
rrmvGll9' nature c.eeed expressed. in 18890 .Uoreover1 although 
she did .not int.roduce th\3 crud~ French nat~alls.m, the 
documental novel, the novsla. detorminista, ••of social ugli-
ness and repulsive brutishness only0 (243) 11 she did emphas-
ize the pio tu.ring of the lov·er classes,, and intx~oduoed a 
ce1'!tain freedom in the treatment of soab:rous subjects 
whieh goes beyond ~owells' idea or a~tistia beauty. T"Aen 
too~ Pnrdo Bazan is ~ssentially Catholic (244); for her 
the Catbolio dogma of the or1aina1 sin reconciles free-will 
and divine gr,ac.e.. She does not serve a cause, but defonde 
a conviction~ She writ'0s not to please, but to ezpress 
the results of her observation and studyo 
Aside from the faet that Howells' acquaintance with 
Blasao Ibanez was too lato for direct inrluence$ the latt~ 
belongs perhaps to the cruder school of naturalism and, 
like others of his sehool.P he bores one at times with 
the excessive and minute descriptions of outward objec~s, 
and repels one with much that is coarse and nauseous, 
and is wi -chout that se:nse of h1.la1or that ke'eps things ln 
proportion. Howells may be somewhat detailed at times . 
but ho certainly cannot be accused of depicting the 
coarse and nauseating,; as for his humor, lva need make no 
oonnnent9 Blasao treats of the dregs of the lowest herds 
(243) Cejador: op~ cit~ p. 273 
' (244) Pardo Bazsn: La auootion pa~itan.t~ 1891~ p~ 58 
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of the peoplo, whether ln the vineyards, the fisherfol~, 
or the nueblo ba jo in the lov~r qua:J:lter of 't.iladrid., and "Lhe 
mlsG-ry is always unrelieved in whatever foPm it is shown~ 
Howells touches little upon this phase a,,'ll'"H.1 r;ivea us the 
~espeetable middle olas~o However, Blasco has hours ot 
high imagination, when he is deeply sensible of tho 
beauty that exists in ordinar~r human life 1n close ju.x. .... 
tapoal tlon to 1 ts ugliness, and h~ h!:tS the poets power 
ot rende:r~ing thl sq ( 245) 
Both are deeply interested in soclal welfare, but 
their treatment of this ts quite different. Tie have seen 
how Ilowells advances his thao~ie~ in a quiet \U;_y, and r1e 
feel his deep inte~est and the forct of his remarks, but 
Blasco believes in the efricac-y of cr~eatinc; dissa.tlsfactio n 
as a possibl0 1m~H-lns to a.dvance.(246) Ho know3 the st:rength 
of the established system and hln revolutionary heroes die 
defeated by the organised forces of social nnd ecclesiasti-
cal conservatism.(247) 
As we have ocen, Howells' reading of Spanish lite:raa-
tuxae was devoted mos Ll 7 to the navel!' and his knowledge or 
the drama tvaa sor.,ewha t lirni ted, as is evidenced by the ilol-
lowing: 
(245) Fitzmaurice-Kally: Soanish Literature--A Primer 
Fa~nell, Ida: Snnni'Sii""Prose and Poet;r:y: 
Fortn. Rev. 96:287-98... .,, ... ' 
See also Bibllograph~ on Blasco Ib&~ez~ 
(246) Higgin, Lo: DEanish Nove=l~~tm of !,o-day 
Fortn. Rev~ 96~287-98 v11 
( 247) Fi tzmau1"Jioe-Kelly: H;isto1~~~-of Spani.s .. h Lite:ratu~ 
London iOB, p. 250-1 
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"I can only remember my pride and joy of finding 
' my way alone th1llough it (Tu~oratin's Histor:u.or Spanish 
~r~a ) and emerging from time to time into the light 
that glimmered before me. I cannot at a.11 remember whether 
it was before or after exploring this history that I ven-
tured upon the trackless waste of a volume of the drama~ 
tiats themselves, where I ta1thfu.lly began w1ththo ear-
ltest ~nd cmne down to those of the great age when Cer-
vantes and Oalde~on and Lope de Vega were wi~iting their 
plays. It was eithe~ my misfortune that I rsad Lope and 
not Calderon, or that I do not recall reading Calderon 
at all, and know him only by a charming little play or 
Mad~id life given ten or fifteen years ago by the pupils 
of the Dramatic Academy in New Yorke M.7 lasting ignorance 
of' this master was not for uant of knowing how great ho 
was, espooially from Lowell, who nove~ failed to dwell 
on it when the talk was ot Spanish literature. The ~act 
1s I did not get much pleasure out of Lope, but I did 
enjoy the g~eat tragedy of Cervantes, and such of his 
comedies as I found in that mass~ve volume~ o e • I 
did not realize, howevo~, till I saw that play of Cal-
d0ron• s, in New York, how much the Spanish drama has 
made Maarid its scene; and until one knows modern Span-
ish fiction one cannot know how essentially the incon-
gruous o1ty is the capital ·or the Spanish imagination~ 
Of course the action of Gil Blas largely passes thereD 
but; Gil Blns :t~ onl7 adoptively a Spanish novel~ and the 
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native i:d.caresque sto:r~y ia oftener at home ln the p1.,o-
vinces; but since Spanish fiction has coMe to rull con-
sciousness in the uork of the modern masters it has re-
sorted more and more to !,Ia.ch~id.. If I speatc only of Galdos 
, 
a.nd Valdes by name, it is because I know t.hem best a.a the 
grf;atest of their Lime; but I fancy the allure 0£ the Ce.pi-
tel has been folt by every othe~ modern more or loss; nnd 
if I were a Spanish authot" I shoula like to put a story 
the.re."(248) 
\f~1 e have seen throu~hout this study the high evalua-
tion Howells place"' upon Spanish literature a.ad tho few 
following remarks are interesting £rom tbis vie~pointq In 
1888 we £ind Ho~ells saying~ 
"¥le are inclined to make much of the good fiction that 
co'TI.es to us from Spain, because we get no more from the 
onlJ country (249) th~t sends us better. 'i(250} 
Also of interest is his unusual statement about the 
afflni t~1 hetwoen t;he Anglo"'Saxon and the Span tsh mlnd-- a 
co~pnrison pe~haps seldom thought of Q 
"Th01~c hos always been a strange aif:i Iii ti/ between 
the Anslo-Saxon mind and the Spanish min~; tbe two races 
br1Jught the romantic drama. to its highest r-er·foctlon, ancl 
both rejected the classicist, nnd the same comic strain 
sec~s to run through both people, so ~idely differenced by 
origin, by language~ by religion, and by polity. 
( 248) Fa1niliar Spanleh Ti~avels -p. 118-9.. See /1,,p <) A for 
othe1 .. Spanish readings.. Howells is rtght in say-
ine; thaL the Soa.nlsh drnms. has generally madt:i Mad-
rld its scene .. 
(249) Russia .. 
{250} ffiditor'~ Study Harper's 77:802 '88 
' As we suggested in the last Study, the humor of Valdes 
is of the same nature ~o that of some :refined American 
humorist--say Mr. Warner, or Mr. Aldrich, or Mr. Cable--
a11d we think the reader of Shakespeare and Corvantes will 
orten be struck by the kindred qualities of thei~ humor. 
It· is then perhaps not through the imitation of Cervantes, 
so much as through the aesthetieal affinity of the Iber-
ian and Anglo-Saxon ~aces, that Irving reflects some of 
his tra.its."(251) 
In a discussion upon the ad~leability of striving 
for a national literature, Howells thinks that the~e may 
have been a time in the history or literature when 
nationality was supremely deoi~able, but that nowadays 
1:~ 
the great and good things in 11t,e·ra.ture al?e not the 
national reatures, but the universal features. "Fo~ 
instanae~ the most national fietion at present is the 
English and 1t is the poorest, exoept the German which 
is not at all; while the Ruaairui and the Spanish, the 
No~wegia.n and the Italian, the ~rench and the American, 
which are all ao much better are distinguished by whnt 
they have in common rather than what they hav0 in sev-
eraltye 19 (252) 
It is in tbe same year, (1891) that we find Howells 
referring the aspiring au~ho~ to the Spanish picaresque 
novel as a basis tor sto1~y wr:ttingo 
{251) Edi torts Studv \\. ..... - ~ Ra1lp6l'* t s 1888., Vol. 76;~2 
( 252) Edi tor·t s Study 
Harper's 83:964 ~91 
''I do not 1-mow that I should counsel othe1"s to do 
so, o:r tha:t t!:.o ;~11erol .reade1'l wc,u..ld find l':ls aecount 
ln # but I am su..r:e that the lntending aut1.10:? in Ame1~..t-
can fiction wouJ d do v.~11 to s tud;i the Spaalah picH:11?esque 
novel a; for in their sirnplici ty o.f" design he will ft nd 
one of the best for~ms for an Araerioan story. The intrigue 
of c 1 o se texture will never su1 t our co ndi t 1 ona r; whl ch 
a:(l'e ao open a..'Y!d loose snd variable; each mau 1 a life an:ong 
us is s romance of the Spa.l"ish model~ i.f 1 t is iihe life 
have, with many 
ups and downa ~ 
"The story o:r Laza:rillo is g~oss ln :t.ts :facts, nnd 
is mostly1 u.nmeet for ludies1, 11ke most of the fiction 
i11 all languages before our tlmes; but there is an llonvast 
simplicity in the narration, a p9rvading humorj and a rich 
feeling for cha1-a.cter thut glves it value. 0 (253) . 
After having seen the g;reat extent or llowellst know-
lodge and love for Spanish li tera.ture it aee:ns strange 
to find him knowing so 11~tla of t~e Cid~ It seems 
incredible that ho who hae i,..ead so much, hns made so 
many c~itiaisms of Spa..~ish worKs, who is especially such 
a lover of Don Quixote should care practically nothing 
for Spain's greatest hero ~nd should auy: 
11 In factb I have no g:r'eet oplnion of the Cid z.& an 
hi3tOJ:"'ical character or a poottc fietion9 His epic, 01~ 
his long ballad, formed no :part of m.y young 3tud~r ln 
(253) ~ Literary ?asaions, u~ 10? 
Faorfurtherevaiuntfons oi Spanish Literature 
see: Appendix B~ 
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Sprn.nish, and when four or five ;jears a.go et friend gave 
me a copy of 1 t, beautiful] y p:~inted in black letter~ 
irvi th the pra:ycT" t:1.at I shonld read it so.metil11e wi thl11 
the twelve month- I fonnd the ti.we .fa~ too short. A~ 
a matteri o'£ fact I hav<$ never read the poem to t!1is day, 
though. I hav~ often tried, and I doubt if itn autho~ 
ever intended i~ to be read. Re intendod lt rather to 
be ~ocited in stirring episodes, with spaces fo~ refresh-
ing slur4ber in the co~-~octtng nnrrutiveso As £0~ the Cid 
in real llfe under his prover nGJlle or Rodrlgo de Vivas (sic) 
though he ma.de his king publicly swear that he hRd had :1.10 
pn~t ln the murder or his royal bro~hor, and though he 
wao the stoutest and bravest knight in Castlle, I co.,,~~0t 
find it altogether a.dmi ~able in ht:m thnt whe:n hls king 
baniahea him he snould resolve to fight thereafter fo~ 
any mo.sue1? who pa.id htm bestc That appears to me the 
par~ of a road-agent rather than a reformer, and it seems 
to iae no amend for hin service m1der !ifioo:r>ish p1;'tnees that 
he abould make war against chem on his personal bohalf 
or ai'terward nnder hi...s ov.m ungratefu1 1ti.ng... .Ha is fr!ends 
nmv with i:;he Ai?abian lU ng of Sa~agosse., and now ho oefeats 
the A-ragonese under the Castiliun sovereign, and 1'tga1n 
he sends an insulting message by the Moslens to the 
Christian Count of Barcelona 1 whom h? takes prison8r with 
his followe:rs, but releases \Vi thout; t'ansom a:rter n oon-
tomptuous audience~ Is it well, I ask, that he holps 
one Moott against another, ahve.ys for what tho1'Je ia in 1 t, 
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and when he to.1-r:es Valencia fJ?t1l•1 the l nfidels :t keGps none 
15, 
of his p!'omises to tho~n, but having tortured the Gover= 
no1>? to make him gl vo up his t1 ... ea.sur~e ~ buries blm to his 
vmist and thHn burns hir.1 allve? Afte-r that., to be su;:-e r; 
he enjo-rs his declinlng 10ars by m@klnG forays iri the 
neishbo1aing country, a.ntl dies 'satisfied with ho.vtng done 
, his dut~ toward hls God'0"(254) 
It is true that the Cid all:ted hlmself with one 
master anc1 then anothe1"' on his personal behalf; but it 
~Jan only in riO ~~01~danco Vi 1th uho t i;r;1ea when all nat tonal 
heroes depended upon force and st1"ategyo As for keeping 
,t 
11one of his p1?omises to tl1o 11oore afterA thei 1~ aid in 
captw:11ing Valencia and as tor hali -bur"ying and bu1-7fl:i.ng 
the Valencian e;ovornor .. , Howolls has talten a ono-sided view. 
I huve been able to find but. one J"eference tel llns 
of such an ~ct on the pai ... t of the Cid. This was in Clark 
11. Butle't~~ s !f!.e Ci.d Campeo.doE, publlshed in Ne1v Yorak and 
London_, 1897., Tl1is book v1as based upon cronicaa and his-
to~ies of ea1'11l~r date .9 no''i!e in A:rabic whlch fa.ct mlght 
lead one to believe thst they wore possibly prejudiced 
ugainst. tho Cide Although ~1e 1<now that the actual Cid 
wa~ not as idealized--in general, history tells us that 
in 1008 .t the Cid did make un ag:t")ecment wi t11. nostain of 
Zt:J.ragoza to capture Valencia- ... rvrostai..n to h:~ve the cl ty, 
the Cid the booty-~and that at the op1oortuuc moment Rod-
rigo showed ereat repugnaace ac helpinG Mostain 9 nlleg~ 
1n~ that Aloadir, governor of Valencla was vasal and 
tributary or Alfonso vL, Bulj they did not storm the ci t'r 1 
(254) ~!liar S~anJ-s~ Travels p. 37-9 
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~1ostain !"eturned home di st;usted and the Cid enter•(H1 
Valencla on f1~iendly 1?6lations v1i th .Alcadlr, promising 
to defend him ~gainst hts enemies ln exchange for a 
ce:rteJn sum" 
In 109~, Alcndir of Valencia was assassinat~d, how-
ever with :no blama to the Cid, v1ho had left the-re in the 
maanti1"1e and had had o.notho11' mtsunde!'standing >.i"Jl th the 
kinga Upon 11earins ot .. the death of Aloadir, the Cid 
planfled to reconquer~ Valencia, which he did in 1094 .. 
He made himself vasal of Alfonso and gove~ned ~be vicin-
ity with comparative justice permitting the moo:rs to con-, 
serve their magistrates~ cult, laws,. tribunals, usages 
and cuotornse He died in 1099, a na"Gu1~a1 death .. (25 1)) 
Again we repeat that it se~ms strange that the lover 
of Don Qu i:1'ote de la k1:.:mcha; kl'lown as El H1da~£O LWin&!Jnioso 
should care so 11 ttle for:. non H.odrigo de F~l var 1 com'rionl v 
p1loduced two such hEJJ:oes and challenges the iNholc world 
to p1~oduce ano'Cho1'i) such gallant, noble warr·ior, so 
redoubtable in arms, so Christian ln spir1 t, so gE~nerous 
ln heart, as the Cid; wr1om s.1•~ ~1,.,~..,,s to call ~id, 
If ~ 
he wt:to was born in a good hour; ·who gi:rdod on his sword 
on '1 lucky day; i.-1ho conquered six and th11~ty kings f.lnd 
The comp-
a-rison of' Spain ts t'uVO r1o~t famous ~balloros ls not 
without reason., F'or the Cid of the Spanish people i.s 
as ~nuch a hero of romnnco as Don r:uixo te, und Don (..Jui xotie 
(25b) nontaner y Sim6n: Dicciont'ar9 Encicl;~Eedi«ltYfli:9-
nano-hmericano. See Cid 
Altirrri.:r11a; R~: ~toriu de Esno.na vol~I 367-·?o 
~s a~1 much of a Spanish. hc~o as the Cid, and in the eyes 
of al 1 t.Pue Spo.nlnrds, he ls part and parcel of the 
ish nation as reallv no he had beAn enrolled in the 
Soa.nish eensus ~ In both oi th~n the rea.1 a.no the roi.rran-
tic 111eet in a wonderful wny,, n ( 25r. .. ) 




I have shown how one of the first books which took 
aarly hold upon the boyish imagination ot Howells, caus-
ing him to play nMoorB and Spaniards'' along w:tth t"IndianH, 
was Ce~vantesw pon Quixot~. I have traced the influance 
of this book throughout his life and found tt to be a1'1 
ever present souvce of in~piration and pleasure~ It 
was hore t:hat he seemed to be first and neo.xaly always 
imp~essed by the quality and impo~ta.nce of who1esom£l 
hum.01-'fl in literature, (?1hich ha.a been such a pleasure and 
dGlight to himo It was Cervantes who endeared the Spanish 
race to him and was thus perhaps indirectly responsible 
for his dasiEe to probe further into Spanish literatu.:r:e. 
Although, I find but one instanao of di~ect influence 
of ~-~l_;lixot.~ upon th0 novels of Howells { 257), I bJlV'G 
partly Shown with what frequency the boo~ or its author 
has appeared in his c~itical worka~(257) Its chief influ-
enoop aside from that of in~tilling in Howells a love 
o.nd appreoiati on for Spai:rl and its literature 1 is perhaps 
the fact that it was here that Howells received his first 
and lasting lessons in what he considered should compose 
(257) See Chapte~ t, PP• 24-50 and Appendix B fo~ all 
references to Cervantes o~ Don QU~lt.,Ot00 
the qualities that shou.ld belong to the Great American 
Novel (258), qualitles that ure manifested especially 
in A Hazard of New Fortm'lcs ;r said by c:vi t;ics ( 259) to 
bo the Great American NovelQ 
I have tallowed the literary growth or Ilowelle as 
lt natm~ally developed a.long wlth the acquisition of his 
, 
knowledge o? the ~o~ks of Valdes~ I hav~ shovm that hi~ 
flnal passion ror the true and the beautiful was not 
something acqulred. nf the reading or this Spanish 
au1~hor.,. but ~ather the development of an inl1.ertint reel· ..
ing--whioh g!iowth was no doubt enhanced by his reading 
or Valdes, from whom hG quoted to oonvey his own e~eod 
and to v1hom. he so frequently and natu1"*ally turned ror 
the support of some argu.i.~ent or principle set forth in 
his numerous critical a~vlclese(~CO) 
, 
Thus we see that the greatest inrluence of Valdes 
is not round to be exerted di~ectly upon plot and char-
acter in the novels of Howells, but appears rather in 
the emphasizing of the srune pr1no1ples of the realistic 
school as shoYm. by the appl!oatlon or his literary creed 
in the critloa.1 works of Howells, and as manifested practi-
1' cally in the novels; also, that Valdess influence is 
evident in st~engthen1ng his love and app~eoiation of 
Spanish licerature,and inspiring him to attempt to incul-
(258) Sea gervantea ChaEter p. 24. 
Also fty Literary rai'ions, po 21 
(259) Quiru:1, A~ He~ Cent 100:674•81 Sept t20 
(260) See Appendix Bo 
cate this same love and spprociation into ths hearts at' 
his American readers, in aidln3 him to become the spo~es-
c311 fo1'ln of it. 
,,# 
I have also sh01.vn how tlte :read:tn3 of VEtlera, Ga.ldoa.; 
rordo Baz~n and Blasco Ib?Ji'ez had n~ direct influence upon 
the novels or Howells$ Sowever, they greatly serv~a to 
wlden nis knowledgei exten~ his sympathtes, and hetghten 
bis apprecinbion of SP,anish literatu~e~ 
I have shown that!J vdt"h one exception, the books 
co~pa~ed show very little direot influence upon the 
novels or Howells, and that their similarities are more 
those chsrncter1stic of the same school than of indivi-
dual vmrks; and that thei -r main influence is upon h:ts 
llterar-y creed as a whole rathe~ than upon eny single 
novel; on the other hand, oae is impPessed by the impor~-
ance and place given by Howells to Spanish lite~ature, 
and the frequency with which Spanish literatuPe or life 
cith01~ forms the main theme or j.s touched upr.m ln his 
innurrierable \"1ri tin.go So rn.uch so that Howello is repea:'c-
edly quoted as an authority in articles found in Encyolo-
' 
podias, int:r'oductions to Spanish toxt books, magazines 
Illustrative of the proportion o~ space given to 
Spanish in the ~~ol'' s St.uo.;r and ~aa-v;., Cha!.t:. essays or 
Harper!s_, I off'er the following; 
Edi, to~' a ~t:.tdz 
December 1885--Ma.L ... cb 1892. 
Total number of essays w~itten ~ o •• n ~ 76 
Wholly or partly on deftnite Spanish authors 
or works.. . tr • • ,, " • • ~ o e • • o • .. .. 36 
On Spain or its li~erature in general • • • 7 
Total number on Spanish 43, which is more than 
one-half of tho es£ays written. 
Editor•s .Easx Chai~ 
December 1900~-April 1920 
Total number of essays written ••• ~ ~ ~ • 245 
Wholly or partly o~ definite Spanish autnors 
or works $ ~ l> It .. " • if1 • $ t) e C> 'II Cl "" 32 
On Spain and lts literature in general o • • 16 
The total number of essays written on Spanish is 48, 
making the number treating of Spanish about 1/5 or the total essays w~lt~en. But in proportion 
there were fewer real literary essays here than 
ln the ~~;!;ox:!~" 
Throughout hls v11'1itings is evidenced an appreciation 
for Spanish literature of which he wrltes! 
"No French writer has moved me so much as the Span-
ish,, for the Pranch are wanting in tho hmnor which en-
dear·s theseQ and is the qu~inteesenoe of their charm~ u ( 261) 
Also espeoially noticeable la the number of times 
in which he inentions Valdes in the same breath with Tol-
stoy, the two grea~esc influences ln his literary devel-
opment. Moreover, at a time when the gene~al conception __________________________ .._.. _ _, _______ _ 
(~61) ~~ Litera;::v: t~asions p. 181Q W~itten at about 
the age of fifty~ 
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seems to be that Spaln has no literature or great writers, 
it is quite a satisfaction to find that Howells repeat-
I I edly mentions Valdes and Galdoa along with Tolstoy, 
Tourgenief, Hawthorn, Manzon1, Henry James, Thomas Hardy, 
Maupassant, Bjornson, Giovani and othevs; and that he 
emphasizes the faat that Ce~vantes and Shakespeare are 
ranked the same. 
I 
Rowland Grey has said that nHowells• best epitaph 
is his own wo~ds adraon1shing us to be 'truthful and 
naturai•, a doctrine which he emphasized with tho aid 
' of Vnl,das.(262) 
----------------------------....----------
(262) Grey, Rowland; VJ. D. Howells the Last 
Fortne Rev 115:154-63 Ja '21 
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Blasco Iban3z 1 Vicente 
• 6 .1915. 111 If 0 • 0 .,1903 
Sangre y arena • e • • o .1915. ~ e • ~ • .1906 
Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de 
Dgn,g~~xot~ e ~ - ~ ~ •• 1849 on. ~ • ~ .1742 
Jarvis' translation 
.Qon £ui~ot~ • • • .e • • ~1ssa • • .. • • cil008 
Ormsby's version 
Palae1o Vald6s, Armando 
~l ... quarto pqder. • • • f .1aoa. 
I 
.. Jose • fl ~ • • • -
'rhe Jo;z of Captain Ri1:'Jot .1911. 
{La' alegrfa d~l Capj_tS:n ~Ribot) 
~~ idil!a de un enf0rmo •• 1889. 
Tho Lost Village. ~ • 
(~a aldea perdidal 
... 1911. 
. ' • 0 .1617 






c> • 1 • 19 • .1084 
• • • .1903 
~ta fl !iar1.f!L • • • • ., • l886a • • • .. , .18831 
Maximina •• .,. ....... ,.~ ... .. fl' • ~ .1888. ,, • • • • .1807 
niverita • • • • e • .18'86 
Scum ••••• • • 
~espuma~ 
• • • • l(ji. .1890 
Date read First published 
• • • \) 1888 
Pardo Bazan, Emilia 
A Christina Woman ~ • o • ~ - 1892 ~ o ~ o • 1890 
Mary Springer's translation of 
Una crlstiana 
Tho Owaa of VilaP:tor•t;a fl • °' • 1892 • 
Mary Jc Serrano~a tr~nslation of 
EJ. ¢isne de Vilal11orLa 
mqrz 'P -~-
Peroz Galdos$ Benito 
I 
~a f runijJ..§- de Leon Roch • ~ • 1888 • o • 
Valera, Jus.n de 
Dona Luz. If' " .. .. .. I) $ 1886 ct • 0 
• • 0 1886 ~ '° 
0 
I\fon-fi otion .. ----,. 
Palacio Valdes~ A1~ando 
fl 1885 
• • 1876 
1078 
c; ;II 1879 
0 1874 
1883 
P.1"'01ogg:. • • "' • JI ~ tf1 Q ~ .. 1889 ~ ~· ~ • &'! 1889 
10. hermana ea.n sulpici9 
Essay on realism 
I 
P~rdo Bazan, ~"milin 
La euestion na~pi~ante •. o • 1891 • & ~ • 0 1883 
Essay on realism 
Valera, Juan de 
P~ologo: PeP.ita Jlmene~~ o • 1886 • • • • ~ 1874 
16~ 
lfiseella.neous Wor .. ks :i.n ~.at!-.1.~J:! 
These are listed in the chronological order of his readings 
Date read 
noyal Spantsh Academy 
Gram6.t1oa Castellana ~~~~,,,,_ __ ...._ __
A voltUne of SE:l n!sh Dt-ta.raatic Authors • • between 1852-4 
--trio'1udes Ca.ideron, r,ope, ~es 
I I 
Fernandez de ~oratin, L~ 
~rigi~1s of the ,el?a.ni::?!t ... !heat:r~ • • • 
{Di~curso Bistorlco sobre los 
o~igines dol toatro espanol) 
Lope de Vega. 




Un drama nuevo ~ • • ~ • ~ • • ~ ~ o • • • • • 1858 
""' ........... C:CU!f~J 1~ 
I 
Gutierrez~ Fedorieo Lo~ano 
r£orks oomected more o:r loas q,losel:v: with. s:eain 
Irving> w, Dato l"ead 
Th~ qonquest of Granad.!i o a ••• • ~ ••• ~ 1850 {?) 
~lstorv 0£ the Civil ~ars of Granada o ~etveen 1851-4 
1852-4 
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Conde, J. A. Date read 
!.!¥L.I>ominion of .. the Ara.bs_1.n SJS:in ••• between 1952-4 
Schlegel, August W~ 
Lectures on Dramatio Lltoranure •• 0 • • • " 1855 
Calvovt, Albert F. 
Gautier, Theophile 
Voyage en Espo.gqe 1 ~ 41 • • .. «I • q • e • o o .1911-13 
Jt1 Hume, artin AQ s. 
~odern Spa~~ • • • • * ~ • • e • • • • s • e .1911~13 
Longfellow, H. w. 
The SEanish Student o ••••• ~ • • • • • • 1851 (?) 
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81:318~ 642 190 
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~di tq,1~ a f; studx 
Harperta 77:802 1 88 
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J.:rologQ · 
Editor's studx 
l!a1--pert s 79:963-7 g 89 
La he~ana_)O?.a!! sui.E.!Ci.Q.*!iL...~erary Pas~ions p9179 
Edi.torte study 
-·:aa1"'per t s · 'ei : 3f8 i 90 
Familiar Snanish Travelo Pe26l 
El idilio de un entei~~Oo~iterary Passions Pe 179 
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